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ABSTRACT

Manitoba has one of the highest densities of wetlands in any province irl canada

but does not have a wetland policy that protects these valuable ecosyster.ns. Historically

wetlands have been dr.ained and conveÍed to other uses with little conceur for the

ecological impacts this has or.r the landscape. Despite scientific research quantifying the

essential role that wetlands play in maintaining healthy watersheds and the quality and

quantity of water on the landscape, wetlands continue to be drained and degraded.

. The purpose of this study was to develop a franework for a wetland policy in

Ma¡itoba based on a case study of cunent wetland conservatiotr practices in southwestetr

Mariitoba and au assessment of wetland policies in other jurisdictions. Interviews and a

,,vorkshop with experts in wetland consewation and management provided much of the

data used to develop the policy framework.

A wetland policy is needed to provide a strotrg voice for wetlands, raising the

awareness of their impoftance on the landscape and recognizing the value ofthe

ecological goods and services they provide to society. A wetland policy must recogrize

there will always be conflicts related to protection ofnatural systenls and econotnic

developrnent. It will have to state the impottance and value of these ecosystems so that

development obj ectives do not take priority over environmental concems. The policy

should fiurctiolr as a framework for decision making, enabling clear couclusious to be

drawn about what actions are requit'ed and what end resttlt is expected.

If a wetland policy is to be effectively implemented on the laudscape it will have

to address the concems ofthe various stakeholders impacted by the policy. Stakeholders

need to be identified and consulted and the policy must address the issues they identify as

lll



important. The policy process should attempt to identify and develop conmon ground on

wliich all stakeholdels can agree and as much as possible ct'eate consellsus on the high

level goals and objectives of the policy.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Wetlands are extraordinary ecosystems associated with a divelse and cotnplex

anay of direct and indirect uses. Manitoba has one of the higl-rest densities of wetlands in

any province in Canada, including fens and peatbogs found in soutl.ìeast, centt'al and

northern Manitoba, saltwater coastal lowlands along Hudson Bay and tl-re "plailie

potholes" found in the southem areas of the province (Manitoba Water Stewardship,

2006). Wetlands in Manitoba vary greatly with regards to type, size, ownership and use

ofsunounding riplands, and the nature and severity ofthe threats they face. The

rnajority of wetlands lound in Manitoba are in the central and northem area, however, the

potholes found in southwestem Manitoba ale the most tlueatened. These wetlands are

part of a working agricultural landscape and face pressures fiom agricultural ploduction

and a relatively high population density (MacGregor, 2003).

Extensive scientific research has quantihed the essential lole that wetlands play in

maintaining healthy watersheds and the quality and quantity of water on the laudscape,

yet wetlarrds continue to be drained and degraded. Manitoba does not curently have a

policy that protects these valuable ecosystems. A provincial wetlarrd policy should

recognize the value ofthese ecosystems and highlight the necessity of rnaintaining their

ecological integrity wherevel they occur tluoughout the province and whatever theats

they face. This study focused ou the wetlands on privately owred land itt southwestern

Manitoba as they are under the most irunediate threat. A policy framework addressing

the issues facing wetlands ir southwestem Manitoba will plovide the vision and strategy

needed to protect wetlands tluoughout the provitrce.



Wetlands are drained and degraded when it is perceived the land would be more

ploductive if it was drained and put to another use. When the value of the ecological

functions that wetlands provide in maintaining the quality of water supply, sequestering

carbon to mitigate the impacts of climate cl.range, r.naintaining biodivelsity, absorbing

excess nutrierrts and pesticides are not recognized, wetlands are nruch nrore likely to be

drained. A wetland policy that recognizes the value ofthese ecosystems and the

impoltance of the ecological functions they provide will help protect ivetlands wherever

they occur in the province.

During most of the past century, wetlands on the Canadian Plairies weì'e seen as

wastelands that needed to be dlained or filled in order to be made useful. It is estinlated

that since European settlement, Canada has lost approximately 20 million hectares of

wetlands to agicultural development (Wiken et. aI,2003). Batt (1996) found that 71% of

wetlands on the Canadian Prairies have been degraded, and in southwestern Manitoba,

57o/o I'¡ave beeri losl entirely.

The intensification of commercial agriculture and land use changes associated

with relatively high population densities have been identifred as the primary threats to

wetlands in southem Manitoba (Chambers et. al.2002; Baydack et. al. 1996; Brinson and

lMalvercz,2002). The conservation of wetlar.rds is of palticr.rlar concem within the

context ofglobal climate change as the predicted droughts associated with climatic

change will exacerbate the stresses al:eady placed on these ecosystems (Wiken et. al.

2003). At tlie same time the rnaintenance of healthy wetland ecosystems provides

increased resilience to climate change,



Histolically, resource-related policy affecting agricultural production was driven

by econornic incentives that encouraged increasing the acreage under cultivation with

little concem for the conservation ofecological resources (Baydack et. al. 1996). The

goal of agricultural policy arrd practice was to maximize production to feed the world.

As the value ofecological resources such as wetlands has become increasingly evident

this perspective has changed and the need to conserve and regenerate these areas has

become increasingly recognized (Gabor et. al. 2004). The conseryation of wetlands,

however, is a complex issue and involves a wide variety ofplayers; from local, provincial

and national govemreut agencies, to intematioual corrseruation organizations, to

community groups, private landowners and concemed individuals.

The Govenment of Cariada adopled lhe Federal Policy on Iletland Consen,ution

in 1992, however there is rio legislation at the national level directly addressing wetland

conservation. A number offederal statutes l'ìave pl'ovisions specihcally directed toward

wetland conservation, however; the protection these provide to wetlands is incidental

within a broader mandate such as the protection of endangel'ed species and their habitat

(Lyrch-Stewarl et. al. 1999). The rnajority ofstatutes that carl influence wetlands in

Canada must be enacted at the provincial level as each province maintains ownership of

the natural resoirrces that lie within its borders (Rubec and Lynch-Stewart, 1998).

The Manitoba Water Slrategl, Q003), The lloter Protectiott Act Q005), and lhe

I ater Rights Acl (19) are thlee primary pieces of legislation that address the rnanagement

and development of water resources in Manitoba. Although explicit reference is nrade to

the conservation of wetlands in both the Water Sn'ategy and l ater Protection Act, Íhey

currently provide only incidental protection. The Manitobn Drøinage Policies developed



under tl'ìe authority of the Water Rights Ac¡ do not allorv drainage of permanent and semi-

pennanent wetlands and require a license for the drainage ofseasoual wetlands. While

these policies provide some protection to wetlands they are inadequate as they do not

recognize the value ofrvetlands. It is not the purpose of the Water Rights Aclto plotect

aquatic ecosystens but to cont¡:ol the allocation of water resollrces and license the

conshuction of water control works. Histolically these policies have been inadequately

enforced and much unlicensed drainage of wetlands has occr¡ned and continues to occur

on the landscape (Manitoba Ornbudsman 2008). Otlier policies which could plovide

some protection for wetlands again provide only íncidental protection and have not been

effectively irnplemented. As a result wetland loss continues, and "Manitoba is some

ways away from no net loss" (Rubec and L;'nch-Stewart, 1998).

A provincial wetlands policy recognizing the inherent value ofthese ecosystems

and the need to conserve and protect them in their own right is needed as a first step in

stopping the continued loss of Mariitoba's wetlands

1,2 RT,SEARCH QUESTION

The irnportance of the ecological functions pelformed by wetlands has been

quantihed through scieritific research and the need to preserve and protect wetlands has

been acknorvledged at all levels of govemment. A number of institutions and

organizations are working at the local to interrational levels to protect wetlarlds. Fede¡:al

and provincial legislation exists that has the capacity to provide some protection to

wetlands. Despite these efforts, wetlands continue to be drained, filled and polluted.

How can an effective and comprehensive wetland policy be developed that will build



upon existing couseruation efforts and fill in gaps that allow the continued degradation of

wetlands in Manitoba?

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to develop a fi'amework fol a provincial rvetland

policy. To do this the cunent wetland coriservatiorr plactices and provincial and federal

policies that impact wetlands in the study area were assessed to identify strerrgths,

weaklesses and gaps in curent wetland conselation efforts. Wetland policies in other

julisdictions were also evaluated for their applicability to the Manitoba context.

The area for this study rvas the prailie ecozolle found in southwestem Manitoba.

Many different types of wetlands are found tluoughout Manitoba and they face different

tlueats based on geographic location. The wetlands found in southwestem Manitoba are

under the most immediate tlueat. The situation in this area demonstlates what conld

happen to wetlands in other areas ofthe plovince ifpressules to convert thern to other

uses develop in the futule. A framewolk for a provincial wetland policy based on a case

study ofthe wetlands that are most tlueatened can be easily expanded to other areas of

the province where wetlands are under less immediate tkeat.

The objectives of this study were:

1) to identify the major players involved in wetland conseruation in Manitoba,

ir-rcluding their goals and the strategies and methods used to achieve those

goals,

to detern.rine the key components of an effectiVe wetland policy,

to assess the potential applicability ofpolicies and regulations in other

jurisdictions lor use in Manitoba; and

2)

3)



4) to develop a fi'amework that will underpin the development of a wetland

policy for Manitoba.

1.4 STATEMENT OF METHOD

This stLrdy used a qualitative grounded theory approach to interpletive policy

analysis. This approach involves several phases ofdata collection using a diffelent

method ofdata collection in each phase. The date collected in each phase provides

information and context for the following phase. Interpretive policy analysis seeks to

understand the values, beliefs and feelings ofthe various audiences who are directly

affected by a particulal policy. The data was collected in tll'ee phases:

1) A leview and analysis of existing literature. Supplernented with infomation

fi'om interviews, the literature review identified the major players involved in

wetland conservation and introduced their goals and strategies, reviewed

policies and legislation used in other jurisdictions, and identified key

componeuts ol welland policy.

2) Semi-structured interviews with key infomrants from lead organizations

involved in wetland consewation. The interviews identified gaps in existing

policies and assessed the transferability ofpolicies cunently being used in

other jurisdictions.

3) Focus group/worksliop with selected participants from lead organizations.

The workshop supplemented data collected in the interviews and identified

priority areas to be addressed in a wetland policy.



Upon completion ofthe data collection, data from all research phases was

integlated and analyzed using a grounded tlieory analysis to identify trends,

contradictions and thenes.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS

The thesis is organized into six chapters. The first chapter introduces the topic,

states the research question and objectives ofthe research, and outlines the methods used

to acquire tlie necessary data. Chapter Two provides a review of related literature

providing background information regarding wetland ecology, the value of wetlands, and

the current state olwetland consewation and policy in Manitoba. Chapter Tluee

describes the rnethods used to conduct the research, including data collection and

analysis. The results ofthe data collection and analysis are presented in the fourth

chapter. Chapter Five draws upon the data collected in all tluee phases to develop a

fi'amework from which a wetland policy fol Maritoba could be drafted. The final

chapter, presents the summary and conclusions of the research and plovides

recommendations and suggestions for future ¡esearch in this area.



CHAPTER2: WETLANDS IN MANITOBÄ

2,1 INTRODUCTION

Manitoba l-ras one of the highest densities of wetlands of any province in Canada.

The value of wetlands in maintaining healthy watersheds and the quality and quantity of

rvater has been quantified by scientifìc research, yet wetlands continue to be drained and

degraded. Manitoba does not cumently have a policy that pr:otects these valuable

ecosysterns.

The wetlands found in Manitoba include fens ahd peatbogs found in the Boreal

region ofsoutheast central and northem Manitoba, peatbogs found in the Low Subarctic

and saltwater coastal marshes found in the High Subarctic alound Hudson Bay, the 'great

lakes'wetlands associated with Lakes Wimripeg a1ld Mallitoba, and the "plairie potholes"

fourrd in the Prairie region in the south westem and south-central areas of the provir.rce

(Manitoba Water Stewardship 2006; National Wetlands Working Group 1988). The

majority of wetlands ale found in the central and northem areas (Map 1) however it is the

wetlands found in the Prairie ecozone region of southem Manitoba tliat are most

tlreatened and are the focus of this study. Tliis is also the area whele Rubec (1994)

detennined that the theat to wetlands was highest. This is also refened to as the Prairie

Pothole Region because of the high density ofpotholes found in this area. The discussion

of wetlands in Mariitoba iu the lest of this chapter refers to tl.rese plailie potholes.

I detemrined that the prairie ecozone of Manitoba would be the study area of this

research. There are certainly many different types of wetlands found in Manitoba which

are ecologically unique and also face different threats. However, the situation in

southwestem Manitoba denlonstrates what could happen in other areas of the province if



pressules to convert wetlands to other uses develop in the ftlture. I concluded that a

policy framewor* developed from a case study of the highly threatened rvetlands found in

the prairie ecozone wonld provide the vision and strategy needed to protect the other

wetlands in the province that wele facing less immediate threats. Thus this stLrdy could

easily be expanded to addless situations identified by stakeholders in other ecozones.



Map 1 : Manitoba Ecozones: Percentage of Wetland Cover

Adapated from National Wetlards Working Group, 1988.



2.2 PR,A.IRIE POTHOLES

Plairie potholes are a common featule of the prairie ecozone of southem Manitoba,

which is a part of the Prairie Pothole Region. The Prairie Pothole Region encompasses

750,000 km2 across sor.rth central Canada and north-central United States. This

landscape is dotted with millions of depressions that fill with water fi'om rneting snow

and l'ain. These wetlands range ìn size and may be frorn 0.1 hectares to mo[e tl]an 10

hectares in size and vary considerably ir depth. Some ofthe larger ones fomr pemranent

lakes, with the smaller ones fonling innumerable temporary sloughs or potholes that dry

out r.nost yeals (Canadian Wildlife Service 2002). Plairie potholes generally nndergo

dlastic seasonal variations in water level and vegetation, changing fiorn open watel ponds

in spring to drying basins coveled by closed stands ofvegetation in surll1l1er and fall.

Tliese wetlands are primarily dependent on precipitation for their water regime, therefore

annual variations in precipitation results in significarit charrges in the appearance and

composition of the wetlands. Dramatic changes in prairie wetlands occur duririg periods

ofdrought as vegetation changes signifìcantly as the wetland dries out (National

Vy'etlands Working Group, 1988).

Prailie potholes are part ofthe rvorking agricr.rltural landscape found in

southwesten Manitoba, and they perform a nr¡mber of ecosystern functions that are

critical to maintaining the ecological and economic integrity ofthis landscape

(MacGregor 2003). Resource planning and management in this landscape requires

balancing the requirements ofagricultural production with the need for wetland

conservation and maintenance ofecological integrity (McCartney et. al. 2005).

11



Plate 1: Aelial view ofprairie potholes in the agricultural lartdscape

Photo courtesy ofDucks Unliniited Canada.

2.3 HISTORICAL CONTEXT

During r.nost of the past century wetlands in the Canadian Prairies were seen as

obstacles that needed to be drained, filled or built around in order to be made useful. It is

estimated that since European settlement, Canada has lost about 20 million hectares of

wetlands to agicultural development (Wilken et. al. 2003). Approximately 71% of

wetlands in the Canadian Prairies have been degraded and in southwestem Manitoba 57%

of wetlands have been lost entirely (Batt 1996).

The legal history of the Prairie provinces shows that from the earliest days of

agricultural settlement in the 1870s until almost the present day, wetlands were regarded

as a nuisance. Both the coÍnmon law and statutes were designed to ensut'e that wetlands

could be easily drained to foster agricultural development. Over the years this plocess

created a complex web oflaw that contailred a number ofincentives to drain wetlands

(Percy, 1993). Policies related to land use focused on increasing agricultural production

not only for econon'ric gain but for the benefit ofsociety. This created a productiorr
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oriented mindset which still persists today. In tnot'e recent history, however, as wetland

functions and values become better understood and appreciated, mindsets were chaugirrg.

Policies are evolving, moving from exploitation for maximizing agricultural production

to corìselvation to maintain ecological function (Heimlich et. al. 1998).

2.4. DEFINING WETLANDS

Many definitions of the tenrr wetland can be found in the published literatr¡re.

However, no cor.nprehensive and binding definition of the temr 'wetland' is found ir-r

federal ol plovincial legislation or policy. The second edition of the Ccutctclian þl/etlcutd

Classifcaf ion S)tsten, Wetlands in Canada, the Federal Policy on Wetland Clrtssification

and the National Wetlands Working Group have all adopted the following definition of a

wetland:

.. ."land that is saturated with water long enough to promote wetland or aquatic
processes as indicated by poolly drained soils, hydrophytic vegetation and various
kinds of biological activity which are adapted to a wet envilorunent. Wetlands
include bogs, fens, marshes, swamps and shallow water (usually two n.reters

deep or less)" (Rubec and L1'nch-Stewart 1998:3).

Wetlands occupy the transitional zones between pennanently wet and generally

dry envirorunents - they share characteristics ofboth environments yet cannot be

classihed unarnbiguously as either aquatic or tenestrial. The key is the presence of water

for some significant period of time which changes the soils, micro-organisms, and plant

and aniural communities such that the land functions in a different way from either'

aquatic or dry habitats (Barbiel el. al. 1997).

There is not cunently a single definition of wetland that all agencies, scientists,

policymakels or landownels use for all purposes. Wliile definitions have been developed

by various agencies and orgar zations, the plocess of delineating wetlands on the ground
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and deciding which ones are subject to specific policies is a matter ofcontinuing debate.

Wetlands can be broadly defined, but administering wetland programs requires

delineating a wetland's boundaries on the ground by applying specific criteria at a

particular site (Heimlich et. al. 1998). This is particularly difficult as the preserìce of

watel'and the appearance of the wetland varies seasonally and amrually depending on

weather conditions.

Stewart and Kantrud developed a wetland classification system in 1971

specifrcally for the glaciated northem plains, wl.rich encornpasses the Prairie Pothole

legion of Manitoba. Tliis system classifies wetlands into seven different classes based on

vegetation characteristics, which also reflects differences in water pennanerrce. The

Stewart and Kantrud wetland classification system has been adopted by many

organizations involved with the wetlands in this study area. Manitoba Water Stewardship

lras used tlris classifrcation system in its Drainage Policies.

Riparian areas associated with wetlands are the transition areas betweerl rvetlands

and their adj acent upland terestrial ecosystems (National Research Council 2002).

Riparian areas suppofi unique plant and animal communities that establish watershed

function. Inappropriate land management practices that daniage riparian areas will also

result in the degradation ofadjacent wetlands (Fitch and Adams 1998), therefore a

wetland policy should also address the management ofriparian aleas.

2,5 PRIMARY THREATS TO WETLÀNDS IN THE STUDY AREA

Intensification of agriculture in the Prairie regiori of Manitoba since the 1950s has

resulted in Iarger and more mechanized fanns, increased specialization, incleased use of

chemical inputs (pesticides and ferlilizers) and a conesponding inclease in production
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(Vaisey et. al. 1996). The plirnary cause of wetland loss in the study area is the filling,

and draining of wetlands to increase acreage undef cultivation (Brinson and Malvarez

2002). Many current agricultural practices in the upland areas surrounding wetlands

result in the degradation ofthe wetlands, even ifthey appear to remain intact.

Inappropriate agricultural practices result irr an increased risk of contamination of surface

and ground waters by pollutants such as eloded soil, fertilizers arrd pesticides. Elevated

concentlations ofnutrients and pesticides are frequently detected in surface waters

drainirig croplands (Chambers et. aL 2002), resulting in the degadation of wetlands.

The ecological consequences of modern agricultural practices are being

increasingly recognized, However, many issues facing tlie agricultural industr-y make it

difficult for fanners to focus on long{erm sustainability at the perceived expense of

sho¡t- temr economic gain. These issues include pressures to compete intemationally,

large capital and operating costs, high levels ofdebt and fluctuating cornrnodity prices.

To sustain their livelihoods, farmers must focus on maximizing agricultural production

and minimizing costs. Famrers may understand that agricultural lands contain

ecosystems whose fuilctioning beriefit society at large. In most situations, however, no

payments are available for maintaining these ecosystems or for the adoption ofnew

fanning teclniques that maximize ecosystern benefits, The adoption of new famriug

tecluiques may result in increased costs and increase risk, either real or perceived. As a

result there is often little incentive or financial ability for famrels to conserve natural

ateas such as wetlands. A lack of understanding as to how changes in farm management

can reduce envirorunental impacts and at the same time provide both economic and

ecological benefits to the fann is an issue that needs to be addressed (Olewiler, 2004).
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Plate 2: Agricultural practices in sunounding uplands can threaten the ecological
integrity of wetlands. Photo courtesy of Ducks Unlimited Canada.

While the tlueats associated with increased agricultural production are considered

to be the nlost significant, other factors that tlleaten wetlands include the invasion of

exotic species (Brinson and Malvarez 2002) and the projected impacts of climate change

(Wiken et a|2003).

Climate change could affect wetlands through increased air temperature, shifts in

precipitation, floods, drought, severe weather, and increased calbon dioxide

concentration (Wiken et a|.2003). The projected increase in the severity atrd intensity of

drought would have a signifrcant impact on wetlands which, because of their shallow

depth, small size, and hydrology, are very sensitive to climate variations (Yew Gan

2000). Precipitation drives the hydrology ofseasonal prairie wetlands, which in nul

drives key ecological processes including hydroperiod, species courposition, water

penrranence class, arrd prirnaly and secondary productivity "...climate variability of the

rnagnitude suggested by global clirnate change models would profoundly affect wetland

lrydrology and many other linked processes and attributes" (Johnson et a|.2005:864).
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However, the primary tlueats to wetlands are antll'opogenic and a wetland policy should

focus on hunran inrpacts.

2,6, ECOLOGICAL GOODS AND SERVICES

Wetlands provide a number ofecological functions that ale ofvalue to society.

These are fi'equently refened to as ecological goods and sewices. The sustainable

management of wetlands requires that the wetland be maintained in a state that ensures

these functions can be sustained in the future.

What cornplicates wetlands as a policy issue is that many of these ecological

goods aud selvices accrue to society at large or individuals other than the wetland owners

(i.e., downstream properties). As a result, many landowners choose to conveÍ wetlands

to agricultural production for their own benefit, even when such conversion is costly to

society (Heimlich et al. 1998).

The ecological goods and sewices provided by wetlands can be divided into five

categories: hydrological functions, water quality functions, rnaintenance ofbiodiversity,

r-nediation olclimate change, and aesthetic values (Table 1). The hydrological fur-rctions

include watel storage, flood abatement and groundwater recharge. The water quality

functions include the transfonnation and cycling ofnutrients, accumulation of inorganic

sediments, and detoxification and decomposition of wastes and pesticides. Wetlauds

provide ideal growth conditions for a wide valiety of uniqr.re flora and fauna, thereby

rnaintaining biodiversity. Wetlands are irnportaut in mediating the anticipated effects of

cliurate cliange through the sequestration ofcarbon as well as nitigating the inipacts of

increased incidences ofdrouglrt and flooding projected by many clirnate models.

Wetlands also provide important recreational and spiritual benefits for many people.
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Hydrological Functions -storage and eventual release of surface watel
-recharge oflocal and regional gtoundwater supplies
-reduction in peak floodwater flows
-erosion prevention

Water Quality Functions -act as natural frlters improving water quality and help
neutralize a variety of contaminallts including suspended
solids, pathogenic rnicrobes, and antll'opogenic pollr.rtants

such as pesticides and herbicides
-remove cycle nutrients such as phosphorus and nitrogen
from water flowing into lakes, streams, rivers, aud
groundwater
-accumulation of inorganic sediments

Maintenance of
Biodivelsity

-plovide habitat for a vast anay ofplant and arrimal species
-approximately 600 species of wildlife use wetlands in NA
durins some nart of theil lifecvcle

Mitigation of Lnpacts of
Climate Change

-sequestration of cat'bon
-minimizins impacts of droughts and flooding

Aesthetic Values -recreational opportunities such as bird watching and

hunting
- spiritual values, pafiicularly to Aboliginal gtoups

Table 1: Ecological Goods and Services Provided by Wetlands

2.6,1 Hydrological Functions

Tlie hydrological functions of wetlands include the storage and eventual ¡elease of

suLface water, recharging local and regional groundwater supplies, reducing peak

floodwater flows, and preventing erosion (Gabor et al.2004).

The ability of wetlands to stot'e incoming watel is highly variable. The tempolary

wetlands typical of the Prairie Pothole Region could be among the most itnportant for

flood reduction. Four-tenths ofa hectare ofwetlands can stol'e over 6,000 cubic metets

of flood water. When wetlands are destroyed the probability of flooding, particularly

overland flooding associated with extreme rainfall, increases significantly (Olewiler

2004).
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Groundwater recharge occurs wheu water percolates slowly from wetlands to

undergtound aquifers. Wetlands are the main source ofrecharging regional aquifers on

tlre plairies (Gabor et a|.2004).

2.6,2'W ater Quality Functions

Because oftheir high biological ploductivity, wetlands act as natural filtels that

improve water quality and help neutralize a variety of contaurinants, including suspended

solids, pathogenic rnicrobes and antll'opogenic pollutants such as pesticides. Wetlands

also rernove and cycle nutrients such as phosphorus and nitlogen from water flowing into

lakes, streams and rivers as well as groundwater (Gabor et al.2004; Olewiler 2004),

Research has found that shallow wetlands, like those found on the Canadian Prairies are

par-ticularly iurpofiant for the maintenance of water quality because of their high ratio of

sediment surface relative to water volume, which makes them more effective in removing

suspended solids, phospholus, nitrogeu and ammonia. These wetlands have also been

four-rd to have specific characteristics that increase their potential for intercepting and

dissipating pesticides (Crumpton and Goldsborough 1998).

2,6,3 Maintenance of Biodiversity

Wetlands provide habitat for a vast aray of plant aud animal species (Plate 3).

Approximately 600 species of wildlife, including many species at risk, use wetlands

during some part of tlieir life cycle (Olewiler 2004). A r-eductiott in the numbe¡: and types

of wetlands as well as the deterioration in the condition of the rernaining wetlands rvill

nndonbtedly resnlt in a loss of biodiversity (Brinson andMalvarez 2002).
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Plate 3: Wetlands provide many ecological services including the mainteuance of
biodiversity. Photo coufiesy of Ducks Unlimited Canada.

Many animals, particularly water-fowl, require wetland clusters or complexes

composed ofa n.rix of srnall shallow basins and larger deeper basins. These complexes,

with theil differer-rt types ofwetlands, collectively provided a diverse and reliable habitat

for breeding waterfowl. It is conmon practice to consolidate a number of smaller

scattered wetlands into a single large wetland. These lalge solitaly wetlands do not

provide the variety ofhabitat of the original landscape and generally have fewer- kinds of

waterfowl nsing them compared to sirnilar wetlands within a complex (Galatowitsch and

Van der Valk 1998).

2.6,4 Mitigation of Climate Change

Healthy ecosystems are necessary to increase resilience to the irlpacts of climate

cl.range. Wetlands act as reservoits for watet' and have the ability to rnitigate the impacts
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offlooding and drought, both of which are projected to increase under most climate

char.rge r.r.rodels. Pr-airie wetlands are an important biological carbon sink and have the

potential to sequester more than twice as much carbon as cropland under best

rnanagerrent practices (Er-rliss et al. 2006).

2.6.5 Aesthetic Values

Wetlands plovide many aesthetic, recreational and spiritual benefits to society.

Wetlands cleate a variety in the landscape that many people find beautiful, aesthetically

pleasing and a source ofinspiration. Wetlands are places ofspiritual significance to

many cultures, particularly First Nations peoples and religious values are attached to

various aspects ofwetland ecosystems. Recreational opportunities provided by wetlands

include liunting, fishing, boating and bird watching (Millenium Ecosystern Assessment

2005).

2,6,6 Public Benefits and Private Costs - Who Pays

Activities that degr-ade and destroy wetlands result in the Ioss ofthese ecological

goods and services. Replacing these natnral services maybe much rnole expeusive irr the

long run than maintaining the natural ecosystem. When decision r¡akers, both

govenlment policy makers and individual producers, undervalue the long-tenn benefits of

the ecological goods and services provided by wetlands, they underestimate the full costs

of converting rvetlar.rds to aglicultural production. Left intact, these wetlands may

generate more value to society than they do to the landowner urrder agricultural

production (Olewiler 2004). It has been estirnated that when all ecosystem senices are

accounted for, intact freshwater marshes have a total economic value of approximately

$5,800 per hectare. If these marshes are drained and used for agriculture, a number of tlie
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ecosystem sewices are lost and the value is reduced to $2,400 per hectale (Millemiurn

Ecosystern Assessment 2005),

Public recognition of the value ofwetlands has risen rapidly over the past 25

years. However, this increased recognition has not resulted in econol.uic value that

indìvidual landowners can capture in the marketplace (Heimlich et al. 1998). The

developn.rent or conversion of a wetland generally produces marketable goods tluough

increased agricultural production, while maintaining the wetland in a natural or managed

state usually leads to the preservation of non-market goods such as water quality or the

maintenance ofbiodivelsity and the hydrological regime. The undewaluing ofthese non-

market ecological goods and services is a major reason for the misallocation of wetland

lesoulces (Barbier et al. 1997). Although these non-market wetland serices ale

imporlant to society, they have often been undervalued lelative to conveÍing wetlands to

other uses such as agricultulal production (Heimlich el a/. 1998). As a result landorvners

have no ready means ofcapturing the social and economic benefits generated by

rnaintaining wetlarrds on their property. Maintaining wetlands also results in increased

ploduction costs due to inefhciencies created by having to farrn alound the wetland.

Therefore many landowners find it inefficient to preserve wetlands and instead drain

them for agricultural use (Olewiler 2004). The problem is that the benefits of

conservation practices which result in benefits to society at large are at the expense,

either real or perceived, of the individual landowner, while any retnms to the landowner

are only realized rnuch later (Obome 1995).

Wetland goods and seryices must be given a quantitative value if their

conservation it to be chosen over alternative uses (Barbier el al. 1997). Econouric value
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is a measure ofwhat the wolth ofthe good or service is perceived to be by society.

Placing an economic value on an ecosystenl service is an attempt to t'neasure the

contribution it makes in maintaining the present level ofsocietal well being. (Acharya

19e8).

Varr de Velde (2000) found that most fan'ners needed some type of economic

incentive to encourage them to maintain natural areas. While most fanrrers seerned to be

conservatior.r minded, the reality was that ecological goods and services - like wildlife,

glourdwater recharge, flood and erosion control, soil and water quality, etc. - required a

defined monetary value in order to make landowners put the effort into preseruing them.

There is ongoing discussion attempting to resolve the question as to how farmers

should be compensated for the public benefits associated with the ecological goods and

services provided by wetlands that are maintained on the landscape. The costs bome by

the landowner irrclude the nuisance cost of farming around wetlands and the lost

oppoltunity to increase acreage under cultivation (ScaÍh 1998).

2.7 CONSERVATION PROGRAMS

A number ofpolicies have been developed that promote the development of

prograllls that reward landowners for their efforts to maintain ecological goods and

services on their property. Govenrnent depaftments and non-govemmental conseruation

organizations play an important r-ole in developing and intplementirrg these programs.

The type ofprogram developed depends very much on the goal of the program. The

presewation of specified natural areas, the use ofbest management practices; and the

mitigation ofdamage to natural areas are such goals for which specific programs have

been developed in Manitoba.
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2.7.1 Preservation

Preservation programs maintain pristine areas in as close to their natural state as

possible. Genelally these are areas ofhigh priority and ecological sensitivity that have

not been significantly altered. These include protected areas, preserves, and parks that

are rnanaged and maintained by govemment ageucies and protected by the legislation that

created the park or protected area.

Donations of ecologically sensitive land involve the transfer of ownership of land

to arr eligible consewation organization for which the landowner generally receives a tax

benefit. The land is then the responsibility of the conservation agency.

Land retirement pro$ams can also be included in this category, although the land

eruolled in the program is not always in its pr-istine state and is considered

envirorulentally sensitive. These lands are privately owned and proglam participants

agree to maintail natural areas or convert sensitive farmland to conselation uses in

retum for lease or easemer'ìt payrents that reflect the value ofthe foregone agricultural

activity (Ailery 2006). Conservatiou agreements involve the ttansler of certain rights

relating to the use ofthe property. The conditions ofthe contracts can be individually

tailoled to meet the needs of the landowner and the conservation goals of the

consewation agency involved. The conditions of the agreements are registered with the

title of the property and stay with the propelty if it is sold. This ensures pennanent

protection while allowing private ownership and limited econornic use (Wright 1994).

In Manitoba, Ducks Unlirnited Canada and the Manitoba Habitat Helitage

Corpolation are the plimaly consewation agencies involved in land retirement schemes.
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Tbe Conservation Agreentetús Acl (1986) provided the legislative autholity for the

purchase of conservation agreements in Manitoba,

The Wetland Restoration Incentive Program is a provincial initiative that

combines consewation agreements and an ecological goods and services incentive that

pays landownels an ecological goods and seruices paynent for restorirg wetlands and

then protects those wetlands with a conservation agreement.

2.7.2 Sustainable Use and Best Management Practices

The majority of the wetlands in the study area are pad ofan agricultural

landscape. The impact that fanning practices have on wetlands has been well

documented and the importance ofconservation practices has been recognized (Ailer:y

2006).

'WorkingJand' plo$ams plomote land use practices that minimize the negative

impact of agricultural production on the ecosystem functions of wetlands (Ailery 2006).

Farning rnethods that rninimize the environmental lisks associated with farming are

knorvn as best manageïnent practices. Wetlands are an important part ofthe agricultural

laudscape arid applopriate rnanagement p[actices allow wetlands to maintain their

ecological functions while maintaining the agricultural productivity ofthe landscape

(Plate 4). It is well recognized that agricultural practices in upland areas sunounding

wetlands have a proforurd impact on wetland quality and theil ability to naintairr

ecological function. Best r.nanagement practices minimize these impacts but vary in their

effectiveness and the subsequent costs to implement (Hil|ard et a|.2002).
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Plate 4: Appropriate management practices allow wetlands to maintain ecological
functior.rs in an agricultural landscape. PlÌoto courtesy ofDucks Unlimited Canada.

A number ofpolicy instluments have been developed that encotuage landowners

to implement best management practices on theil farms. These inchrde short-temr

easements, tax incentives, grants, educational plograms and the provision oftechnical

support.

The Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS) proglam was a pilot project in the

Rural Municipality of Blanchard. It was developed by the Keystone Aglicultural

Producers (KAP) and implemented by partnerships with provincial and federal

govelïment agencies and non-govemmental organizations. ALUS provided annual

payments to fanlers to maintain and enhance cefiain t)?es of landscapes (including

wetlands) wl-rich were recognized as providing ecological goods and sewices. The

pr:imary purpose of the pilot project was price and parlicipation discovely. Undel what

terns and conditions were fanners willing to palticipate in this program, and what level

of incentives were needed. lncentives for wetland conseruation were set at

approximately $15 an acre. The results ofthis pilot project are still being cornpiled but

will provide valuable insight into how to structure similar province-wide programs in the

future.
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2.7.3 The Mitigation Hierarchy

Controlling wetland conversion to other uses is essential. Given the pressules

florn agticulture, urbanization, industrial development and other land uses, some

development is unavoidable, and it is not reasonable to expect that all existirrg wetlands

can be conserved. An effective wetland policy will need to accommodate ecouomic

developrnerit while maintainíng environmental stewardship. The mitigation hierarchy is

a step-by-step decision-making plocess that allows for development while ensuring that

the full range of wetland function is maintained on the landscape.

The mitigation hierarchy achieves wetland conservation tlu'ough the application

of a hierarchical progression of altematives implemented during the planniirg stage of a

project: avoiding impacts, minirnizing unavoidable impacts; and compensating for

residual impacts that cannot be minimized. The steps between each stage should be

perceived as huge baniers that are only to be breached in rare circutnstances (Cox and

Gross 2000).

The first step ofavoidance involves the prevention ofirnpacts, either by choosing

an altemate project design or site for development. It is the prefered clioice of

mitigatiorr altematives and may be the most effrcient and cost-effective way of

conseruing wetlarrds. Avoidance is particularly crucial when high pliority wetlands are

being iurpacted.

The next step of minimization, should only be taken after it has been determined

there are no reasonable altemative sites or project designs that will not impact a wetlaud.

Minirnization involves designing the project so as to cause the least impact on the

ecological functioning of wetlands at all project stages.
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Compensation is the last resort in the mitigation process and should be considered

a failure of the two earlier steps. It should only be considered for residual effects that

rvere impossible to minin.rize. Compensation refers to a variety of altematives that

attenlpt to 'rnake up fo¡' the unavoídable loss ofor damage to rvetland functions and

values, usually by improving wetlands off-site from the development. Preferued methods

include the restoration and enhancenetrt of wetlands, although the creation ofa new

wetlarid would also be a potential cornpensation method.

The Habitat Mitigation/Cornpensation Progtam is a formalized agleenlent

between Manitoba Conservation (MC) and Manitoba Infi'astructure and Tlansportation

(MIT). The program uses the mitigation process to n'ìeet oÌ sulpass the federal wetland

policy goal ofno net loss of wetland functiou as a result of MIT developlnent ptojects.

The approach is to avoid disturbance, minir¡ize disturbance and then mitigate tluough a

compensation banking program fol unavoidable disturbances, degradation and loss of

wetlands (Tom Moran pers. Comm..: Novernber 28, 2008).

Compensation banking offsets the loss ofhabitat due to development projects in

one area with the creation, restoration or preservation ofcomparable habitat in another

location (Moriís et a\.2006). When irnpact is unavoidable, habitat impacts ale measured,

compensation ratios applied and the amount ofcompensation deteutined based on the

cost of implementing various rnitigation approaches. Because the conrpensation banking

approach provides flexibility in creating wofihwhile conservation projects ofa

rneaningful size in applopriate sunoundings, it is considered to be a very effective ureans

of compensatiug for strip losses occuning as a result of linear projects such as road and

highway developments (Tom Moran, pers. Comrn..: November 28,2008).
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Heimlich et al. (1998) consider the drawbacks of mitigation projects are that they

tend to be small scale, expensive to irnplement, and possible having highly variable

results, depending on the methods used in their construction. As well, the project specific

focus of mitigatiou efforts may not reflect broader wetland priorities. Despite this, the

mitigation hierarchy is considered to be an imporlant policy tool for slowirig and stopping

the loss of wetlands in Canada (Rubec and Hanson 2009).

2.8 POLICY INSTRUMENTS

There are a variety ofpolicy instruments that can be used for environmental

conservation and protection, Although they are rarely used in isolation, for the putposes

of this study they have been divided into tlxee types: r'egulatory, economic and

moraVeducational.

2,8.1 Regulatory

Regulatoly approaches to conseruation involve the passing and euforcetnetrt of

laws restricting activities that are detrinental to wetlands, The main regulatory

instnrments include zoning, land-use restrictions, staudards and some types of licenses

and barrs (Young el al. 1996; Davis arrd Cocklin 2001). Regulation is cornlnonly

cliticized for being inefficient, inequitable, intrusive, expensive to administer, difficult to

enforce, detrimental to finding irurovative ways ofusing resources more efficiently, and

ineffective in achieving consewation goals if the active suppott of the landownels is

necessary for habitat rnaintenance (Davis and Cocklin 2001; Young et al. 1996).

Proponents ofregulatory approaches clairn they are economically effrcient,

imparlial, value-free, predictable, and provide a uniform minirnum standard of

compliance for all lands to which they apply. Regulatory measures focus principally on
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restricting inappropriate use rather than promoting appropriate lnanagement (Yonng et al.

1996). Regulations provide a safety net that may be needed in extreme cases and prevent

degradation by individuals rvho carurot be persuaded by volnntary approaches (Davis and

Cocklin 2001). Regulation coupled with the moral force of law, will in ger-reral, provide

gleater assurance of compliance than market-based iucentives (Young et al. I996).

Wetland regulation has developed as a major tool in the United States, however'

this may have little application in othel nations (Ramsar Convention Secretariat 2004).

In Canada there is no courprehensive legislation that focuses exclusively on conselirrg

wetlands. Regulations are used only where necessary to protect the needs of the general

public. Wetland conseryation efforts in Canada emphasize voluntary stewardship of

private larids eucouraged by education and economic incentive proglams (Lyich-Stewart

et al. 1999).

Irr Manitoba regulations irnpacting wetlands comply with the Water Riglús Act

(1987). The Manitoba Dtainage Policies developed under the lÃ/ater Rights Act have

recerrtly been revised. The D¡øi nage Policies requile a license for the diversiou of water

or the construction ofa water coutrol work. Under current policies Class 4 and 5

wetlands urrder the Stewald and Kantrud classification system camot be drained aud a

license is reqnired for the drainage of Class 3 wetlands. Historically the Manitoba

Drainoge Polìcies were inadequately enforced as a result much illegal drainage of

wetlar.rds occuned and a culture of ignoring tlie Draitruge Policies developed in rural

Manitoba (Manitoba Ombudsman 2008). Improver.nents have been made to the

Deparhnent of Water Stewaldship's enforcement powers, new staff have beert hiled and

trained, penalties have been strengthened and a mechanisn has been developed to stop
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rìnlicensed work and to order compliance to the I atet Rights Acl (Steve Topping

pers.conln.: December 5, 2009).

2.8.2 Economic

Whether a rvetland is used for agriculture or maintained in its natural state is oftelr

a l.natter of economics. Ecouomic considerations are palamount in many farm

managemellt decisions (MacGregor' 2003). Landownels have to reconcile their own

enviromrental and economic goals within constraints detennined by processes outside

theil control, such as agricultulal policy, the intemationalizatior-r of the market place,

global agreements, courmodity prices, etc. (Davis and Cocklin 2001). A nutnbel of

different types of plograms offer a variety of economic incentives that offset the costs

and production losses resulting from altered land management activities. These prograrns

reflect the value placed on the ecological sewices provided by the preserved ecosystems.

Incentive prograrns include land retilement programs, best management programs, grants

and tax incentives. In this study, Section 2.7.1 Preservation and 2.7 .2 Sustainable Use

and Best Management Practices provide examples of some of these progfams.

Disincentive plograms penalize landowners who errgage in activities that degrade

the envirorunent. Common disincentive progtams include cross compliance pt'ograms

that tie eligibility for agricultural support to meeting specific environmental criterion, and

tax levies on famr inputs such as pesticides and feltilizers.

2,8.3 Moral Su asion/Education

In Canada, moral suasiou has been the most extensively used means of promoting

enviromental quality objectives. These are primarily educatiorial programs with the
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objective ofincreasing awareness of envirolnnental problems associated with agricultulal

production. Education programs can be broadly divided into two categories, those that

aim to raise the awareness of the general public, and those directed at landowners.

Education programs that are directed at landowners are refen'ed to as extension pl ograt.ns

and focus on the adoption of farming tecllriques that are beneficial to the euviromnent.

Young et al. (1996) found that the more information on environmental issues that

an individual is plovided with, the greater the tendency there will be for that individual to

belrave in an envirorulentally responsible way. However, Rhodes et aL (2002) found that

changes in behavior require not only awareness of the existence ofa problern, but also

knowledge of applopriate strategies and adequate resou-rces to address it. Positive

attitudes are not useful for envirorunental change iflandowners do not possess the

resourres to make the necessary changes. While education and lhe provision ofaccurate

and lelevant infomration is required to make informed decisions, knowledge of

environmental problems in and ofitselfcannot be relied olr to ensute conservation

practices are adopted. Laudowner surveys in New Zealand, Austlalia, and Canada all

confinn that landowners are aware of many of the environmental collcerrìs associated

with modem industlial agriculture (Envilonics Research Group 2000; Rhodes el r¿l.

2002). Rhodes et al. (2002) found that infouned fanners were more likely to report

intentioris to caffy out conselation initiatives, but the level to which this actually

occured was dependent on receiving funding rather than education level.

The effectiveness ofthese proglams are limited given that market forces

particularly commodity plices, may favor increasing agricultural production at tlte

expense ofconservation goals (Van de Velde 2000). Altltough they have much to offer,
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motivational approaches are ì1ot usually relied olr exclusively because of the considerable

gap that can exist between people's attitudes and intentions and their actr¡al behaviour'

(Davis and Cocklin 2001). It can be concluded that both information and financial

assistance are important complimentary aspects of conservation programs (Rhodes et n/.

2002).

All policy instruments have strengths and limitations (Table 2). The selection of

an appropriate approacli involves the consideration ofecological goals (Table 3), cause of

degradation, funding availability and larrdowner prefereuces. Most often a single

instrument does not opelate in isolation. Combinations ofdifferent types of instruments

work alongside each other to achieve the desired envirorunental outconle.
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Table 2: Strengths and Limitations olPolicy Inshuments

Policv lnstrulnent Strensth Limitation
Land Retirement -Easements provide long-tem'r

protection
-Depending on conditions of
easement the land can still be
under production

-Landorvners reÌuctant to give
up long{erm cont-r-ol

-Small-scale, Iimrted impact
on the landscape

Managetnent Agr eements -Use knorvledge and expertise
oflandowner to develop plan
suitable to the individual
-Greater acceptability by
landowner

-Monitoring necessary
-Need to be periodically
renegotiated
-Do not promise longìeun
conselvation

Grants/Cost Shale -Well subscrrbed
-Prefered by landowner s

-Projects selected based on
priolitizing criteria-allows for
the best projects to be selected

-Program funding varies
-Linked to one{ine projects
-Projects proposed in isolation
from each other
-Short-temr projects rvith little
monitoring or follorv-up

Tax Incentives -Easy to administer because
infrâstlucture is already rn
place
-Appropriate to accomplish
conservation objectives rvith
urovince-ivide benefits

-Not rvell subscribed in any
jurisdiction due to uncertainty
ofactual financial value to the
landowner

Disincentive Plograms -Levies can intemalize
environmental costs of celtain
practices - mole efficient use

of inputs such as fertilizer and
pesticides
-Generates funds for
conservation þrogtams

-Politically unpopular
-Can create negative feelings
towalds conselVation.
-Taxes have.to be high to
change use pattems.

Moral Suasion -Cost-effective
-Creates understanding of
environmental issues -
empowers landoivners to find
aooro¡riate solutions

-Cannot be relied upon
because economic interests
often outweigh environmental
ideals
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Table 3: Ecological Goals and the Selection of Conservation Progtams

2,9 WETLAND POLICY IN CÄNADA

At the federal level a number ofprovisions provide some protectiou to wetlands

tluough species and habitat conservation measures. These include The Migt'atoty Birds

Cottventiott Act, The Canada Il'ildlife Act,The National Parks Act,The Fisheries Act, The

Canaclian Envitonntetúal Assessnlent Act, The Inconte Tax Act and The Species al RisÌt

Act (Appendix 4).

The Federal Policy on LI/etlancl Conset'vqtiott was implemented, ln 1992 with the

objective to "promote the conseruation ofCanada's wetlands to sustain their ecological

and socio-economic function" (Lyrch- Stewart et al. 1999:6), This policy focnses on the

'wise' or'sustainable' use of wetlands in Canada. Two key commitments include: no net

loss of wetland functions; and lehabilitation of wetlands where the continued loss or

degradation of wetlands or their functions have reached critical levels (Rubec and Lyncli-

Stewart 1998).

Ecological Service Cause ofDegradation Program
Water Quality -Nutrient and pesticide

loading in run-off; non
point source pollution

-Best rnanagement practices
that redr¡ce soil and water
erosion
-Buffer strips to rnaintain
riÞarian areas

Hydlological Services -Altering of hydrological
regime; draining and filling
to inclease area under
agricultulal ploduction

-Removal of drainage
mechanism to restore
hydrological regirne;
retirement of marginal lands
fi'om aglicultural production
-Wetland reconstruction

Biodiversity -Preservation ofhigh
pr-ior-ity areas wliich provide
lrabitat for various snecies

-Long{erm preseryatiou -
conservation easements,
land retirement
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While the federal government retains coutrol over wetlands on federal land, the

responsibility for the management of wetlauds lies with provincial govemments, as each

province uraintains ownership of the natural resources that lie within its borders (Rubec

and Lyrcli-Stewaft 1998). Table 4 plovides an overview of the status ofwetland

protection in each province.
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Table 4: Status of Wetland Protection in Canadian Provinces

Julisdiction Status of conservation
Blitish
Columbia

No wetland policy in place
Water stewardship in the Ministry of Environment portfolio
Wetland Stewardship Parlnership consists of 13 pafiuers fÍom
government, industry, comrnunity and environmental NGOs - created
a Wetland Action Plan goals: promote wetland conservation policy
and legislation, strategic planning, public education, wetland
securement. wetland restolation and enhancement

Alberta Inter:irl Policy: Wetland Management in the Settled Aleas of Albefia
in place, crurently preparing wetland policy.
Albelta Water Council implemented the Provincial Water Stlategy -
created a Wetland Policy Project Team to draft a wetland policy ar-rd

implementation plan.

Saskatchewan Saskatchewan Wetland Policy (1995) in place but ineffective: does not
state uo net loss does not leference mitigatiori, has no goals or
objectives and does not consider all wetland classes; reluctance by
sovenunent to revisit the oolicv.

Ontario No wetland policy in place, a numbel'of othel regulations and acts

may protect wetlands. Planning Act revised to enhance existing
wetland protection policy

Quebec No wetland policy in place
The Water Policy refers to the need for protecting water quality and
aorratic ecosvstems usins a watelshed-based anoroach to manasernent.

Nova Scotia No specific wetland policy in place. Protection provided tluough the
Environment Act and its Envit'omnental Assessment Regulations.
Wetlands not mentioned in tlie goals or objectives, reference to
wetlands. wetland definition included in the Act

New Brunswick Two policies provide significant legislative plotection to wetlands: the
Wetland Conseruation Policy and a Coastal A¡eas Protection Policy.
Plotect all coastal wetlands, provincially significant wetlands and all
wetlands greater than one hectare. Wetlands less than one hectare are
protected brú n.ray be altered using a pemrit system.

Newfonndland
and Labrador

No wetland policy in place. Some protection to wetlands tluough a

pemrit syster.n fol undertakings that nright affect wetlands tluough tlie
Water Resources Act.

P¡:ince Edward
Islaud

Extensive protectiorl to wetlands through its Wetland Conseruation
Policy that applies to all wetlands and advocates a no net loss of
wetland or wetland function. The Envirorunetrtal Plotection Act
provides additional protection through a legislated rninimum of a 10

metre buffer zone on all stream or tidal marsh wetlands.
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2.10 POLICY IMPACTING WETLANDS IN MANITOBA

Manitoba's water policy objectives are contained inThe Manitoba Water Sltnteglt

2003. The goal of tliis strategy is "to suppofi and maintain our ecosystems while meeting

tlre water needs of all Manitobans" (The Manitobct Water Stt'eteg)L 2003). Although

actions called for in a nuurber ofthese policy areas will have an indir-ect effect on

rvetlands, policy area two, 'conservation', rnakes explicit reference.to wetlands and calls

for the followin: conservatiol.r of wetland values; retention of wetlands primarily through

the plovision ofincentives, but with regulation where required; and special consideratiou

fol water bodies with values of provincial or national significance. Policy area six,

'drainage', also calls fol specific efforls to r¡aintain the viability of wetland areas

(Manitoba Water Strategy, 2003; Applying Manitoba's Water Policies, 2003).

Manitoba's Prov ittcial Lancl Use Policies, and lhe Manitoba Drctinage Policies

also inrpact wetlands conselation. The Mcutitoba Drainage Policies have lecently been

revised and the Provincial Land Use Policies are cutrently under review. The Provincial

Land lJse Policies require that any developtnent rnaintain a 30 metre setback from all

natural waterways and water bodies, including ephemeral or intennittent.wetlands.

Development must not alter permanent or semi-permauent wetlauds by ditching, filling,

subsurface drainage, purnping, consolidation of wetlands or any other means (Provincial

Land Use Policy).

Tlre only regulations in Manitoba curently pt'otecting wetlands arc the Manitobu

Drainage Policies. The Drainage Policies have recently been revised and do not allow

for any drainage of Class 4 arid 5 wetlands and require a license for the drainage of Class

3 wetlands.
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Manitoba has a number of acts dealing with water and water management that can

be used to consewe wetlands. Horvever, none of these acts deal specifically with

rvetlands and provide only incidental protection to wetlands. These include Tfte

Ecological Reserves Act,The Provincial Parks and Lcutds Act, The llildlife Act,Tthe

Endangered Species Act, The Lt/ater Rights Act, The Envit'otnlent Act, The Habitut

Heritage Act, The Consenation Agreentents Act, The Conservntion Distr"icts Act and The

I oter ProTectiotr lct (Appendix 5).

Tbe lI/ater Protectiott Act (2005) provides the legislative mandate required to

develop a wetland policy. Section 2 (f) ofthe act states that "the ptupose of this Act is to

plovide for the protection and stewardship of Manitoba's water resources and aquatic

ecosysteÍns, recognizing the need to protect ripar:ian areas and wetlands..." (The Water

Protection Act 2005). The Act however does not state how this is to be irnplemented, and

what the role of a Wetland Policy would be.

2.11 THE NEED FOR A PROVINCIÀL WETLÀNDS POLICY

Cunently provincial and federal statutes and policies provide only incidental

protection and do not address the unique issues facing wetlands or recognize the inherent

values of wetland ecosystems. The development of a comprehensive wetland policy

would be an ir.npoltant step in acknowledging the value of wetlands, r'ecognizing the

tlueats they face and developing targeted action to address these concems. A wetland

policy would reflect that a cultural shift has taken place and attitudes towards wetlands

have changed, Wetlands are no longer seen as wastelands that need to be drained to be

productive, but are recognized as valuable ecosystems that provide ecological goods and

services that are essential to society,
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A wetland policy sliould draw attention to wetland issues, articulate clear goals and

objectives, identify the specific responsibilities ofthe govenxrent altd ct'eate an

expectation that the govenxnent will actually deliver on these commitments. A stand-

alone provincial wetland policy should function as a framework that ettables clear

conclusions to be drawn about what actions are required, and what end result is expected,

providing the comprehensiu" ui.ion and stlategy ueeded for maintaining the ecological

integrity of these unique ecosystems (Ramsar Convention Secretarial 2004).

2.12 THF, POI,ICY PROCESS

Policy is often portrayed as the systematic pursuit ofgoals, the exercise of

authority to acl.rieve collective pulposes, a plojected plogram ofgoals, values and

practices, and a course of action by govemment designed to achieve ceftain results

(Colebatch 2002). Policy is developed and implemented by an authority who outlines

what will be done in a particular area. The goal is to ensure that all stakeholders follow a

specific course ofaction to achieve the goals stated in the policy, which are in the best

interests ofsociety, rather than pulsuirg their own individual goals and courses ofaction.

Traditionally policy development has relied on a positivist approach, in which the

problem is identified, various objectives and altemative ways ofpulsuing the policy are

deveioped ar.rd the tools of microeconomics, parliculally cost-benefit analysis, are used to

identify the urost cost-effective option to be pursued (Colebatch 2002, Yanow 2000).

This fonn of policy development is well established. However, it has been argued it has

a limited capacity and should not be solely relied on when developing a policy. Rather,

the policy plocess should be used to clarify the issues and options to be addressed by a
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paÍicular policy and plovide a framework for debate on the policies by all stakeholders

aud interested parties (Colebatch 2002).

Any given policy will involve people Íìom a range of or ganizations; an important
part of policy work consists of drawing these various participants into a common
framework. What drarvs them together is a pro$am of action to which all of
them can contribute, and which makes sense to all of them, though not necessarily
for the same reasons. . . (Colebatch 2002:60)

A policy or.rtlines llow the various stakeholders should act nnder various

circumstances. However, there are many participants and various perspectives involved.

A policy needs to create ol identify comn-ron goals wliich all stakeholders can agree on

ar.rd wolk towards (Colebatch 2002). An interpretive approach to policy development

focuses on the vahres, beliefs and priolities of the stakeholders involved in a particular'

issue, and how those values and beliefs affect their decisions and activities arrd shape

their perception of what a policy should involve. This shifts the discussion away from an

economic analysis ofcosts and benefits to an assessment of the role ofbeliefs and values

in detemiining human behaviour (Yanow 2000). Policy development then becomes not a

process ofcalculating costs and benefrts, but rather a "weaving together'" of the activities,

values and beliefs of a range ofstakeholders to create a shared understanding ofwhat

action slrould be taken (Colebatch 2002:79).

2.13 DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK FOR A WETLAND POLICY IN

MANITOBA: AN INTERPRETIVE APPROACH

An interpretive approach to policy developrnent focuses on the various

stakeholders affected by a policy and recognizes that different stakeholders will see the

same issue very differently, will have different issues and priorities, and will interpret the

policy differently (Yanow 2000).
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It is not that they would have different ways to answer the question, they wottld
have different questions. So the policy process involves not simply the pursuit of
shared goals, but the more difficult task ofconstructing a basis for collective
action arnong participants who may have quite diverse views on the nature of the

task (Colebatch 2002:4)

The first step of interpretive policy development is to identify groups ofpeople

who share common ideas, goals and understandings ofthe issue. Various teuns have

been developed to identify these groups. Yanow (2000) uses the teml interpretive

comnunities to identify groups who cau be identified tluough a shared point ofview and

similar understandings ofpolicy ideas and language. Colebatch uses the term policy

collective to identify "relatively stable aggregations ofpeople from a range of

organizatior.rs who find themselves thrown together on a contirruing basis to address

policy questions" (2002:33).

Al interpretive approach does not try to determine whicli interpretive community

or policy collective has the 'conect' point ofview but recognizes that differences have

developed because ofdifferent prior experiences, This does not mean that all positions

are to be considered 'right' but all perspectives must be given considelation. The process

ofpolicy development should help the parlies understand the differences underlying each

other's positions. Conflict occurs not only because each group will focus on different

elements ofa policy issue, but because they value different elements differently (Yanow

2000).

It is usually not a natter ofchoosing between competing objectives, but one of
negotiating a shared rmderstanding arnong lival interpletations ofthe situation and

what rr-right be done about it" (Colebatch 2002:19).
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The¡:e a::e a number of stakeholders who will be influenced by a provincial

wetlands policy and each has his/her own priorities and agendas. In order to create

change it is necessary to understand the factols that irrfluence the actions ofvarious

stakeholders on the glound and then identify how policy can influence these activities to

make a positive cliange on the landscape. In order to do this it is necessary to ftnd

cou.rmon ground which the various stakeholders can agree to and then develop a

fi'amewolk and program ofaction on which they can all agree, and to which they can all

contribute, that rnakes sense to all ofthem (Colebatch 2002).

There are many pafiicipants and they all have valied agendas. . .policy is not
primarily about promulgating fonnal statements, but about negotiating with a

range ofsignifrcant participants so that when formal staternents are rnade, they
accurately reflect what parlicipants have agreed to do, and have a significant
inrpact on wllat they actually do (Colebatcli 2002:112)

Developing an understanding ofthe broad range ofstakeholders requiles local

knowledge. Interviews and observation are the main methods used for accessing local

knowledge in interpretive policy analysis. Interpretive policy analysis ofteu begins with

document analysis which provides backglound infomration for conversational interviews

with key actors. The key actors are iriitially identified thlough the docnr.nentary sources

and vely often the pelsons inteliewed are asked to suggest others who shor¡ld also be

interviewed (Yanow 2000). This research used an interpretive approach to policy

analysis to develop a framework for a wetland policy. It should be noted that this

fiamework is not the fural policy and that the final policy will be written by govemment

and reflect those priorities and objectives as well as the intelests of stakeholdels.
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2.74POLICY LEARNING

It has become common practice for policy-makers to look to other jurisdictions to

see how a particular issue has been addressed and the impacts ofvarious policy elements

(Evans 2006). Policy makers can exatnine how other jur isdictions have dealt with a

sinilar problem, drawing lessons from it that will help them deal more appropriately rvith

their own problems. A valiety of temrinology has been used to describe various aspects

of this concept including policy transfer, policy convergence, diffusion learning, evidence

based practice, policy emulation, lesson drawing and policy leaniing (Dolowitz and

Marsh 2000, Evans 2006, Colebatch 2002, James and Lodge 2003, Rose 1993). Each of

these varies in lheir approach but they ale fundamentally tefeuing to the process by

which infoimatior-r about the policies and progtams in one jurisdiction is used in the

development ofpolicies and progtams in another jurisdiction (James and Lodge 2003).

For the purpose of tl.ris reseat'ch the process of policy leaming and rnore particulally

lesson drawing, has been used.

Lesson drawing is a type of voluntary policy transfer in which policy makers

actively searcl'r abroad for new and innovative ideas for addressing dornestic issues

(Dolowitz and Marsh 1996).). Dolowitz and Marsh (1996) identify seven areas of policy

which are potential areas of policy leaming: policy goals, structure and content; policy

instrunlents ol administrative teclmiques; institutions; ideology; ideas, attitudes, and

concepts; and negative lessous. Lesson drawing is distinctive because it uses a ratiolial,

action oriented approach to draw on foreign exper'ience to proposs progtams that can deal

rvith problen:s confronting policylakers in their own jurisdictions (Evans 2006: 483).
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2.15 SUMMARY

This chapter provided an overyiew of wetland issnes in Manitoba, and the cutrer.rt

state ofpolicy and legislation impacting thern. Given the rate ofwetlarrd loss, it is

apparent that cuuent wetland consewation practices and policy are inadeqttate.

Wetland conservation involves a number of stakeholders with diffelent

perspectives arid goals; therefore an itrterpretive approach to policy developmetÌt was

introduced as arr effective approach to the developmeut of a framework from which a

wetland policy can be drafted for Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 3: STATEMENT OF METHOD

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to collect and analyze the data necessary to develop

a framervork fol a wetland policy for Manitoba. The data inclL¡ded infornration about the

environmental, economic and social/political aspects of wetland mauagetnent in

Manitoba. A qualitative gtounded theory approach to interyretive policy analysis was

used.

A qualitative gronnded theory approach involves several phases ofdata collection

using a different method ofdata collection in each phase, with the data collected in each

phase providing infon'nation and context for the following phase. Each phase has a

unique but con.rplirnentary focus. Upon completion of the data collection, data fi'om all

research phases was integlated and analyzed to meet the stated objectives ofthe study.

The use of mole than one type ofdata collection for each objective ensured that a broad

spectrurrr of views was included, that the information was not biased by any particular

agenda, and ensured that as much as possible all relevant infotmation was takeu into

col.rsidelation.

Interpretive policy analysis seeks to r¡nderstand the values, beliefs and feelings of

the various audiences that are directly affected by a particular policy (Yanow 2000). The

first step in interpretive policy analysis is to identify the various groups that share a

commoll perspective on a particular policy issue. These gtoups are referred to as

interpretive comnunities ol policy collectives. They arise arolurd a slrared point ofview

relative to a policy issue (Yanow 2000) and often find themselves working together on
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policy issues (Colebatch 2002). For the purpose of this study the term interpretive

communities has been used, although either temr would be appropriate.

Interviews and document analysis are the main methods for identifying

interpretive cornrnr¡nities and understanding their differerit perspectives on an issue.

Document analysis provides backgtound infonnation for conversational interviews witli

key actors that have been identihed through documelltary soulces. Persons intewiewed

are also asked to suggest others whonr the aualyst should talk to (Yanow 2000).

The data for this study was collected duling three phases using tluee different

methods:

1) Research Phase I - a review and analysis of existing literature and infomral

telephone interviews,

2) Research Phase II - serni-structured interviews with key infomrants, and

3) Research Phase III - workshop with selected participants.

Upon completion ofthe data collection, data from all research phases was integrated and

analyzed using content analysis and comparative analysis to meet the stated objectives of

the study.

3,2 RESEARCH PHASE I: REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE

The review and analysis ofliterature included published literature, govemment

documents, official websites, parnphlets and brochures. The purpose of the literature

leview was to:

r provide an understanding of the issues sunounding wetland conservation

in Manitoba,
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¡ identify the key components ofa wetland policy, with a focus on the

assessrnent ofpolicies in other jurisdiction and

r identify the lead agencies involved in wetland conservation in Manitoba,

including their conservation goals and strategies.

The identifrcation of lead agencies and their conseruation goals is considered

essential in an interpretive policy approach. The Ramsar Convention Secretariat (2004)

has detelnined that

...a key step in any policy initiative is to define who is either affected by, or
potentially involved with, the design, discussion and implementation ofthe
Policy. This is important to ensure consultations include all those gloups witli a

vested interest or capacity to make the end result as effective and achievable as

possible (Ramsar Conveution Secretariat 2004:20).

Potential lead agencies were identified and possible interview participants

contacted. An irrterview schedule was developed for each interview and gaps in

klowledge that needed be filled during the interviews identified.

A second goal of this phase ofresearch was to conduct a comparative arialysis of

wetland policies in other jurisdictions to identify key col'nponents of a wetland policy and

aspects ofthose policies applicable to Manitoba. The benefits of drawing lessous frorn

policies in other jr-rrisdictions were outlined in Cliapter 2.14. Five policies were analyzed,

tl, ee Canadian provincial policies from Alberla, Prince Edward Island and New

Blunsrvick, and two Australian state policies from New South Wales and Western

Australia. These jurisdictions were selected because it was determined through the

literature review that they had developed effective wetland policies.

The results of the literature review were used to provide context for research

phase II, interviews with key infomrants. Expert opinion provided feedback as to the
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suitability ofpolicies in otliel jurisdictions for a wetland policy fol Manitoba and the

viability of some of the ideas gleaned tll'ough the lesson drawir.rg stage.

This data was also presented as background information to workshop participants

duling research phase III, and also cor.ttributed to the development of the f?amervor-k lor

the rvetland policy.

3.3 RTSEARCH PHASE II: INTERVIEWS

In person semi-structured intewiews with representatives fi'om lead agencies

involved in wetland conservation in Manitoba were conducted between April 10 and May

22,2007 . Interview parlicipants included representatives from govemment departmeuts,

llon-govenxnental organizations and ploducer organizations. Participants were identified

during the literature review in research phase 1 as well as being refened by other

irrtewiew participants using the snowball sampling technique. The snowball sampling

technique is used for finding research subjects in which one subject gives the lesearcher

the name of another subject, who itr tum provides the name of a third, and so on

(Atkinson and Flint 2001).

The interviews were valuable l¡ecause they allowed for probing discussions with

individuals that are active in wetlaud conser¡atiou and provided access to cun'ent,

practical infonnation and perspectives not available in the pubtished literature (Berg

2001; and Steinar 1996). The objective rvas not to find a sample population, but to

identify experts or the "elite" as they are sotnetines called. The elite is comprised of the

leaders or decision makers who. . . play (ol have played) a unique role in the set of events

or decision being studied"(Feldman 1981: 32). The interview parlicipants were

deliberately chosen for their expertise in the area of wetland conservation and their
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familiarity rvith policy lelated issues in Manitoba. They also replesented the various

interpretive commultities identifred during the review of literature: govenment agencies,

non-govemmelÌtal agencies and producer groups. A total of 19 interviews wele

conducted: five fi'om govenxnent agencies, nine fi'om non-goveìlxtlental agencies, and

five fiom ploducer groups. The list of interview participants was developed using the

snowball technique. Each intelview participant was asked if there were any other

agencies that shor¡ld be interviewed. All agencies identified were contacted for an

interview. All agencies contacted agreed to being interviewed with the exception of the

Association of Manitoba Municipalities and Manitoba Pork Council.

The interviews were guided by an interview schedule on predeten'nined topics and

issues (Appendix 2). However, respondeuts were fi'ee to digtess and talk about what was

of interest to thenl. Given the diversity of the agencies involved, the interview schedule

was adapted for each agency depending on its involvement in wetland conselatiou in

Manitoba the¡:efore each interview was unique. Cefiain issues were addlessed with all

participants, particulally the role of the agency in wetland conselation in Marritoba, its

goals, and how these goals are met. Existing conservation programs were also discussed,

parlicularly tlie characteristics of eflective and ineffective programs with which the

palticipant was familiar. Tlueats and causes of continued wetland loss in Manitoba, the

role ofpolicy and regulation in consewing wetlands, and tlie objective of a wetland

policy wele also discussed.

The interviews wele recorded and then tlauscribed verbatim. The transclipts were

then condensed and coded using an inductive grounded theory approach to identify

trends, contladictions and themes. These were then categorized to identify key themes,
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ideas and concepts. These were condensed and edited to provide an overall picture of the

key then-res, ideas and concepts discussed during the intervieW process. All intervierving,

tlanscribing, condensing and editing was done by the same researcher to ensure

consistency. A document consisting of the condensed and coded interview results was

provided to all interview participants for comment to make sure all viewpoints had been

included arrd to eusure the validity ofthe analysis (Appendix 10).

These interviews confirmed and extended the findings of the literature review

and provided expert input into the development of a fi'amework for a wetland policy,

particularly with regards to the key compoueuts of such a policy.

3.4 RESEARCH PHASE III: WORKSHOP

The third and final stage of data collection involved a workshop with selected

experts fi'on lead organizations. These parlicipants were selected from those interviews

and represented the varions interpretive communities identified. Interview parliciparrts

were asked if they would be willing to participate in the workshop, all interview

participants agr-eed.

The Ramsar Convention Secretariat (2004) recomrnends the use ofwolkshops in

the developrnent of wetlaud policies.

Stakeholder workshops have been shown to be an effective consensus-building
mechanisn. They may be organized to reach a contnton understanding of the
issues related to wetland conselation and management, to identify obstacles and
problems in dealing with these issues, and to suggest solntions or means to
overcoming existing problems...The goal is to develop guidance for the drafting
of the concepts and general approach fol a Wetland Policy. These workshops are

designed to be of use to the govemrnent to lead the development of a Wetland
Policy. Guidance is required to fomulate a set of policy statements (Ramsar
Convention Secretariat 2004:20).
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Workshops ale fundamentally different from itr-depth intewiews because data is

generated in a goup. It is a dynamic process based on interaction between a number of

people which fosters types of comtnunication that are unlikely to occur iu an in-depth

intelview. These fonns of communication are an important source of data. This is often

ten.ned the "group effect" wltich serves as a unique source ofdata and is the reason wlly

focus group data is not equivalent to the surrl total of individual inteliews. Group

interviews are extremely useful for identifyir-rg the language, definitions and concepts the

research participants fir-rd meaningful. Group work ensures that priority is given to tlie

respondents' hierarchy ofimportance, their language and concepts (Hesse-Biber and

Leavy,2006).

The purpose of the wor*shop was to facilitate discttssion among stakeholders,

with the goal ofidentifying areas of comrnon glound and potential consensus related to

wetland consewation in Manitoba, identify issues that need to be addressed in a wetland

policy, and demonstrate the value ofstakeholder involvement in the eally stages ofpolicy

development, The agenda fol the workshop is found in Appendix 1 1 . The specific

objectives of the workshop were to:

1. present the results ofthe interview process and identify areas of common

' concem,

2. identify the role ofstakeholders in the policy developtnent process,

3. identify possible obj ectives for a wetland policy,

4. identify possible guiding prirrciples for a provincial wetland policy,

5. develop a strategy fol dealing with the diversity of wetland types and issues

facing wetlands in Manitoba.
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Twelve of the interview participants were invited to participate in the workshop,

of whiclr nine were able to attend. The workshop was held on June 1, 2007 al lhe

University ofManitoba. The results ofthe literature review and the in-depth interviews

were presented to provide context and background inlormatiot't. A facilitator dilected the

discr.rssions and ensured the parlicipants relnained focused. Two recorders took extensive

notes of the discussions. These two sets ofnotes were cross referenced to ensure validity.

The discnssions olthe wolkshop expanded upou and exteuded the findings of the

interviews and literature review.

The lesults ofall tluee research phases were compiled and an overall analysis was

conducted, conclusions drawn and a fi'arnework for a wetlarrd policy developed. Quotes

fi'om the interviews and workshop were used to suppoú the analysis and represented both

majority and marginal views. Participants wele identifred only by interpretive

conrnunity to ensure anonymity.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA COLLECTION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the lesults of the data collection and analysis of the three

research phases. Sectiori 4.2 presents the agencies involved in wetland conservation in

Manitoba. The key colnponents of a wetland policy arrd an assessment of wetland

policies in other jurisdictions are plesented in section 4.3. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 present

the results of the interviews and workshop as they relate to the key components ofa

wetland policy as identified in section 4.3. Section 4.6 presents areas of common gtound

on which all research participants agreed,

4.2I<EY PLAYERS IN MANITOBA

This section provides an analysis ofthe ageucies involved ìn wetland

corrservation in Manitoba. Klowledge ofthese agencies proved to be useful in

runderstanding the current state of wetland consewation practice iu the province and

provided background infonnation for the interviews. Al irtemet search provided a

preliminary list of agencies who wele contacted for interviews. The snowball technique

was used to ensure that the final interyiew list included all agencies involved in wetland

conseruation in the study area. At the beginning of each interuiew, participants were

given the list of agencies to be intelviewed and asked to add others they felt should be

included in the study.

The goals and objectives ofall agencies were identified as well as the strategies

employed to lìleet these objectives. This analysis provided a good understanding ofthe

cun'ent status of wetland conselvation in Manitoba.
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The agencies were grouped into tluee interpretive commur.rities based on common

ideas, goals and understanding of wetland conservation, as explained in section 2.12.

The thlee interpretive comnunities identified were: government agencies and

deparhlents; non-govemmental organizations; and producer agencies.

4.2.1 Government Agencies:

Botli plovincial and federal agencies were identified as being involved in wetland

conservatiorl in Manitoba. The federal agencies were the Agro-Environmental Services

Branch of Agriculture Canada (AESB) and Environment Canada (EC). The provincial

agencies were Manitoba Watel Stewardsliip (MWS), Manitoba Consewation (CONS),

and Manitoba Agricultule Food and Rural Initiatives (MAFRD.

The goals ofthese govemment agencies ale spelled out by their mandates.

Although they have different priorities, they were grouped together because they

represent provincial interests and have a similar understanding of the issues sunouuding

wetla¡rd conservation (Table 5). MWS, CONS and EC are responsible for environmental

protection. MAIRI and AESB priorities are lelated to sustainable agricultural

production. All govemment agencies develop education and incentive programs and

recognize the impoÍance of engagirrg laudownels in wetland managenlent.
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Table 5: Govenmrent Ageucies Involved in Wetland Consewation

4,2,2 Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)

The goals ofNGOs are based on the stated ideology of the organization. The

primaly concem of all NGOs interviewed was envirollnental protection and couservation

(Table 6).

Agency Goals/Objectives/
Responsibilities

Strategy

Manitoba Water
Stewaldship

- protect the social,
econornic and

environmental value of
water
- manage water and fish
lesources sustainably

-watershed based planning
-policy/legislation
development
-econouric incentives that
value ecological seruices

Manitoba Conseruation -wildlife branch- protection
of wildlile and wildlife
habitat

-develop programs, policies,
and legislation for
biodiversity conseruation
and habitat manasetrrerlt

Agri-Environmental
Services Branch of
Agricultlrre Carrada

-develop a viable
agricultural industry and
sustainable rural economy

-rural water supply and
water quality irnplovement
projects
-promotion of best land
management practices to
ensure water qualitv

Manitoba A$iculture Food
and Rural Initiatives

-accelerate the prosperity
and capacity of agricultural
ploducers

-ensure that high quality
lands lemain irr agriculhrral
production and are used
sustainably for agr icultur e

in an environmentally safe
lnaruler
-extension services

Environment Canada ¡'rrandate includes water in
transboundary regions,
flowing water

-conduct research necessar y
for the scientific basis for
resulation
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Table 6: Non-Govemmental Organizations lnvolved in Wetland Consewation

Agencv Goals/ Obiectives Stratesv
Ducks Unlirnited
Canada
(DUC)

-conserve, restore and manage
wetlands aud associated
habitats for the beuefit of
waterfowl, wildlife and people

-restore and secure key
tlù'eatened areas
-fturd wetland research
-influence public policy
-public education.
-extension progr ams for
landowners

Nature Conselancy
of Canada (NCC)

-direct protection of
biodivelsity and habitat
protection for both flora and
launa

-land securement and easetrrents

University of
Manitoba Delta
Marsh Field Station
(U of M)

-wetlands research facility for
the faculty of science
-teaching, lesearch and
community service

-provide research and teaching
facilities to the Urrivelsity of
Manitoba; school-age pr-ograms

and community outreach and
education

Manitoba Habitat
Heritage Corporation
(MHHC)

-col.ìsel-ve, restore and enhance
fish and wildlife habitat

-promote conservation practices
that will benefit wildlife habitat
and help sustain farm income
and the productive use of land
-consewation easenrents

Intemational
Institute for-

Sustainable
Development (IISD)

-prolnote sr¡stainable
development tluough
imrovation, paúnerships,
research and communication

-research on sustainable use of
wetlands, public awareness,
irifluencing policy

Manitoba Wildlife
Federation (MWF)

-conserae natural resources,
particularly those affecting fish
and same soecies

-public edr"rcatiolÌ prograÌns
-land securelnent

Lake Win-nipeg
Stewardship Board
(LWSB)

-assist the provincial
government in reducing
phosphorus and nitrogen ir.t
Lake Winnipes

-develop a watershed
management plan for Lake
Winnipeg
-public education

Delta Waterfowl
(Delta)

-increase watelfowl
populations, secure the futnre
of waterfowl and watelfowl
huntins

-research, public education,
infl uencing policy, preserving
and promoting hunting

Riparian Health
Council (RHC)

-enhance riparian areas and

surface water quality
-riparian stewardship extension
programs
-public education
-promote netwolking ar-rd

parlnerships between other
consewation aqencies
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Ducks Unlinited Canada, Manitoba Habitat Heritage Corporation, Manitoba

Wildlife Fedelation and Delta Watelfowl are focused on habitat plotection for wildlife,

rvith a par-ticular- focus on waterfowl. These agencies develop education programs attd

also secure land through conseryation agreements. Ducks Unlirnited Canada and Delta

Waterfowl are also involved in wetlands research.

The Ripariarr Health Council and Lake Wimripeg Stewardship Board are

primarily cor.rcemed with the improvement of water quality. The University of Manitoba

Delta Malsh Field Station and Intemational Institute for Sustainable Development are

concemed with the managerlent of wetlands for both water quality and habitat. Delta

Marsh is more focused on the environmental aspects and research while IISD focuses

lnore on sustainable developtnent.

All NGOs in this study considered public education a high priolity. Researcli,

policy development, Iand securement tllough conservation agreements (CAs), plomotiot't

ofhunting programs, and the promotion ofsustainable agriculture through the use ofbest

management practices (BMPs) wele also priority areas. Table 7 summarizes the priority

areas of the NGOs involved in wetland conseruation

Table 7: Priorities of Non-govetnmental Organizations

Agency Habitat
protection

Water

Quality

Research Public
Education

Policy Hunting Sustainable
Agriculture
BMPs

CAs

DUC H sh Hiøh Hietl Hish Hish I{i oh Hislr Hieh
NCC H sh Low Hieh Hish Med Low Low Hieh
UolM Low Hish Hish Hish Low Low Low N/A
MHHC l{i oh Low Low Hieh Med Low Hieh Hish
IISD Low Hieh Hieh Hieh Hieh Low Hieh N/A
MWF Hieh Low Low Hieh Low Hieh Low Hieh
LWSB Low Hieh Hieh Hish Hieh N/A Low N/A
Delta Hieh Low Low Hielì Hieh Hieh Low N/A
RHC Low Hieh Low Hieh Med Low Hish N/A
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Plate 5: Non-govemmental organizations consider educational programming to be a high
priority. Photo coufiesy of Ducks Unlimited Canada.

4.2.3 Producer Organizations

Producer organizations are voluntary organizations that represent the interests of

agricultural producers. The producer organizatiolrs interviewed include Keystone

Agrìcultural Producers (KAP), Manitoba Forage Council (MFC), Fann Stewardship

Association of Manitoba (FSAM), Manitoba Cattle Producers Association (MCPA), and

the Manitoba Conseryation Districts Association (MCDA). The goals of producer

organizations were related to sustainable agliculture, with the main concem being the

maintenance of agricultural production and maintaining the economic and environmental

stability ofagriculture. Ploducer organizations recognized that responsible management

ofnatural resources is necessary for the long term viability of the agricultulal industry,

however economic considerations were also of primary concern (Table 8).
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Aqe¡icl Goals/ Obiectives Strâtes\
Keystone Agricultural
Producers

-promote the social,
economic and physical well
being of Manitoba
agricultural producers

-influence policy
-Alternative Land Use
Selices (ALUS) pilot
project
-public education
-extensions Ðlosrams

Manitoba Forage Council -develop and promote a

sustainable hay, forage and
livestock industry
-encourage producer
profitability while
protecting land, rvater and
biodiversity

-extension progran'ìs
-supporling research
activities
-public education
-product developt.nent

The Fan¡ Stewardsliip
Association of Manitoba

-advance Canada's role as a
wórld leadel in
environmentally responsible
agriculture

-administer and prornote
Environ¡ental Fann Plans
plogran1
-extensions Þrogralns

Manitoba Cattle Producers
Association

-represent all cattle
producers within industry to
governnent, consumers and

others to improve prosperity
and ensure a sustainable
future

-commtÌnlcatron
-advocacy
-research
-education

Manitoba Consewation
Districts Association

promote and communicate
long tenn environmental
stewardship and sustainable
develooment oractices

-watershed managemenl
plans
-general education
-extension urograms

Table 8: Producer Organizations Involved in Wetland Conservation

All producer groups have placed a high priolity on education - both public

education, and extension plograrns promoting envilonmentally sustainable agricultural

practices. KAP and MCPA actively lobby the govenxnent in an effort to influence policy

development. Both organizations are also actively involved in influericing the

development of an ecological goods and services (EGS) program. KAP, MFC and

MCDA provide some level of support to research activities (Table 9).
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Table 9: Priorities ofProducer Olganizations

Agency Policy EGS Public
Education

Research Extension
Programs

KAP Hieh Hieh H sh Low Hish
MFC Lorv Low H sh Hish Hish
FSAM N/A Low H sh Low Hish
MCPA Hish Hish H sh Hieh Hieh
MCDA Low Moderate H sh Moderate Hieh

Identifying stakeholders who would be impacted by a provincial wetlands policy

and understanding theil priorities and agendas was an impofiant step in this research. In

order to create change it is ÍìecessaÍy to understand the factors that influence the actions

ofstakeholders and then identify how policy can influence those activities to make a

positive change or.r the landscape. It is also necessary to identify stakeholders and

involve thern in the policy development process so they feel a sense of ownelship and are

more accepting of the policy.

4,3 KEY COMPONENTS OFAWETLAND POLICY

The key components ofa wetland policy were iderìtified in the literature review

and reviewing wetland policies fi'orn other jurisdictions. Wetland policies generally have

two plimary sections - a backgound section and a policy statemeut section.

4.3.1 Background Section

The background section provides the context for the wetland policy. Wetland

policies in the jurisdictions studied included some or all ofthe follorving: a staternent of

wetland fuirctions and values, the consequences of wetland loss, history of wetlands,

cuffent status of wetlands, status ofvarious types of wetlands, current state of wetland

management, cun'ent state of legislative and regulatory management, legislative authorÌty

for the developn-rent of a wetland policy, and relevant definitions.
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4.3.2 Policy Statements Section

The policy statement section states the purpose of the policy and is a clear

statement of what the governnent will do with regards to wetlands. It includes a

discussion of the scope and application ofthe policy, the primary goal, guiding

principles, sub-objectives, and implementation plan for the policy

4.3,3 Status of Wetland Policies in Other Jurisdictions

Wetland policies from other julisdictions were evaluated to assess which

components were included in their background and policy statements sectious artd which

were tlle most applicable to the Manitoba context. Five policies were analyzed: tluee

Canadian provincial policies and two Australian state policies. The provincial wetland

policies of Prince Edward island, New Brunswick and Alberta were selected because it

was found in the literature review that these provincial wetland policies are considered to

be effective policies. Australia was selected because it has a similar political structule as

Canada, with the national govenrment having developed a national wetland policy but

individual states also developing state policies.

Albefa crurently has a cabinet approved interim lletland Pollcy for the settled

alea of the province and a draft lletkutd Policy for the boreal portion of the province

A new draft wetland policy was submitted to the Govemment of Alberta in

September'2008. This draft policy has been assessed for this reseal'ch. Although it has

not yet been approved, it provides valuable insight into policy development in the

Canadian Prailies. The obj ective of the draft Alberta policy is to conselve, mitigate,

enhance and restore wetlands, and applies to all wetlands in the province.
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Prince Edward IsIand's ll'etland Conservatiott Policy provides extensive

protection to wetlands. It applies to all wetlands and advocates a zero net loss of

wetlands and v'etland functions.

The New Brunswick Iíletkutds Conservotion Policy 2002 commits the province to

ruo loss of provincially significant wetland habitat and no net loss of wetland fur.rctions for

all otlre¡ wetlands in the pr ovince. This policy is cornplernented by lhe Coostal Areas

Protecfion Policy Thal recognizes marshes as coastal featules and restricts development

within 30 metles of a coastal marsh.

The Strategy fot' the Conseruation and Managentent of Wetlands itt þl/estent

Austt'ctlict 1999 provides a fi'amework to guide state agencies respoltsible for wetland

management and sets out initiatives to encoufage and assist landliolders to sustainably

nranage wetlands under their control, The Environnrcntctl Protection (ll/ater) Policy,

1997 regulates envirorurental impacts on waters, including wetlands.

The Neu, South Wales I etlands Managentent Policy, 1996 sets out objectives and

management principles for tlie management of wetlands. It is overseen by the NSW State

Wetland Action Group (SWAG), a whole-of-govemment cornmittee.

The tluee Canadian provincial wetland policies contained all of the elements

suggested in the literature leview, and all followed a sirnilar order and orúline. The

Australian state policies did not have as extensive a background sectiou as the Canadiau

policies (Tab1e 10).
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P.E.I New
Brunswick

Alberta New South
Wales

Westem
Australia

Wetland definition X X X X X
Relevant definitions X
T!Þes of wetlands X X X
Staternent of wetland
function and value

X X X X X

Consequences of
wetland loss

X X X

Historical influences on
wetland management

X X

Cunerrt approach of
wetland nlanasenrent

X X X

Cun'ent state of
legislation and
l'esulatiolr

X X X X

Legislative authority
for the development of
a wetland policy

X X X

Role of govenllent
departments in wetland
n'ìât'ìâsenleÍìt

X X

Pr:inciples of wetland
nrotectìon

X X X

Causes of wetland loss X X X

Table 10: Background Infomration Provided by Wetland Policies in Other Jurisdictions

4,4 INTERVIEW RESULTS

In person interviews with representatives fi'om agencies irivolved iri wetland

consewation in Manitoba were conducted between April 10 and May 22,2007. The

inteliews were guided by an interview schedule (Appendix 9) on predetermined topics

and issnes, however resporrdents were fi'ee to digress and talk about what was ofinterest

to them. Given the diversity ofagencies involved, the interview schedule was adapted

fol each agency depending on their pafiicular involvement, thel'efore each interview was

unique.
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All interviewees were asked the following questions:

. Who should take the lead irr the development of a provincial wetland

policy?

o What are the primary goals of tlie organization?

How do you achieve these goals?

Wlrich wetland consewation iriitiatives have you found the most effective?

Does your organization have a definition of the tenn 'wetland' that it

uses?

o 'ffhat are the most imporlant issues and greatest threats facing wetlands?

r Should the rnitigation process be adopted in Manitoba?

o Do you feel the voluntary approach and the focus on incentive progtams

cunently adopted by Manitoba is effective?

¡ Should Manitoba rely more heavily on regulation?

The transcripts ofthe interviews were condensed and coded using an inductive

grounded theory approach to identify tlends, contradictions and themes. These were then

categorized to identify key thenes, ideas aud concepts. They were condensed and edited

to provide an overall picture ofthe key thenes, ideas and concepts discussed during the

interviews. A document consisting of the condensed and coded inteliew results was

provided to all interview participants for feedback to make sure all viewpoints had been

iricluded and to ensure the validity of the analysis (Appendix 10).

These intewiews confirmed and extended the findings of the literature leview

and provided expert input into the development of a fiamewotk for a wetland policy,

particularly with regards to the key cornponents of a wetland policy.
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4,4.7 Lead Agency and Stakeholder Involvement in Policy Development

Manitoba Water Stewardship was suggested by participants most fi'equently as the

govemment depafiment that should take the lead in the development of a wetland policy.

It was noted several times that the protection and conservation of wetlands would fall

under the department mandate. Manitoba Conservation was suggested sevetal times as a

Iead or co-lead giverr that it has an interest parlicularly in the areas of wildlife and habitat

MC also has a longer history working with conservation agencies involved in wetland

conservation and a clearer focus on issues surrounding upland areas and the landscape as

a whole.

The impofiance ofincluding stakeholders aud producets in the developrnent

stages of the policy was clearly stated a number of times. The creatiou of an advisory

committee with representation from a number of organizations curaently involved in

wetland consewation was suggested by several pafticipants. The difficulty in creating a

policy with a stakeholder committee was emphasized. However the benefits in tenns of

increased buy in, sense ofownership, and more valuable feedback at the public

consultation stage was consideled to outweigh the difficulties.

We have to include the landowners because they manage 80-90% of the landscape
ir.r southem Manitoba - interview with producer.group.

All goverulent agencies interviewed lecognized that the development of a

wetland policy would fall under the mandate of Manitoba Water Stewardship; however,

they considered that all departments and agencies with a vested interest in wetlaud

conservation should be involved tlrrough a stakeholdel or advisory committee.

Non-governmental organizations were split 50-50 with sorne thinking that

Manitoba Water Stewardship would be the best depafiment to take the lead since the
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department was created specifìcally to deal with water lelated issues. Othels felt that

Manitoba Conservation rvould be better suited as the management of wetlands involves

the sunounding upland areas and tlie department has a longer history ofdealing with the

issues. The NGOs also felt that some sort of stakeholder/advisory group wonld be a very

good idea,

Producer groups felt very strongly that stakeholders should be heavily involved in

the development of the policy. They were also split in half with 50% believing Manitoba

Water Stewardship should take the lead and 50Yo believing Manitoba Conservation

should take tlie lead. The lead agency was not their primary concem. Their main

concem was that producers be involved in the process.

4,4.2 Wetland Definition

Most organizations do not have ari offrcial 'wetland' definition. Ducks Unlimited

and Manitoba Habitat Heritage Corpolation use the Stewart and Kantrud Wetland

Classification systern. Many agencies and ot'ganizations that partner with tliem also

adopted this system. Although none of the interview participants could cite a wetland

definition used by their agency, they all agleed it was essential to develop or adopt a clear

and concise wetland definition.

Developing or adopting a common wetland defurition and classification system is

essential. Given the number ofplayers involved in wetland conservation and the

variety of wetland types in Manitoba, we need a comnlon language to
communicate effectively and to minin.rize confusion.- interview with NGO.

4,4,3 Scope and Scale of the Policy

Manitoba has a wide variety of types of wetlands, all facing very different tlueats.

Although this study focused only on the wetlands in the southem portion ofthe province,
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a provincial wetland policy would have to be lelevant to wetlands tlu'ougliout the

province. Interview paficipants were asked how they thought a wetland policy should

address the variety of wetland types in Manitoba. Should the policy attempt to include

the entire province or sl.rould its scope be nanowed and multiple policies be developed?

Most participants recognized this was a significant issue but had not really given a

lot ofthought to it pliol to it being blought up in the interview. There were generally two

schools of thought: develop more than one policy, or develop one policy that had some

sort of functional divisions. Advocates of the single policy approach were concetned tliat

multiple policies could get confusing, thus it would be better to have a single policy with

overarching goals and then address the diversity in some way within the policy. The

main concem of the proponents of the multiple policy approach was that developing a

single policy would be too time consuming and a policy dealing with high risk areas

should be developed frrst and another policy dealing with low risk areas being developed

later.

Iu order to be effective it would be necessary to have a single province wide
policy. We need to state that this is our province and this is what's important to
us and as such this is the policy...ifwe had different policies for different part of
the province it would celtainly leave a lot ofgrey areas and it would be much
more likely that the policy would be ignored - interview with govenülent agency

I think we need to create a series ofprovincial wetland policies, ifthere was one
policy it would have to be an awful long policy to addless all the different types
of wetlands iri Manitoba. If we tly to do it all at once it will take forever. Tackle
sornething that we can do, focus on the regions facing the nost immediate tlueat
frrst, make a policy, get it right and move on to the next one - interview with
producel group.
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Opinions on this issue could not be differentiated based ott policy community,

with opinions from NGOs, govemment, and producer groups all split 50-50 between a

single policy and multiple policy approaches.

4.4,4 Primary T hreats tr'acing Wetlands

When asked to identify the greatest tll'eats and concems facing wetlands, the

inlpacts of agricultural ploduction, particularly drair-ring wetlands to increase the area

under production, was seen as the primary cause of wetland loss and degradation in

southern Manitoba. The root cause of this is economic. Wetlands provide ecological

goods and services to society but there is no mechanism by which famrers can be

hnarrcially comper.rsated for ptoviding these goods and sewices. Thus the wetlands ate

considered to have no value. Rather they are considered a nuisance because wetlands on

the landscape declease efftciency wheu using large famr machinery and increase

opelating costs. Degradation ofwetlands is also a concem and this is the result ofa lack

ofunderstanding of the ecological functioning of wetlands. Iuvasive species, climate

change and altered hydrology wele also mentioned, as was a decline in the ttumber of

waterfowl hunters who are champions for the cause of wetland conselatiou.

Govemment agencies and NGOs recognized that market forces played an

important role in landowner decisions to drain wetlands to increase production, but also

considered lack ofunderstanding ofthe ecological functions of wetlands to be an

ilr.rpoltant undellying cause lor the loss and degradation.

Producer groups considered economic and matket forces to be the primary cause

oflandowner decisions to drain and degrade wetlands and did not mention a lack of

education or understanding of the ecological function as a factor in decision rnaking.
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Landowner decision making, in their opinion, was driven nore by commodity prices and

nraximiziug efhciency and econornic influences than lack ofinfonlation

NGOs also considered the'clean farming' rnentality, in which landowners clear

the landscape with the primary goal of maxirnizing production, to be a major cause of

wetland loss,

Many people are operating from the ecorromic driver and from the shofi ten.t.t of
their lifetime and tliere are very few people who leally understand the ecology of
a wetland and how irnportant it is to our prairie ecosystem - interview with
goverïrnent agency.

One of the big problems is that people don't know what a wetland is...people
dorr't understand the value of maintaining the whole complex and the way that all
the wetlands function together - interyiew with NGO.

Tlie ultimate cause of wetland loss is the signals that the system is sending to
producels to increase prodnction. This includes the public and private systems
and the rnalket place. Producer's net income is still decreasing and the orle way
to beat that is to $ow a bigger crop - interview with producer group.
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Plate 6: Aerial view ofdlained wetlands. Photo coufiesy ofDucks Unlimited Canada.

4.4.5 Charactel'istics of Effective Wetland Conservation Programs

Wetland conselation programs will operate within the bounds of a wetland

policy. A well structured policy should support existing programs that are effective and

also generate the development of new plograms to fill current gaps. Looking at existing

programs and characteristics that make them effective or ineffective can contribute

valuable insight for the policy writing process.

When asked to define the characteristics ofeffective programs, a number ol

thernes developed. The importance of education was the top issue by all policy

comlnunities. There are two aspects of education programs, general education progtams

to raise public awareness of the value of wetlands to generate the political will to

conserve wetlands, and extension proglams that provide teclmical assistance directly to

the landowner that will result in a change in the way the landscape is managed.
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NGO and gove 'ìnent agencies placed equal emphasís on both public education

and extension programs. One of the majol concems is that the general public r.nust

realize the value of wetlands and imporlance of maintaining them in order to generate the

political will needed to protect thern. At the same time it was recognized that tecluical

assistance and extension progl'ams to landowners are essential so they have the

infomration they need to r¡ake the best management decisions.

'We need big time public education. Not just a little ad in the paper with the
buffalo in the comer, but sonething innovative and massive to reach everybody.
All sectors ofsociety need to understand the role that they play in creating the
problem and the responsibility they have for irnproving the situation - interview
rvith NGO.

Education is huge. People need to realize the value ofthese ecosystems and the
impofiance of maintaining them. We need to educate the general public to create
the political will to act. We need to provide the technical assistance and extension
programs to landowners so that they have the infon¡ation they need to make the
best management decisions - intervierv with government agency.

Producer agencies placed mucl'r more emphasis on the teclmical assistance to

landowners. One-or.r-one extension was considered to be the best way of changing

production netlrods, even more so than incentive programs.

Whether it was developing a grazing plan or a nutrient nanagetnent plan,
whatever issue needs to be dealt with, it's the one on one assistance in developing
clear goals, objectives and solutions, specific to that operation tliat is most
effective - inteliew with producer group.

Ploducer groups were also interested in programs that provide practical, rational

and producer-friendly technical help that makes sense to the landowner,

It was considered necessary to pronote all of the ecological functions that

wetlarids provide in order to appeal to the broadest possible audience.

Agriculture needs to see that there are a lot ofopportunities in an incentive based

wetland policy that will help them deal with issues like water quality and nutrient
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management and also make their operations not only more envirot.ìtrentally
fi'iendly but financially efficient as well - interview with NGO.

It rvas considered vely irnportant to develop a variety ofdifferent types of

programs, both firraricial and non-financial, in order to provide options to landowners and

increase buy in. At the same time concems were raised about potential frustrations when

too many disjointed programs compete for- landownels' attention. Producer gloups

considered that when developing incentive programs, undelstanding differ ent production

methods was ir.nportant, as well as adopting a whole farm approach that takes into

account all aspects ofthe fan'n operation and not dealing with wetlands in isolation.

Programs need to provide practical, rational, producer fi'iendly technical help that
makes sense to the landowner. Workshops work well in creating interest but they
can't replace one on one irrdividualized fatrn specific assistauce - irrterview with
producer group.

One-on-one extension is the best way ofchariging production methods, even more
so than incentive progams. Wllethel it is developing a grazing plan or a nutrient
management plan, whatever issue needs to be dealt with, it's the one on one
assistance in developing clear goals, objectives and solutions, specific to that
operation that is most effective - interview with producer group.

Programs need to provide educatiolr and awareness as well as reassurance to the
producer that the steps they ale taking are appropriate for the land under their
management and provide some recognition that they are doing the right thing -
interview with producer group.

All producer groups felt vely strongly that the rights of landowrers needed to be

takerr into consideration, not only when developing particular programs but also when

developing policy in general. Wrile all producer groups considered this a high priolity, it

was not mentioned by any of the govenunent or non-governrnental agencies interviewed,

although these agencies did recognize that a program had to be acceptable to landowners

irr older to be effective.
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Respecting landowner rights is very important. Landowners recognize that they
don't have a right to complete cortrol over the land...but they do manage these
things on behalfofthe public and need recognition of the riglit to make
management decisions - interview with producer group.

Programs need to be developed by the landowners and on their tenns - intelierv
with producer group,

Clearly stated and measurable goals were considered necessary in order to

monitor the effectiveness ofthe program and identify adjustments that may need to be

rnade. Long-tenl sustaìnability taking into account social, ecorronic and environmental

aspects was considered essential for effective program implernentation.

4.4.6 Role of Regulation

Regulations genelally fell into two categories: those regarding drainage and those

protecting sensitive areas. The concerns with drainage regulations were prirnalily lack of

adequate enforcement. The concems with regulations protecting seusitive areas wete

primarìly that they would interfere with agricultural production.

Everyone interviewed agreed there was a need fot some level of regulation but

there wele also a lot of concems over a negative backlash fi'om producers and the ability

to enforce regulations adequately. Education and incentive protsrams wele seen as a

much better approach. Regulations wer-e generally seen to be necessary to deal with

individuals who choose not to comply with voluntary approaches and to protect high

priority areas. All interview paÍicipants recognized that lack ofadequate enlorcernent of

existing regulations, particularly regarding drainage, was a problem. This was stated

most ernphatically by producer gioups who expressed a lot offrustration on behalfof

landowners.
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There are regulations regarding drainage, but theyjust haven't been enforced and
a lot ofproducers and landowuers are not happy. There are a lot ofunhappy
people out there because ofthe lack ofenforcement of the existing legislation
when it comes to drainage - interview with producer group.

Concems were raised about new regulations that would interfele with agricultural

production. All interview paÍicipants recognized that while regulations were necessary,

incentive and education programs were preferable. Again ploducer groups stated this the

most emphatically.

Regulations have a lole to play when thele's going to be a distinct negative
impact on society or health of people downstream. We lreed a tluee pronged
approach involving incentives, regulation and increased public awareness ofthe
impoltance and value of wetlands - interuiew with govemment agency.

Regulations will keep you fi'om hell, but stewardship is what takes you to
heaven. . .regulations will just get you tlie lowest comnon denominator and should
be looked at as a backstop to an effective incentive program. Regulations are
needed to deal with the egregious situations that occur when people ignore
guidelines and incentives, take a bull headed approach and cause problems to
their neighbols and society by tlieir activities on their land - interview NGO.

there are concerns with regulation and that it will affect the plofitability ofthe
farn operatior.r. A lot ofproducers don't think that anyone should tell then what
to do on their own land...but I'm sorry ifyou want to live together with other
people you've got to be willing to work together on these thirrgs...in our society
there have to be some controls to ensure that evelybody can live together -
interview with producer group.

4,4,7 PolicyStatements

One of the primary tasks in developing a wetland policy is to devise appropriate

goals, objectives and guiding principles. In order to assess the priorities of stakeholders,

as well as generate ideas for discussion, interview participants were asked what they

tliought the primary objective of a provincial policy should include. Responses included

no net loss of wetlands; no net loss ofecosystem function and health; sustainable use;
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lecognition of their value to society; the importance of maintaining the wetland complex;

the need for restoration; and the need for landscape level management.

No net loss of wetland function and ideally it should also create a springboard
from which we can tly to recreate some of the lost wetland function - intewiew
with NGo.

We've got to lnake sure that we save the whole complex, not just isolated
rvetlands - interview with govemment agency.

The big issue is wetland fiu'tction. We need to look Inole closely at the functiotls
that are more directly meaningful to broader bases in society and unfortunately in
the agricultural landscape those are the things that will challenge agriculture -
interview with NGO.

A wetland policy should recognize the protection of wetland ecosystems as a

signifrcant responsibility r-utder the lIlater Protectiott Act. It must r:ecognize that
thele will always be conflicts related to protection ofnatural systems and

econontic development, and so it would have to be enough of a statement of the

importance and value ofthese ecosysterns that development objectives don't take
priority ovel enviroulnental concems - interview with govemmeut agency.

To restore wetland function on a large euough scale to deliver ecological goods

and services on a scale large enough to make a signiflrcant elrvilonmental
difference in Manitoba - interview with NGO.

It would be broad based concemed with maintaining the sustainability of wetlands
and recognized their impot'tance. Wetlands have to be seen as a valuable part of a
sustainable multi-use landscape - interview with producer group.

Sustainable development, to provide a healthy, sustainable and diverse landscape

capable ofproviding social, ecouomic and environtnental benefits to curreut attd

future generations - interview with producer group.

4,5 RESULTS OF'THE WORKSHOP

Nine of the interview participants parlicipated in the half-day workshop, rvhich

rvas held on June 1, 2007 at the University of Manitoba. Representatives from all tluee

interpretive communities were represented: goverrìment agencies included Manitoba

Water Stewardship, Manitoba Conservation and Prairie Famr Rehabilitation Association;

NGOs included Manitoba Habitat Heritage Corporation, Ducks Unlimited Canada, and
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the Intemational Institute for Sustainable Development; producer organizations included

Keystone Agricultur-al Producers, Fann Stewardship Association of Manitoba, and

Manitoba Conservation Districts Association.

The results of the litelatule review and the in-depth iriterviews were presented to

provide context and background infonnation. A facilitator dilected discussions and

ensured the participants remained focused on the issues identified in the agenda

(Appendix 11). The discussions of the rvolkshop expanded npon and extended the

findings of the inter.¿iews and litelature review.

4.5.1 Lead Agency and Stakeholder Involvement

Lrterview discussions lead to the consensus that Manitoba Water Stewardship

had the legislative mandate to be the lead agency in the developrnent of a wetland policy.

Producers felt very strongly they should be involved in tlie process tluough a stakeholder

cor.nmittee. When probed as to the level of involvement in the actual policy

development, producer groups did not want to be directly involved in a policy

development committee that would be responsible for the actual writing of the policy.

They did want to ensule their opinions were taken seriously by the policy makers.

4.5.2 Scope and Scale of the Policy

Since opinion was split during the interviews as to the development of a single

policy or multiple policies, this issue was specifically addressed durirrg the workshop.

The opinions expressed during the interviews were presented to the group, followed by

discussion. A consensus was reached that a single policy should be developed as

multiple policies would leave too many gl ey areas. The issue was raised that producers

would prefer a "landscape" policy which dealt with all the issues on the landscape rather
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than compafinentalizing the landscape into different segments. This was discr¡ssed and

it was recognized tliis was not practical or feasible.

4.5.3 Policy Statements

Appropriate policy statements were also discussed. It was reiterated that a single

wetlands policy was needed that cleally stated the distinctive ecological contributions of

wetlands and gave a clear and consistent message about the intrinsic value of wetlands to

society. It was decided the policy should have a sinple objective that gave a clear and

consistent message specific to wetlands which could then be linked to landscape policies.

Ploducer gloups felt wetland issues should be considered as part ofa broader'

lar.rdscape level policy. They felt wetlands ar-e only one part of the lar.rdscape that needed

to be rnanaged and a whole farm approach related to the managenent ofthe entire

landscape was required.

NGO lepresentatives thought a wetland policy rreeded to be lir*ed to the

ecological functions of wetlands and the benefits those ecological functions provide to

society.

All interpretive communities agreed that stopping the loss of wetlands was an

urgent issue and this sense ofurgency should be included in the guiding principles of the

policy.

The use of the mitigation plocess in situations where wetland loss or degradation

could not be avoided was identified as a guiding principle, and agreed to by all

participants during the workshop. Other potential guiding principles discussed included:

. decisions and programs should be based on sound science and the best

available information;
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o the policy needs to recognize natural capital and the ecological goods and

services provided by rvetlands;

o the policy should focus on incentives to stewardship and use regulation

only as a backstop for those who do not respond to ilìcentives;

. the policy should recognize the rights oflandowners and the role they play

in conservation.

4,6 ^AREAS OF COMMON CONCERN

One ofthe goals of this study was to identify areas of commou concem for all

stakeholders. These areas of common ground can provide common goals on which

stakeholders can all agree and serve as the foundation for the development of a wetland

policy.

4,6,1 Sense of Urgency

There was a tremendous amount ofsuppoft expressed for the need to

develop a provincial wetland policy. Many interview participants said it was long

overdue. There was a strong sense ofulgency that something ueeded to be done to culb

wetland loss in Manitoba, before the remaining wetlands were lost. The¡e was concell

that the policy would r.rot be developed quickly enough and would not be eflective

enough to stop wetland loss. This sense ofurgency was expressed by all three policy

communities; NGO, govenmeut and producer agencies.

4.6,2 Threats to Wetlands

When asked to identify the greatest tll'eats and concems facirrg wetlands, the

impacts of moden.r industrial agticultulal production was cited by every intewiew

participant as the prirnary cause of wetland loss in southem Manitoba. Although other
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threats such as invasive species and clirnate change were identified, the drainage of

wetlands to increase the area under agricultural production was seen as the primary cause

of wetland loss and degradation in southem Manitoba. This was reiterated during tlie

worksliop. Wrile othel threats were again discussed, drainage to increase area under

cultivation was clearly consideled to be the prirnary thleat to wetlands in the study ar:ea.

While a number of factors were identifred as contributing to this, it was apparent from

this study, that an offective wetland policy rnust address this issue.

4.6.3 Strategy for Addressing \ etland Diversity.

Manitoba has many different types of wetlands facing very different tl eats. A

strategy for addressing this diversity was discussed quite extensively during the

workshop. The discussion revolved arour.rd the pros and cons ofdeveloping a single

province-wide policy as opposed to developing multiple policies. It was unanimously

decided that a single policy should be developed, as it would be too difficult to develop

and implement rnultiple policies. Issues related to wetland diversity would best be dealt

with within the bounds of a single policy and then addressed either in the sub-objectives

ol guiding principles of the wetland policy.

4,6,4 Cohesion Betrveen Agencies

There are a number of agencies involved in wetland nìanagement in Manitoba,

each with its own vision and rnandate. While they have been grouped together into

policy commrurities for the purposes of this study, they each function as distinct agencies

pursuing their individual goals. A major concem that was raised lepeatedly during the

interyiews and the workshop was landowuers being sent mixed m.essages about the value

of wetlands by govemment agencies, NGOs and the market place. Producer groups
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expressed the gleatest fi'ustration with this however, all interview participants recognized

this as a major challerrge that needed to be addressed.

We need to develop a coûlrllor1 vision of what we want the landscape to look like
inter-view with NGO.

Need to clarify the roles ofvarious participants. Non-govenrmental organizations
and producels have a strange relationship. Historically we have con.rpeted for the
control ofresources on the landscape, but have also worked together very
successfully on projects where we have had shared interests. But it can be quite
conf¡ontational in areas where we have diffelent views of the landscape and how
it should look and be managed - interyiew with NGO.

Need to integrate wetland conservation into sustainable farm systems. Farmers
look at their operation as a whole, not in bits and pieces. Progr ams need to take
into account the entire famr operation, notjust one small aspect of it - interview
with producer group.

We need integlation. We need to look at creating links between the paynent for
ecological goods and services and enviromlental famr plans and integrated
watershed management schemes. Not that they have to be combined into a single
big program, but linked in some way so they are not working in isolation of one
another - interview with producer group.

4.6.5 Perverse Incentives and Mixed Messages

Closely related to the previous section, a major concen that was raised repeatedly

in both the interviews and workshop is that landowners are constantly sent messages by

govenlment agencies, non-govenïnental organizations and the market that dilectly or

indilectly encourage the draining ofwetlands. Wetlands are not recognized as having

any value and market signals encourage drainage. Vy'hile some govenxnent agencies are

trying to promote wetland conservation, other goverrunent agencies are dilectly and

indilectly promoting the drainage of wetlands. At the same time NGOs are prornoting

various programs that colrpete for landowner attention and resources.
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While all interview participants lecognized the impodance of removing pelerse

incentives, producer groups were very adamant about this and the absolute necessity of

sending a strong message about what landowners need to be doing.

Fan¡ers have to have a really clear signal to make the riglrt choices. They are

bombarded with different rnessages not only fi'oIn the market, but fi'om
govenxnent and from NGOs, all telling thern something different and none of it is
integrated. The waters are so muddied, he can't make any serlse of it - interview
with ploducer group.

Different departments within the govemment send very different messages, one

will say that wetlands ale in.ìpotant and we need to conserve them, and at the

same time another deparhnent is showing you how to put in tile drains to get rid
of thern - interview with producer group.

Producers are actually rewarded by various grants and govemment funding for
putting malginal land into production. I know soure people along the Red River
that know full well that theil land is going to flood ever:y year. But they plant it
anyway, watch it flood, and then file for compensation - intewiew with NGO.

4.6.6, Education

The importance of education was a top issue and was raised by all interview

par:ticiparits and considered a key issue by all workshop participants. For the purposes of

this study, tl'ìe teffn 'education' included t\ryo aleas:

. genelal education programs designed to raise public awareness of the

value of wetlands necessary to generate the political will to conserve

wetlands, aud

¡ extension programs that provide teclurical assistance directly to the

landowner that will result in a change on how the landscape is rnanaged.

All agencies involved in this study included an educational cornponent iu their

goals and implementation strategies.
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Govenmrent agencies were involved in both extensiorì proglams and public

education. Depending on the mandate ofthe depaftment, their focus varied, but all were

involved in education.

All non-govemmental organizations considered general education to be essential

and their organization were dilectly involved in this in some way. Some NGOs

considered education of the public one of tlieir primary goals. Some NGOs were very

actively involved in extension programs, usually in partnership with producer

organizations and/or govemment agencies,

Producer groups, while recognizing the need to educate the general public, were

much more concemed with increasing extension prograrns available to landowners.

Many producer groups cor.rsider-ed ploviding technical assistance to landowners in the

fonn ofschool, workshops and tours to be one of their plimary goals.

4,7 SUMMARY

This chapter presented the data collected during the literature review, interuiews

and workshop. The findings surmnarize the key components of a wetland policy, the key

cornponents of wetland policies in other jurisdictions and the components stakeholders

felt should be included in a wetland policy. The data demonstrates that while there are

some areas where opinions and priorities differ between policy collectives, there is much

colnnron ground on which to base a wetland policy for Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The data analysis in the preceding chapter identified the major playels involved in

wetland management in Manitoba, detemrined the key componerits of a wetland policy,

and identified coÍrllnon ground on which all stakeholders involved in the study could

agree. In this chaptel these issues will be discussed further with input lrom the literature

review as well as additional data fi'om the intewiews and focus group. This discussion

will be the basis for the development of a framework from whicl't a draft wetland policy

for- Manitoba can be developed.

5.2 MAJOR PLAYERS IN MANITOBA

The first objective of this study was to identify the major players involved in

wetlarrd conservation in Manitoba, including their goals and the strategies and methods

used to achieve these goals. This was impofiant as it identified many ofthe stakeholders

who would be affected by a wetland policy and created an understanding of the cunent

state of wetland conservation and management in Manitoba and also developed an

understanding of the different perspectives ofthe varions stakeholder groups. The

Ramsar Convention Secretariat (2004) considered that "a key step in any policy initiative

is to define who is either affected by, or potentially involved with, tl-re design, discussion

and impler.nentatiorr of the Policy". Colebatch considered it essential that a policybe

fi'amed in a way that recognizes the different perspectives of stakeholders.

There are rnany participants and they all have varied agendas, so the policy task is
to pull them together. . .policy is not primarily about promulgating formal
statements, but about negotiating with a range ofsignificant parlicipants so that
when fonnal statements are made, they ..,have a significant impact on what they
(the stakeholders) actually do (Colebatch 2002:112).
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The majol players involved in wetland conservation in Manitoba identified in this

sfudy have been divided into tll'ee interpretive comnunities: non-govemmental

organizations, govenxnent agencies and producer groups. Interpretive communities arise

around a shared point olview and siurilar understandings ofpolicy ideas and language

(Yanow 2000). Colebatch described interpletive communities as "relatively stable

aggregations ofpeople fiom a range oforganizations who find themselves th¡own

together on a continuing basis to address policy questions" (Colebatch 2002:33). For the

pulpose of this researcl.r the tenn policy collective was used, although both temrs would

be considered appropriate.

5,2,1 Non Governmental Organizations

Non govemmental organizations ale primarily driven by the goal of conservation

and preservation of the natural landscapes for their intririsic values. The maintenance of

biodiversity through the preservation and restoration ofhabitat, particularly for

watelfowl, is the primary goal for a numbel of the rnajor NGOs involved in wetland

conselvation. NGOs focus on developing parlnerships with govemment and producer

groups. They also develop education, extension programs, conselation agreernerrts, and

try to influence govemment policy.

5.2.2 Government Agencies

Govemment agencies ale driven by theil mandates. These mandates represent the

provincial or national interests. A number of governnent agencies and departments

impact wetland management and in some cases their mandate cau be contladictor-y to the

maintenance of wetlands. Although their pliorities and goals may differ, these agencies
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have l¡een placed in the same policy collective because they have similar understandings

ofpolicy ideas and language and they frequently work together on policy questions.

5.2.3 Producer Groups

Producer groups are organizations that represent aud promote the interests of

agricultural producers. Their prirnary focus is to protect and prornote theil iridustry.

Most are involved in some or all of the following areas: local and national lobbying,

product developnrent and rnalketing, lesearch and education. With regards to

environmental issues their primary concem is to maintain the lesource base on which

their industry depends. Many fonn partnerships with govemment and NGOs to plomote

envilonmentally sound managernent practices.

5.3 KEY COMPONENTS OF A, WETLAND POLICY

The second objective of this study was to identify the key components ofa

wetland policy, This was done though a review of the literature and an assessment of

wetland policies in other jurisdictions. Most wetland policies can be divided into two

sections - a background sectiorr that provides the liistory and context for the policy, and

the policy statement section that states the govemment commitment to the management

ofwetlands.

Sections 5.4 and 5.5 outline the infonnation that should be included in the

backglound and policy statement sections of a policy specifically designed for Manitoba.

Tliis will fulfill objective four of the study and provide a framework for the development

of a wetland policy for Manitoba. Objective tluee, assessing the potential applicability of

policies in other jurisdictions, is incorporated into and informs the discussion iu sections

5,4 and 5.5.
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5.4 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This section provides the background infomration and context for the policy. It

should include the following infotmation:

r a wetland definition,

o a description of the types ofwetlands,

. a statement ofwetland function and value,

o the consequences ofwetland loss,

o the historical influences on wetland management,

. the cuüent approach to wetlaud management,

. the curent state oflegislation and regulation,

. the legislative autliority fol the development ofa wetland policy,

o the ¡ole of various govemment departments in wetland rnanagenent,

o the principles ofwetland pt'otection, and

¡ the causes ofwetland loss.

5,4.1 Wetland Definition

A1l wetland policies from the jurisdictions studied had a clearly stated wetland

defirrition. Some jurisdictions had a separate section for definitions either included in the

background information sections or an appendix at the end of the policy.

Most organizations involved in the study do not have an official 'wetland'

definition. Ducks Unlimited Canada and Manitoba Habitat Heritage Cotporation use the

Stewart and Kantlud Classification System, and many of the organizations that partner

with thern also adopt this system. This classification system was designed for the

glaciated nofihem Gleat Plains, which includes the Prairie ecozone in southem Manitoba
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While the Stewaú and Kantrud Classification System is applicable for the study area of

this research, it is not adequate for defining the wetlands found in the other areas of

Manitoba.

Although ferv agencies have adopted an official definition, the development ot

adoption of a common wetland definition rvas seen as esseutial by niany ofthe

infolmants.

Giver.r the number of players involved in wetland couseruation and the variety of
wetland types in Manitoba, we need a comrnon language to cotnmunicate
effectively and minimize confusion - interview witlt NGO.

The vely first thing we have to do is determine what exactly we are talking about
when we're talking about wetlands - interview with government agency.

As legal protection ofand scientific attention to wetlands have increased, so have

the r.runber of wetland definitions contained in provirrcial and federal laws. Most of these

definitions valy slightly but share cotntnon temrs and concepts. Both provincial and

federal govenments, as well as wetland advocates, agree tliat a single, legally accepted

definition of wetlands would be helpful to ensute effective wetlands regulation (Rarnsar

Convention Secretariat 2004).

The LI/ater Protection Act includes wetlands in the dehnition of a "water body"

wliich is defined as "any body of flowing or standing water, whether uatulally or

artificially cleated and rvhether the flow ot'pt'esence of water is continuous, intennittent

or occurs only during a flood, including but not limited to a lake, river, creek, stream,

slouglr, rnarsh, swamp and wetland including ice on any of them" (V/ater Protection Act

2004).

The Provincial Land Use Policies define wetlands as "lands that are seasonally or

pemranently coveled by shallow water as well as lands where the water table is close to
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or at the surfaca, such as swamps, marshes, bogs and fens" (The Provittcial Land Use

Policies 2008).

The wetland definition adopted by the Ramsar Conventiorr is:

. , . areas of marsh, fen, peatland or watef, whether natural or artificial, pemanent

or temporary, with water that is static or flowing, fi'esh, brackish or salt, including
areas of marine water the depth of which at low tide dose not exceed six meters

including areas which may incorporate riparian and coastal zones adj acent to the

wetlands, and islands or bodies of marine water deeper than six metres at low tide
lying within the wetlands" (Ramsar Convention Secretariat 2004:3).

It is irnporlant to realize that when developing a wetlatld dehnition to be used in

policy, it has to be a legal definition which must hold up to the scrutiny ofthe coutts and

legal system as opposed to a working definition which tnust be effective otr the grourld

A wetland policy is likely to be challenged in the courts. Thelefore it is essential the

definition ofa rvetland be lobust enough to stand up to examination by lawyers and

judges who may have a vely lirnited background in wetland ecology. Court cases have

been lost sirnply over the definition ofwhat constitutes a wetland. concem should focus

not only on a scientifically accurate definition of wetlands, but one that will also stand up

to litigation. We need to consult lawyers as well as scietltists.

5,4.2 Diversity of Wetlands Found iu Manitoba

Manitoba has one of the highest densities of wetlands in any province in Canada.

This includes fens and peatbogs found in southeastem, central and norlhem Manitoba,

saltwater coastal lowlands along Hudson Bay, freshwatel coastal wetlands on the sholes

of Lakes Manitoba and winnipeg, and the prailie potholes found in the southeur areas of

the plovince. Although this study focused on the potholes found in solithem Manitoba

that cunently face the $eatest lisk ofloss and degradation, a plovincial wetland policy
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will need to take into account this divelsity, the different ecological functions, and tlx'eats

they ale undel.

If we're going to have a wetland policy for Manitoba it must take into account the
diversity of wetlands that we have here. There are different wetlands that perfonl
different ecological functions, have different needs, face different threats, some
are privately owned, sorne afe on crown land. They are all really quite distinct
and unique - interview with NGO.

This sectiorr should include not only scientific definitions and ecological functions

of the var-iety of wetlands for¡nd in Manitoba but also legal and cultural differences as

well.

There are essentially two divisions in Manitoba, one heavily influenced by
antluopogerric activity, palticularly drainage, agriculture, cottage developr.nent,
urban development and the like. Tlie other class is less directly irnpacted by
anthropogenic activities. The focus there should reflect that it is part ofour pure
natural capital, In the nofihern areas it's more of a conservation issue, whereas in
the southem areas wetlands are a part of a working landscape and that's more of a
management issue. Conservation is still important but the benefits of active
management are Ínore of an issue in the southem areas - interview with NGO.

5.4.3 Statement of Wetland Function and Value

The wetland policy should clearly state the function and value of the various

wetlands found in the plovirice. This would include the hydrological, water quality and

biodiversity lunctions pelforned by wetlands. The section should also include the value

of the ecological goods and services provided by wetlands. This topic is discussed in

more detail in sections 2.5 a:nd 2.6.

5.4.4 Consequences of Wetland Loss

The consequences ofthe loss ofwetlands should be cleally stated. This statement

sliould demonstrate the urgency for the need for the development of a wetland policy,

reiterate the rate of wetland loss, and be closely tied to the previous section on the

filnctions and values of wetlands.
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A recent study cornpleted by Ducks Unlimited Canada quantified the impacts of

wetland loss in Manitoba. The irnpacts of the loss olwetlands in the Broughton Creek

waterslred during the last 25 years was a3lYo increase in phospholus export,4l%o

increase in average annual sediment loading, 30% increase in the total watershed outflorv

and,28%o reduction in waterfowl production potential. The study scaled this infonnation

to all of southwestem Manitoba which demonstrated that the amount of phosphorus

reaclring Lake Wimripeg increased by 1 14 thousand tones per year (Y ang et al. 2008).

This same study demonstrated that wetland drainage in southwestern Manitoba has

resulted in the loss of 5.0 rnillion tones ofcarbotr that was stored in sediment and

vegetation.

5.4.5 Historical Context

The history of wetland use explains how the cument situation came about and

provides insight into wliat needs to be changed. During urost of the past centuly wetlands

in the Canadian Prairies were seen as obstacles that needed to be drained, filled, or built

around in order to be made useful. The legal history of the Prairie provinces shows that

from the earliest days ofagricultural settlement in the 1870s until almost the present day,

wetlands were regarded as a nuisance. Both the cotrtttlotl law and statutes were designed

to ensure that wetlands could be easily drained to foster agricultural developr.nent, Over

the years this process has created a complex web of law that contains a nuurber of

incentives to drain wetlands (Percy 1993). These incentives to drain wetlarrds need to be

addressed in a wetland policy. In particular the concept ofwhat is considered productive

land needs to be changed, and the value ofthe ecological goods and serv.ices that

wetlands provide to society shonld be reiterated.
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We need to take a broader look at what we consider to be productive land. Right
now we only consider land to be productive if it is producing agricultural goods.

We don't take into account what the natural wetland corfributes to the landscape

and the products that are beiug lost when we drain it - interuiew with producer'

group.

5,4,6 Current Approach to Wetland Management

This section should provide a brief explanation of the cunent approach to wetlaud

management in Manitoba. The wetlands found in southwestem Manitoba are

predominantly on privately owned land, therefole individual landownet's are responsible

for their marragernent. Producer groups felt strongly that a wetland policy sliould

recognize the efforfs of landowners in wetland conservation.

A policy should acl¡rrowledge that farmers are the number one conselationists.
They rranage the land and need to make a profrt while doing it. The fact that
there are natulal areas that haveu't been put onto production ìs because fanners
have chosen to leave them in their natural state. There needs to be sone
recognition that they ale doing something worthwhile and valuable - interview
with ploducer group.

This would be an appropriate place to acknowledge the efforts ofprivate

landownels in wetland manager.nent, as well as the role that NGOs play in wetland

conservation. Tl-re rights ofFirst Nations, although outside the scope of this research,

could also be mentioned in this section.

5.4,7 Current State of Legislation

A number of pieces of legislation have the ability to pt'ovide some protection to

wetlands. This protection is incidental within a broader mandate. An ovelview of

international, national and provincial legislation and policies impacting wetlands should

be included in the backgr ound section of the policy. In Manitoba this would need to

include the Ramsar Conventions on Wetlands, North American Waterfowl Management

Prograr.tr, National I(etlund Polícy, Provincial Il/ater Protectiott Act 2003, W'ater Rights
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Act 1986, Provittciul Lancl Use Polices and the Manitoba Water Strategy 2003. The

wetland policy should be written within the context ofthese existing policies. They

should lelate to and strengthen the wetland policy, and in tum the wetland policy should

address shot'tcotnings in existing policy documents.

The policy should be written within the context ofexisting policies, parlicularly
those related to land use and agriculture. Efforls should be made to clarily
priorities and avoid conflicting messages and to ensure that wherever possible the

policies are complirnentary and strengthen each other - interview with
govemment agency.

5.4.8 Legislative Authority

Jhe legislative authority fol the development of a wetland policy is found in lie

Water Protectiott Act 2003. Section 2e states, "The purpose of this Act is to provide for'

the protection and stewardship of Manitoba's water resources and aquatic ecosystems,

recognizing (e) the need to protect riparian areas and wetlands; and (f) the benefits of

providing financial incentives fol activities that protect or elthance water, aquatic

ecosystems or drinking water souLces" (Water Protection Act 2003:1).

5,4.9 Role ofAgencies - Partnerships and Cohesion

A number of provincial gover rent depattments directly or indirectly impact

wetlands. Manitoba Water Stewaldship has the mandate to protect wetlands tkough tlte

Woter Prclectiott Act 2003. Manitoba Conseryation also has an interest iu wetlands,

particularly as it manages wildlife and fish habitat. Wetlands in the study area are paÍ of

the agricultural landscape, therefole Manitoba Agriculture Food and Rural Initiatives

should be involved. Each depafiment has its own mandate and priorities, however it is

very important that govemment depaÍments send the same message with regards to

wetland rnanagement,
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A major concern explessed duling the inteniews was that different government

agencies send vely different messages. Wlile some govemment agencies are trying to

prolrrote wetland conselation, other agencies are directly arrd indirectly promoting the

draining of wetlands. Colebatch (2002:9) has identified that "a major source of difficulty

is the problem ofconsistency between different govenxrent deparhnents who may have

differing goals which conflict with the goals of anothel goven.rment department.,. much

policy work is concemed with the way different agencies handle the same policy issue".

There needs to be a comrnon message, we need unity from the top, there should
be an attempt to simplify and unily the overall message, the policy needs to link
everything together to a broader concept - intet'view with NGO.

The wetland policies of Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick both

specifically refer- to erúancing cooperation among local, municipal, provincial and

federal govemments, and private sectot' stakeholders in this section oftheir policies.

5.4,10 Principles of Wetland Protection

There are a variety ofpolicy instruments that can be used for the couselvatioll and

protection of wetlands including regulatory, economic, and moral and educational

instruments. These are lalely used in isolation and range from the irnplementation of

laws and regulation, to economic incentives designed to change behaviol and educational

programs ained at both the general public and individual landowners see section 2.8.

Controlling wetland conversion to other uses is essential. However, given the

pressures from agriculture, urbanization, industrial development and other land uses,

some development is unavoidable, and it is not reasonable to expect that all existing

wetlands can be preserwed. In situations where development pressures are exerted on

wetlands, the mitigation process should be adopted. The mitigation hielalchy is a process
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for achieving wetland conservation tluough the application of a hietarchical progressiou

ofaltelnatives which include avoidance of impacts, minirnization ofunavoidable impacts,

and compensation for residual impacts that cannot be minimized. Rubec and Hatlson

(2009) consider the rnitigation hierarchy an essential component ofan eflective wetland

policy. Prince Edwald Island, New Brunswick, and Alberta have included the mitigation

hieralchy in their wetland policies.

5,4.11 Causes of Wetland Loss

The causes of wetland loss need to be identified in ordet to eusure the issues are

adequately addressed by the policy. While it is necessary to consider the current tlxeats

facing wetlands when developing a wetland policy, it is essential these issues are

revisited on a regular basis because the th'eats will change and there is no way of

knowing what the future tll'eats will be. For example, the increased demand for biofuels

resulted in an ìncrease in cet'tain commodity prices which encouraged farmers to drain

and cultivate malginal lands. "Five years ago no one anticipated that biofuels would be

one of the biggest causes of wetland loss in the last 50 years" (Claflon Rubec, pels.

comn. September 2008).

Based on the results of this study, the primaly threat to wetlands in southern

Manitoba is drainage to increase acreage undet agricultural production. This point was

reiterated lepeatedly during the interviews as every interview parlicipant mentioued this

as the primary threat to wetlands in the study area.

Fanlers are trying to increase famr size, that plays the biggest lole. They are

economically driven to create more laud base and in many cases the only way to

. do that is to drain a wetland. For most producers drainage is the only way that
they can increase the a¡nount ofacreage they have in production - interview with
producer group.
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The underlying reason for tl.ris is tliat wetlands in their natural state are not

considered to have any value but are often seen as a nuisance. Landowners are not able

to receive any economic payment for the benefits to society that are a result of

maintaining wetlands. Thus they are not seen as havit'tg any value that can be captut ed

on the market. In order fol the land to be financially productive, the wetlands are dlained

and cultivated for agticulture. Market forces consistently send this message to producers.

This message is also sent by some govemrnent depatments whose urandate is to tnaintain

agricultural production, Producer gloups were all concemed with addressing the

economic drivers that encourage wetland drainage.

If wetlands are to be maintained, there must be an economic incentive that over
rides the rnessages cunently being sent by the market - interview with producer
gIoup.

There is pressure to increase the area ofland in agricultural production, we need
to have a broader idea ofwhat is eonsidered the productive use ofland and
recognize the value of the ecological seruices that wetlands provide - producer
gloup at workshoP.

The importance of recognizing tlie value of wetland ecosystems was clearly stated

in both the interviews and workshop as the most ir.nportant aspect of a wetland policy.

An inadequate understanding of the ecological functions of wetlands and the

wetland complex was also cited as a major cause of the loss of wetland function.

A big issue is the engineered rnanagemelt of wetlands. Putting weils and water
control structures on wetlands to control the amount of water in the wetland is
often seen as a fairly benign practice, but it sevelely degrades wetland function -

interview with govenxnent agency.

There is also a misconception that you can consolidate wetlands and the creation
of one larger wetland will compensate for the loss of the smaller wetlands, while
wetland area may be maintained the¡e has been a significant loss of wetland
fuirction in tenns of waterfowl habitat, groundwater recharge, water filtration and
all those kinds of things. Although we are still keeping sornething on the
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landscape, we are not rnitigating for the loss of those smaller wetlands - iutewiew
withNGO.

Ilrvasive species, climate change and alteled hydrology were also mentioned as

thleats to wetlands, as was a decline in the number of waterfowl hunters who are

champions for the cause of wetland conservation.

5.4.12 Sense of Urgency

The need for urgent action in preseruing the rernaining wetlands should be clearly

stated and the irnportance ofdeveloping a wetland policy as part ofthis action clearly

articulafed. A wetland policy draws considerable attention to wetland issues, particularly

by legislatols ar-rd the public (Rar.r.rsar Convention Secretariat 2004).

There was a tremendous arnount ofsupport expressed for the need for tlie

development of a provincial wetland policy, with many interview participants saying it is

long overdue. There was a strong sense ofulgency that something needed to be done to

cnrb wetland loss in Manitoba before the remaining wetlands were lost. Most

participants expressed concem that the policy would not be developed quickly enough

and it would not be effective enough to stop wetland loss. This sense of urgency was

expressed by all interpretive communities NGOs, govemment and producer groups - and

reiterated repeatedly during the workshop.

5.5 POLICY STATEMENTS

The policy section should clearly state the govetrurent position on wetlands and

its conrnitments to their preservation and management. Clear goals and objectives

should be articulated and the responsibility of the govemment identified with an

expectation created that the govemmeut will act on these cornmitments. "It will function
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as a framework that enables clear conclusions to be drawn about what actions are

requiled.,.and what end result is expected" (Ramsar Convention Secretariat 2004:12)

The section should start with a general policy statement stating the need for and

role of a wetland policy, identifying who is responsible for the policy, what rvill be done

and how it will be achieved. The scope and scale ofthe policy should be clearly

identihed. The bulk ofthe policy statement section will be a discussion of the primaly

objectives, guiding principles, sub-objectives and implernentation strategy.

5.5.1 General Policy Statement

Most of the wetland policies in the jurisdictions studied began with a general

statement clearly stating the following:

Who is responsible for the policy:

r it is the policy of the New South Wales govemment. . .

¡ the provincial govemment of New Brunswick will. . .

o the provincial govemrnent through the Department ofFisheries Aquaculture and

Enviromnent will. . .

What will be done:

. control development in and adjacent to wetlands

o prevent the loss ofprovincially significant wetland habitat and achieve the goal of

no net loss of wetland function for all other wetlands

r halt and where possible reverse loss ofwetland vegetation, declining water

quality, declining natural productivity, loss of biological diversity

How it will be acliieved:
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r utilizing existing wetlands matlagement and protection mechanisms and

developing new trranagement tools as appropriate,

o prornote and develop wetlands education and awareness prograÍns,

. promote stewardsliip and securement of wetlands tluough et ranced cooperation,

and

. encourage projects and activities which will restore the quality ofwetlands.

5.5,2 Role of a Wetland Policy/Need for a Wetland Policy

The need fol the wetland policy and the role it will play in the conservatiou atld

nìanagenent of wetlands should also be cleally stated in the policy staternellts sectiorr. A

provincial wetland policy needs to provide the comprehensive vision and strategy needed

for maintaining the ecological integrity ofwetlands tluoughout the province. It functions

as a fi'arnework for decision making that enables clear conclusions to be drawn about

what actions are required and what end result is expected (Ramsar Convention Secretariat

2004).

A wetland policy needs to provide a strong voice for wetlands, raising the
awareness oftheir irnportance on the landscape and recognizing the value of the

ecological goods and services they provide to society. A wetland policy must
recognize that there will always be conflicts related to protection ofnatural
systems and economic developrnent, and so it would have to be enough ofa
statement ofthe impofiance and value ofthose ecosystems that the development
objectives don't take priority over environmelrtal concems - interview with
govenxreut agency.

5.5.3 Scope and Scale of the Policy

Although this study focused on the wetlands in southem M4nitoba that currently

face the greatest risk ofloss and degradation, a provincial wetland policy will also need

to addless the issues facing all of the wetlands in the province.
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If rve are going to have a wetland policy in Manitoba it must take into account the

diversity of wetlands that are found here. There are different wetlands that
perform different ecological functions, have different needs, face different threats,

some are privately owned, sorne are on Crown land. They are all quite distinct
and unique - interview with NGO.

Different jurisdictions handled this issue in different ways. New Brunswick

developed policies that addressed the issues surrounding.different types of wetlands.

Albe¡ta, prior to the development of its 2009 draft policy had interinl policies based on

settlement pattems and the identihed tlueats for wetlands.

Policies in other jurisdictions all clearly defined the scope and scale of the policy

The different types of wetlands to be included, the geoglaphic extent of the policy, and

the ownership of the wetlands wele specifically identified and discussed.

During the interview section of the study, participants were divided illto two

schools ofthought: develop more than one policy, or develop one policy that had some

sort of functional divisions. Advocates of the single policy approach were concemed that

multiple policies could get confusing; thus it would be better to have a single policy with

overarching goals and then address the diversity in some way within the policy. The

r.nain concem of the propouents of the multiple policy approach was that developing a

single policy would be too time-consuming and the current focus should be on the high

risk areas, and we could deal with the low risk areas later.

Whether its rnole than one policy or a policy that recognizes that there are

different legions where there is a Part A aud a Part B to the policy, we cerlainly
have to deal with vely different types of wetlands and very different cultures as

well. The Aboriginal culture and the development issues in the North with dams

and hydro and mining, and the southern culture and the inpacts ofurbauization
and populations and development and agriculture. There are certainly very
diffelent policy needs within that larger southem municipal area and the northem
area. However, there ale certain over riding high level policy issues that should
be sac¡osanct in both. Particularly those relating to the alteration, drainage,
degradation and destruction ofwetlands without any kind ofjustification. There
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rleeds to be checks on those activities wherever you are in the province. But wheu
we get into the details ofthe types ofuse and types of wetlands, there are some

very niajor diffelences that need to be addressed - interview with NGO.

In order to be effective it would be necessary to have a single province wide
policy. We need something that can be implemented across the province. We

need to state that this is our province and this is what's importallt to us and as

such this is the policy. If we had different policies for different parts of the

province it would certainly leave a lot ofgrey areas and it would be uruch more

likely that the policy would be ignored - interview with govemment agency.

During the workshop consensus was reached that a single wetland policy should

be developed as multiple policies would be too confusing and there would be too many

grey areas and potential gaps. Since wetland management is already considered

disjointed, it was determined it would be best to have a single policy and ensure it was

capable ofaddressing the issues sutrounding the diversity. The policy should develop a

goal that is relevant to all wetlands, and the issues sunounding diversity could be

addressed in the guiding principles, sub-objectives and implementation tools.

Wetland tnanagement already seems disjointed. We need a single policy, then we

can break it down and deal with the diversity at the sub objective and tools level.

We need a goal that is relevattt to all wetlands in the province regaldless of
location, tenure, etc. something to the effect ofrecognizing the value of wetlands

and the need to preserve them, variation can be dealt with at the tools level, if we
get the objectives and guiding principles right we'll be able to develop tools to

address the variation - interview with NGO.

5,5.4 Policy Goal

One ofthe primary tasks in developing a wetland policy is to devise appropriate

goals and objectives. The Ransar Handbook on National lI/etland Policies (Ramsar

Convention Secretariat 2007) recommends that a wetland policy should include one, or at

most a few, simple goal statement(s). This statement should clearly arliculate the high
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level goal for wetlands irt Manitoba. This should be a goal that all stakeholders can

identify with and understand

(The policy should) frarne the action in a way which recognizes the different
pelspectives. This is often done by tryirig to draft a set ofgoals to wl ch all the
participants may give assent... their meaning lies in the fact that they do exist, and

that participants fi'om all the diverse policy perspectives can draw on them (in
diffelent ways) for suppof ...in this way goals provide a ÍÌamework for the

negotiation oforder in the policy process. . .policy is a way of making sense ofthe
action, drawing disparate fonns of activity into a com¡ott framework (Colebatclt

2002:63).

The policy goal is a high level statement. Some of the wetland policies fi'om other

jurisdictions refened to it as the primaly objective. The primaly objective orpolicy goal

was then divided into more actionable sub-objectives. Interview participants were asked

what they thought the prirnary objective of a provincial policy should include. Responses

included no net loss of wetlands, maintain ecosystem function and health, sustainable

use, recogrritiou of their value to society, the impoltance of maintaìning the wetland

complex, the need for restoration and the ueed for larrdscape level management.

No net loss of wetland function, aud moving towards a net gain. But before we

can gain we have to get to the point where we'le not losing...No loss of wetland
function and ideally it should also create a springboard fi'om which we can try to
recreate some of the lost wetland function - comment at wolkshop fror¡ NGO.

A wetland policy needs to put more focus on the value of wetlands aud the need

to preserve them - interview with producer group.

In the agricultural landscape the main issue is net gain or loss of wetlands
function. We think we can drain a bunch of small wetlands and then create one

large wetland irr a more convenieut location to mitigate for the loss of the smallet
ones but the result is a substantial net loss of wetland function. We have to go

beyond just acreage measurements and focus on net gain or loss of wetland
function - interview with goverìment agency.
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The prirnary objective ofthe wetland policies in the jurisdictions studied

fi'equently refened to what was to be done, how it was to be done, and why it was to be

done. Examples ofwhat was to be done included; the conservation, protection,

mairrtenance, management, ecologically sustainable use of, and lestoration of wetlands.

Examples ofhow this was to be done included increasing awareness and education,

govenl.nent initiatives, management of human activity, and development of wetland

stewardship. Exaluples of why this was to be done included to sustain the ecological and

socio-economic functiot'ts ofwetlands; achieve no net loss of wetland function; and

lnaintain wetland area such that the ecological, social and economic betlefits that

wetlands provide are maintained (Appendix 7).

5.5.5 Guiding Principles and Sub-objectives

Guiding principles are statements that demoustrate how the govemment views its

responsibilities to implement the policy, consistent with constitutional jurisdictional arid

cultulal practices. The Ramsar Convention Secretariat (2007) recommends developing

eiglit to ten guidirrg principles.

Sub-objectives should identify how the primary objective is to be reached. They

identify specific issues that need to be addressed in order to tneet the plimary objective.

The Ramsar Conventiotl Secretariat (2007) suggests that five to ten sub-objectives be

developed.

Guiding plinciples arrd sub-objectives are closely linked. What is considered as a

guiding principle in onejurisdiction is often identified as a sub-objective in another

jurisdictiou the difference is often a matter ofrhetolic. For this reason, the guiding

principles and sub-objectives ate being dealt with in the same section. The impoÍant
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thing is that all ofthe important issues are addressed. Whethel an issue is included as a

guiding principles or sub-objective should be detemrined during the policy writing

process,

The irnportant thing to note is that all stakeholders sl-rould be able to agtee on the

primary objective, guiding principles and sub-objectives ofthe policy. It should be

recognized that not all guiding principles and sub-objectives will be ofequal irrrportance

to all stakeholders.

Guiding principles and sub-objectives found in the wetland policies of the other

jurisdictions studied included:

. recognition ofthe numerous valuable social, econonric and enviromnental

functions of wetlands/ recognition of the full range of wetland values,

. reco$rition ofhistorical and on-goiug wetland loss and the need for efforts to

protect and couserve remaining wetlands,

o the need for protection, conservation and restoration ofwetlands,

r development ofpublic support tluough education and increased awareness of

wetland functior.ls aud values,

. encouragement ofvoluntary stewardship through incentives and education,

¡ the integration ofland use and managernent practices that rnaintain or rehabilitate

wetland habitats,

. managing impacts to wetlands tluough the use of the wetland mitigation

sequence,

¡ sustainabledevelopment,

o securing wetlands through acquisition, co-management and partnerships, and
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. foster the development olcoopetative relationships among local citizens,

stakeholder groups, the private sector, and municipal, provincial and federal

goven]lnel1ts.

A number ofpotential guiding plinciples and sub-objectives rvele identified by

stakeholders during the interviews and workshop phases ofthis study. These include:

. recoguizing the value ofwetland ecosystems,

. sense of urgency,

o the development of incentive prograrns,

¡ the need for the establishment and targeting ofhigh priority aleas,

r the need to identify and lecognize the ecological goods aud services plovided by

wetlands,

¡ the need for incleased public awareness and education,

. respect for landowner Iights,

. recognition of the need to integate land and water management - landscape

policy,

¡ sustainable use,

. nlitigation of lost wetlarids,

. l-ecognition of the importance of the wetland complex,

¡ recognition ofthe different types ofwetlands found in Manitoba, and

¡ addressing perverse incentives and mixed messages being sent to latidowners

Table 11 sutnmatizes the principles and sub-objectives fouud in other

jurisdictions and the plinciples and sub-objective identified by stakeholders in

Manitoba.
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Table 1 1: Guiding Principles and Sub-Objectives

5.6 SUMMARY

A number ofstakeholders wì11 be irnpacted by the developmettt of a provincial

wetland policy. Consultation with key infomrants has provided the basis for a fi'anework

Principles and Sub-Objectives Found in
Other Jurisdictions

Principles and Sub-Objectives Identified
bv Stakeholders in Mauitoba

Recognitiori ofthe social, economic and
environmental functions of wetlands full
range of wetland values

Recognize the vah¡e of wetland ecosystems

Recogriition of historical and on-going
rvetland loss and the need to protect and

conserve the remaining wetlands

Sense of ulgency

The need for protection, conseruation and
restoration of wetlands
Education of the general public to generate

support for the policy
Need for increased awareness aud
education

Encourage volur.rtary stewardship tll'ough
incentives and education

Focus on the development of incentive
nro srâlÎs

Integration of land use and managernent
practices that maintain or rehabilitate
wetland habitats

Recognition ofthe need to integrate land
and water management

Managing impacts tluough the use of the
wetland r¡itigation sequence

Mitigation of lost wetlands

Sustainable use of wetlands Sustainable use of wetlands

Securement of wetlands through
acquisition, co-managernent and
nartnershins
Foster the development of cooperative
parhrerships

Tarsetine ofhieh orioritv areas

Identify and compensate for tlie ecological
goods and services provided by wetlands
Respect for landowner riqhts
Recognition of the importance of the
wetland comolex
Recogrition of the variety of types of
wetlands four.rd in Manitoba
Addlessing perverse incentives and mixed
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fi'om rvhich a wetland policy can be drafted. The key components of a wetland policy

and the issues important to stakeholders in southwestem Marritoba have been idelitified.

A wetland policy should consist of two sections - a background section aud a

policy statement section. The background section should include a wetland definition;

description ofthe types of wetlands; statement of wetland functiou and value;

colrsequences of wetland loss; historical influences on wetland management; cutrent

approach to wetland management; cufl'ent state of legislation aud regulation; legislative

authority; role of govemment depafimeÍìts in wetland management; principles of wetland

protection; and the causes of wetland loss.

The policy statenent section should include a general policy statement; an

explanation of the need for a wetland policy; the scope and scale of the policy; the policy

goal or plirnary objective on which all stakeholders can agree; and guiding principles and

sub-objectives which outline how the primary objective will be reached and how it

reflects the issues identified by the stakeholders,
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a brief summary of the research purpose and design, the

results ofthe research, and recommendations for the development ofa wetland policy for

Manitoba. The last section plovides suggestioÍts for futut'e research.

6.2 RT,SEARCH PURPOSE AND DESIGN

Despite scientifrc research that quantifies the essential role wetlands play in

rraintaining healthy watersheds and water quality and quantity, wetlands continue to be

dlained and degr aded. Manitoba does not cunently have a wetland policy. A provincial

wetland policy is needed that recognizes the value ofthese ecosystems and provides a

framewo¡k for decision making that will maiutain theìr ecological integrity.

The purpose of this study was to develop a fi'amework for a provincial wetland

policy. Cunent wetland conseruation practices were assessed tllough ir-rterviews with

key infomrants involved in wetland consenation in Manitoba. Provincial and federal

policies that irnpact wetlands in tlie study area were evaluated to identify strengtlts,

weaknesses and gaps in cunent wetland conseryation effofs. Wetland policies in other

jurisdictions were also reviewed for their applicability to the Manitoba context. The

objectives of the study wele:

1) to identify the najor players involved in wetland conseruation in Manitoba,

including their goals and the strategies and methods used to achieve those goals;

2) to detennine the key components of an effective wetland policy;

3) to assess the potential applicability ofpolicies and regulations in other

jurisdictions for use iu Manitoba; and
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4) to develop a framework frour which a wetland policy for Manitoba can be drafted.

Manitoba has one of the highest densities of wetlands ofany province in Canada.

Wetlands in Manitoba vary greatly with regards to type, size, ownership and use of

sunounding uplands, and the nature and severity of the tll'eats they face. The majority of

wetlands found in Manitoba are in the central and northem areas howevel, the wetlands

found in southwestem Manitoba ar-e the most tlileatened. Tliis study focused on the

prairie potholes found in the Prairie ecozone of sor¡thwestem Manitoba. These wetlands

face extensive pressure from agricultural development and a high population density.

The wetlands in southwestem Manitoba have beeu extensively degladed and demonstrate

what could l.rappen to wetlands in other areas of the ptovince ifpressures to convelt them

to other uses develop in the future. I determined that a policy fi'amework developed

based on a case study of the highly threatened wetlands found in the Prairie ecozone

would provide the vision and strategy needed to protect the other wetlands in the

province. This fi'amework was stn¡ctured in such a way that it could be expanded to

address issues idelrtified in other areas ofthe province and the concems of stakeholdels

not inclLrded in tliis study could be easily integrated.

The research used a qualitative grounded theory approach to interpretive policy

analysis. Qualitative data collection methods included: 1) a review and analysis of

existing literatur:e, including wetland policies frorn other jurisdictions, 2) semi-stt'ttctured

interviews with key infolmants fi'om lead organizations i¡rvolved in wetland

conselation, and 3) a workshop with selected parlicipants from lead organizations.

Nineteen interviews were conducted and nine of those interviewed participated in a half

day workshop. The data collected during the interviews and workshop was reviewed and
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analyzed using content analysis to identify trends contradictions and themes that would

be useful in the developrnent of a framework for a wetland policy for Manitoba.

The priniary goal of interpretive policy analysis is to identify colnmoÍr themes aud

identify goals and objectives on which all stakeholders can agree. These were identified

tluough the analysis of the data collected during the ilrteliews and wolkshop. These

common thenies were colnbined with the data collected during the literature review and

analysis of wetland policies in other julisdictions, and a fratnewolk from which a wetland

policy for Manitoba could be drafted was developed.

6.3 CONCLUSIONS:

Duling most of the past century wetlands in the Canadian Prairies were seen as

obstacles that needed to be drained¡ filled or built around in order to be made useful

Both the colllrllon law and statutes were designed to ensure wetlands could be easily

drained to foster agricultural development. Policies related to land use focused on

increasing agricultural production to pfomote ecolronic development. This focus on

maximizing aglicultural production still pelsists in the mindset of many landowners. As

the flurctions and values of wetlands are becoming better undelstood these miudsets are

changing. However, a number of economic drivers continue to send the message to

landowners to drain wetlands.

The irnportance ofpreserving and protecting wetlands has been acknowledged by

various levels of govemntent. A national wetland policy is in place, programs to help

protect or manage wetlands have been implemented, a number of local, provincial,

natiolral and intemational organizatiolts are working to preserve wetlands, producer'

groups recogrrize the importance of maintaining wetlands as part of a productive
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agricultural landscape, yet wetlarrds are still being dlained, frlled and polluted. The

situation in soutliwestern Manitoba demonstrates what could happen to wetlands in other

areas ofthe province ifpressures to convert them to other uses develop in the fllture.

A ivetland policy is needed to dispel the myth that wetlands are wastelands. It needs to

plovìde a strong voice for wetlands, raising the awareness of their irlporlance on the

landscape and recognizing the value ofthe ecological goods and services they provide to

socjety.

There are a number ofstakeholders who will be irnpacted by the development ofa

provincial wetland policy. Ifa wetland policy is to be effectively irnplernented, it is

essential that stakeholde¡s be consulted in the policy making process. This thesis focused

on data provided by key infonnants, or tlie 'elite' who ale the leaders and decisiorr

niakers in this area. Interview participants were chosen for their expertise and

represented the organizations to which they belong, and their colnments were not meant

to represeut the opinions of the general public.

The research has led to the conclusions presented below.

6,3.1 Role of Stakeholders in Policy Develoment

As already mentioned the involvement of stakeholders in the development of a

wetland policy is essential if the policy is to be effectively implernented. The key

stakeholders involved in wetland conservation and management in Manitoba were

identihed tluough a review of the lite¡ature. Interviews were conducted with

lepresentatives from each ofthese agencies and the goals and objectives ofeach ofthese

agencies as well as the strategies employed to meet these objectives were discussed.

The stakeholders were gtouped into tluee interpretive communities based on coÍlmon
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ideas, goals and understar.rdirrg of wetland consewation and policy. The three interpretive

comlnunities identified were government agencies and deparlrnents, non-govetrlrllental

olganizations, and producer agencies.

The opinions ofthese stakeholders were essential in the development of the policy

framework. The goal was to identify the issues and concerlls of the stakeholders but

also to find comnlon ground ot.t which all stakeholders could agree. This comt.lron

ground was the basis around which tl'te policy framework would be developed.

6,3,2 Key Components of a Wetland Policy

The key cotnponents of a wetland policy were identified tluough the review ol

literature and aualysis ofpolicies fi'om other julisdictions. These were then discussed

during the interviews and workshop to detemrine which components were most lelevant

and applicable to the situation in Manitoba.

6.3.3 A Framervork for a Wetland Policy fol Manitoba

Alalysis of the interviews and wolkshop identified a number of issues that were

ofconcern to all stakeholderè and fit well with the key compouents of a wetland policy

that had been previously identified tll'ough the literature review and analysis ofpolicies

iu other jurisdictions. Sitrce finding common ground is the role of interpretive policy

analysis, the common themes identified by the interpretive communities were juxtaposed

into ttre key components identified in the earlier stages of the research to develop a

frarrrework for- a wetland policy for Manitoba. I have concluded the following elements

should be included in a wetland policy for Manitoba.

I. Background Information:

¡ wetland definilion,
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¡ description ofthe types ofwetlands,

. statement ofwetland function and value,

. consequences of wetland loss,

o historical influences on wetland management,

. current approach to wetland nÌaliagement,

. culfent state oflegislation and regulation,

¡ legislative authority for the development ofa wetland policy,

. role ofvarious govenxnent depaftments in wetland management,

o principles ofwetland protection, and

. causes of wetland loss.

II. Policy Statements

e genelal policy statement,

o role ofa wetland policy/need for a wetland policy,

. scope and scale ofthe policy,

e policy goal/prirnary objective,

I no net loss ofwetland function

. recognition of the social, economic and environmental functions of

wetlands

o guiding principles and sub-objectives,

. sense of urgency

. need for the protection, conservation and restolation ofwetlands

. education

¡ voluntary stewardship through incentives and education
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integration of land and water nranagement

managing impacts through the use of the wetland rnitigation

seqr¡ence

' sustainable use of wetlands

' securing high pliority rvetlands tluough acquisition, co-

nlanagement and PartrlershiPs

. fostering the development ofcooperative padnerships

¡ targeting high priority areas

. identify atrd compensate for the ecological goods and selices

provided by wetlands

¡ respect for landowner rights

. recognition of the importance of the wetland complex

. recognition of the variety of types of wetlands found in Manitoba

' addressing perverse incentives and mixed messages

6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS - Developing a Wetland Policy for Manitoba

A wetland policy is needed to provide protection to these ecosystems. It nust

plovide immediate plotection to wetlands that are cutrently tlu'eatened but also provide

the vision and strategy needed to protect wetlands ffom currently unforeseen tlueats that

may develop in the future. A wetland policy inust recognize there will always be

conflicts r elated to the protection of natural systems and economic development. It rvill

have to strongly state the importance and value ofthose ecosysteurs so the development

objectives don't take pliority over environmental concems. It must send a clear siglal

about the importance of wetlands and the need to manage the land in a way that maintains
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the ecological integrity of the landscape. The policy should function as a framework for

decision rnaking enabling clear conclusions to be drawn about what actions are lequired

and what end result is expected. It should clearly state the govenurent position ort

wetlands and its commitments to their preservation and management. Clear goals and

objectives should be articulated and the responsibility of the govemrnent clearly stated

and an expectation created that the govemment will act on these commitments.

Canada develop ed the Federal Policy on Iletland Conseruation in 1992, however

each province maintains ownership ofthe natural resources that lie within its borders,

lherefore it is the responsibility ofindividual provinces to ensÌrre that their wetlands are

protected. In Manitoba, lhe Water Protection Act specif ícally recogriizes the need to

protect wetlands aud provides the legislative mandate to develop a wetland policy. This

policy should be developed within the context ofexisting legislation that curently

plovides sonre linrited protection to wetlands. These include th e Ecological Resettes

Act, Provincial Parks cutd Lands Act, I|/ildlife Act, Endangered Species Act, Ettt¡it'otunent

Act, Habitat Het'itage Act, Conservation Agreenrctús Act, Conservatio Distt'icts Act and

the Woter Rights Act.

The Manitoba Drainage Policias developed under the \r/akr Rights Acl cunently

provide the regulatory framework needed to protect class 4 and 5 wetlands and require a

license for the draiuage of class 3 wetlands. A wetland policy should provide the impehrs

to strengtheÌì this legislation and pt'ovide more ptotectiou to vulnerable wetlauds.

The I ater Protectiott Act called for the development of a Manitoba Water

Council to act as a senior advisory committee to the Minister of Water Stewardship.

Manitoba Water Stewa'-dship was identified as the appropriate agency to take the lead in
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developirig a wetland policy. The Manitoba Water Council would be the appropriate

body to take the lead in developing a wetland policy for Manitoba. The AlbeÍa Water

Council, a similar committee, developed the recomtnendations for the Albetta Wetland

Policy. The first recommend¿1iorl is to create a Wetland Policy Sub-Committee on the

Manitoba Water Council with the mandate to create a ptovincial wetland policy.

A major finding of this research is that all stakeholders felt it was essential they

be irvolved in the development of a wetland policy. This was stated strongly during both

the intelviews and workshop. It was stated most emphatically by producel groups but

also by the NGOs and govemment agencies. The second recourmendation of this

research is that the Wetland Policy Sub-Committee should develop a stakeholder

advisory group to provide input into the developtnent ofa wetland policy.

A policy writirrg team should be developed frotn members of the Wetland Policy

Sub-Committee and include, Manitoba Water Stewardship, Manitoba Conservation, and

Manitoba Agriculture Food and Rural I¡itiatives, with Manitoba Water Stewardship

taking the lead. Other interested govemment depaúments could also be involved. Non-

govenülent stakeholders would be consulted regularly by this policy writing team.

A dlaft wetland policy should be written and brought to the public for

consultation for input and feedback, which would inform the final version of a wetland

policy which would be presented to Cabinet.

6.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTUR.E R"ESEÀRCH

The findings of this researcli suggest sevelal potential areas for future research.

1. This study locused on the wetlands found in the Prairie ecozone ofsouthwestem

Manitoba, the area of the province where wetlands are at greatest risk, A policy
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framewolk based on a case study for this area should provide the vision and

strategy needed to protect wetlands in other areas. Research is needed that would

expand on this study and involve stakeholdels uot included in this study. These

would include First Nations, Manitoba Hydro, cottage owners, the resource

extr action industry, among others.

2, For the purpose of this research, representatives from producer groups were

consulted to represerlt the interests ofthe agricultural sector. The opinions ofthese

individuals, however, cannot be considered to be representative of landownel s in

general. An assessment of the attitudes and opinions of laudownet's towatds a

wetland policy is needed to understand their viewpoint towards a wetland policy.

Public consultations are also needed to detemine the opinion of the general public

towards a wetland policy

3, An assessment of policy instruments, particulally incentive programs that would

infonn the developrnent ofan implenentation strategy for the wetland policy is

also needed.
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APPENDIX 2: Intervierv Schedule
The objectives of this study are:

i) To identify the majol players involved in wetland conservation iIr Manitoba,
including their goals and the strategies and methods used to achieve those

goals.

2) To determine the key components of an effective rvetland policy

3) To assess the potential applicability ofpolicies and regulations in other
jurisdictions fol use in Manitoba; and

4) To develop a strategy that will underpin the developtnent of a wetland policy
for Manitoba

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
GENERAI QUESTIONS
Objective 1: To identify the major players involved in rvetland conservation in
Maritoba, iucluding their goals and the strategies and methods used to achieve

those goals.

1. Which organizations are the rnajor playels involved in wetland conselation or
represent stakeholders who have an interest in wetlands in Manitoba? How would you

categorize them?

2. Who should take the lead in developing a wetland policy for the plovince?

3, What are the main goals of youl organization?

4. What are the strategies you use to reach those goals? Ale these prioritized?

5. Which cunent wetland conservation iritiatives that you are involved in or ate awat'e of
are effective/ promising? Wrich ale ineffective? Do any have a negative irnpact

6. Does your organization have a working definition ofthe telm 'wetland'. Howdoyou
detennine what a 'wetland' is?

7. Based or1 your conselvation/uranagemetrt goals, what are the most imporlant issues,

greatest threats, facing wetlands?

Objective 2: To determine the key components of an effective rvetland policy,

1 , What would you like to see included in a provincial wetland policy?
Primary goal - very broad i.e. sustainable developmerf,

conservation/preservation, no net loss, etc.
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Guiding Principles - broad statements on how the govenxnent vieivs its
responsibilities: wise use, mitigation process, aboriginal rights, landowner rights

Objectives - key words (5-10) mole specifìc goals, often associated with
implernentation strategies, who is in cl.rarge of ensuring those objectives are met, and how

they will accornplish it.

Objective 3: To assess the potential applicability of policies and regulations in othel'
jurisdictions for use in Manitoba.

1 . Many consewation policies address all or some of the following areas:

conservation and preservation - dealing mainly with the irnpacts ofdevelopnlents and

laud retirement;
restoration - focusing on restoring ecological function in degraded wetlands ar.rd

rebuilding/ r'eplacing lost wetlands ; and

management - focus on maintaining ecological function in the wolking landscape,

tlirough the use ofbest rnanagement practices.

Should these all be included in a wetland policy?
Should they all be weighted evenly, or should.they be prioritized?

2. Prince Edward Island uses the process of wetland mitigation when dealing with
development affecting wetlands. Should Manitoba adopt this process?

Mitigation is a plocess for achieving wetland conservation by following a three step

decision making process when dealing with developments that affect wetlands.
l't step Avoidance - main goal, avoid impacting wetlands altogether - irnplemented in
the planning stage of the development process

2"d step - Minimization of the advelse effects
3'd step - Compensation for impacls that cannot be avoided.

3. Cunently Manitoba relies on a voluntary approach to wetland couseruation, focusing
effoÍs on incentive programs such as easements, tax iucentives, grants, etc. Have yort

found any ofthese mole or less effective?
Do you feel the voluntaly approach cnnently in use is effective?
How could it be tnade more effective?

4. Some other jurisdictions, particularly the US, rely heavily on regulation to protect

wetlands. Is this an apploach that should be adopted in Manitoba?

5, Is there anything else you would like to add?
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APPENDIX 3: Provincial Legislation Impacting Wetland Conservation

StatìJte Focus Strengths I inrit¡tions

Ecological
Reserves Act

Preserve examples of
unique or representative
natural and modif ied
ecosysten]s

Sites set aside for
ecosystem atrd

biodiversity
preservation,
research, education
and nature study;
they are not
intended to be
recreational,
resource hawest, or
multiple-use areas

May only be
established on
Crown Land

Provincial
Palks and
Lands Act

Conserve ecosystems and
maintain biodiversity.
Presewe unique and
representative natural,
cultural and helitage
resources. Provide
outdoor recreational and
educational opÞoÍunities

Wetlands within
park boundaries are
protected

Cannot be used to
on privately owned
lands

Wildlife Act Matters associated with
wildlife rnanagenent,
research and protection of
ploperty and persons.
Prohibits killing,
capturing, taking,
possessing, importing,
exporting, buying or
selline of wild animals

Can be used to
plotect wetlands as

habitat for wildlife

Does not recognize
the fr.rll range of
wetland values

Endangered
Species Act

Prohibits human activities
that would kill, disturb or
interfere with any
endangered species

Prohibits human
activities that
damage, destroy or
remove habitats and
natural resources
that protected
species depend on
for life and
nrnnnqafin¡

Watel Rights
Act

Established the priorities
of allocating water
resources. Issues water
riglrts licenses

License required for
the construction of
water control works
on privately owned
land. Drainase

Has not been
adequately
enforced, much
unlicensed drainage
has taken place
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licenses not issued
forClass4&5
wetlands

Environment
Act

Envirorunental
assessments
Pollution plevention

Potential to protect
specific wetlands
th'ough the granting
and withholding of
permits, licenses
and apolovals

Habitat
Heritage Act

Creation of the Mariitoba
Habitat Heritage
Corporation

Protection of
wetlands on
privately owned
agricultural land
through direct
purchase or
consewation
easements

Protects only small
isolated parcels of
wetlands

Conservation
Agreements
Act

Provides for the purchase
or donation of
corrservation easements of
habitats including
wetlands

May provide a

mechanism for
long-term wetland
securement on a
larqe scale

Protects or.rly stnall
isolated parcels of
wetlands

Conservation
Districts Act

Provides for the
consewation, control and
prudent use of resources
tluough the establishment
of conservation districts

Many conservatiou
distr-icts include the
protection of
wetlands irr their
manaqement nlans

Development of
wetland programs
voluntary, no
consistency across

CDs

Water
Protection Act

Provide for the protection
and stewardship of
Manitoba's water
resources and aquatic
ecosystems

Focus on watershed
planr-ring, specific
reference to the
rreed to protect
riparian aleas and
wetlands.

Focus on
maintenauce of
water quality, does

not recognize all of
the ecological goods

and services
provided by
wetlands
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ÀPPENDIX 4: Federal Policies Impacting Wetland Conservation

Statute Focus Strengths Limitations
Migr-atory
Birds
Convention
Act

Migratory
birds and their
nests

Authorizes designation of
Migr atory Bird
Sanctuaries for nationally
signifrcarrt habitat

Does not protect habitat,
except that it prohibits the
deposit of hamrful
substances in waters
frequented by migt atory
birds

Canada
Wildlife Act

Wildlife
research,
consetvation,
and
interpretation

Authorizes designation of
National Wildlife Areas
(NWA) to plotect
nationally sigriifi cant
habitats ,40% are

wetlands
Prohibits activities
hanlful to wildlife and
the envirorunent,
Established the Norlh
American Wetland
Conseruation Council
(Canada)

Clear federal jurisdiction
limited to migratory birds
Potential for industrial
developnent ir protected
areas still exists

National Parks
Act

Acquisition
and
management
of land to
leave
unimpaired
for future
seneÍations

Authorizes designation of
National Parks that offer
relatively strong legal
protection, through
maintenance of
ecological integrity and

unimpaired clauses

Long onerous process to
establish National Parks in
legislation

Fisheries Act Applies to all
Canadian
frsher waters.
Pollution
prevention
and
conservation
and protection
of fish habitat

Prohibits the hannful
alteration, disruption or
destruction of fish
habitat, including
wetlands. Requires plans
of projects with potential
to interfere with fish
habitat. Prohibits deposit
of deleterious substances
in water fi'equented by
fish

Federal jurisdiction limited
to those aquatic habitats
contributing to a fishery.
Focus on fisheries
resources not ecosystem
conservation. Exerciseof
federal power sometimes
controversial, especially on
the Plairies

Canadian
Envirormrental
Assessrnent

Applies to
projects
anwvhere in

Casts a broad net over
many of the potential
ways that tlie federal

Lack of clear criteria or
guidelines for detem-rining
the accentabilitv of oroiects
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Act the world
where the
fedelal
govemment
holds decision
rnakirrg
authoritv

govenmrent can affect
wetlands. Primary means
of implementing the
Federal Policy on
Wetland Conservation

and appropriate mitigation
measules

Income Tax
Act

Ecological
Gifts Progr am
applies to
ecologically
sensitive sites,
including
wetlands

Fosters use of voluntary
land donations and
conselation easements

in retum for tax
deductions

Depends on the enactment
of supporting provincial
eâsenlents of covenants
legislation

Species at
Risk Act

To prevent
wildlife
species from
becoming
extirpated or
extinct, to
provide for'
the recovery
of wildlife
species that
are extirpated
or tl'ìreatened

Protects wetlands that
provide habitat for
endangered species

The Act does not define
'protection, i.e.'legally
protected','effectively
protected' and what
constitutes'destruction of
any part of critical habitat
Limited to the protection of
critical habitat for 'species
at risk' on federal lands

Adapted fi'orn: Lynch-Stewaú, 1999
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APPENDIX 5: Policy Statements in other Jurisdictions

Jurisdiction Policy Statements
Prince Edward
Island

Tlie provincial govemment through the Deparhnent ofFisheries,
Aquaculture and Environment will:
-utilize existing wetlands management and protections mechanisus
to control developnient in and adjacent to wetlands, and develop
new management tools as appropriate, to ensure no net loss of
wetlands and wetland function,
-promote and develop wetlands education and awareness pì'ogratlls,
-promote stewardship and securement of wetlands tlu'ough
enhanced cooperation arnong local, municipal, plovincial and
federal govemments and the private sector.

New Brunswick The Govemrnent of New Brunswick will:
-prevent the loss ofProvincially Significant Wetland habitat and

achieve the goal ofno net loss of wetland function for all other
wetlands (Note: All coastal marshes are considered Provincially
Significant under this policy and will receive the highest degree of
protection),
-promote and develop wetland education and awareness pl'ogrants

and supporting materials,
-promote stewaldship and securement of wetlands tluough
enhanced cooperation among local, municipal, provincial and
federal eoverrìments and o¡ivate sector stakeholders

Alberta
New South Wales It is the policy of the NSW Govenrment to:

-encourage the management of the wetlands of the State so as to
halt and where possible reverse: loss of wetlarrd vegetation;
declining water quality; declining natural productivity; loss of
biological diversity; and declining natural flood rnitigation,
-encourage projects and activities which will lestore the quality of
the State's wetlands, such as: rehabilitating wetlands; re-
establishing areas ofbuffer vegetation around wetlands; and
ensuring adequate water to restore wetland habitats
-Govemment in its decision making, will give explicit consideration
to the biophysical requirements of wetlands with the goal of
ensuring their sustainable management.

Westenr Australia The Govemment of Westem Australia, r-ecognizing that wetlands,
-are essential habitats lol a multitude ofplant and animal species,
mauy of which have high public appeal;
-play a key role in supporting the diversity aud abundance of
species within surrounding terrestrial ecosystems;
-add considerable Iandscape diversity and aesthetic appeal to a
mainly arid land;
-provide many opporlunities for enjoyment for the people of
Westem Australia:
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-are, ir1 some cases, of intemational significance, particularly as

habitats for migratoly bird species;
-have other significant values, including flood mitigation, water
resource, soil conseration, biological filtration, fish nurseries,
Aboriginal and historical significance, recreation arid tourisn;
-fonn one ofthe habitats that will be most affected by possible
climate change;
Jrave, in many instances, been umecessarily lost or diminished in
value tluough inappropriate use or rnanagement of the wetlalrds
themselves and their catchments
-may be conserved and enhanced tll'ough propel plaruring and

nlanagement
-is committed to identifyirrg, maintaining and managing the State's
wetland resource, including the full range of wetland values, fot' the

tenn benefit of the of Westem Australia.
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ÀPPENDIX 6: Scope and Scale of Wetland Policies in Other Jurisdictions

Jurisdiction Scope
Prince Edward
Island

This policy refers to all wetlands as defìned by this policy and in
the Prince Edward Island Wetland lnventory, regardless of
ownershin.

New Brunswick This policy applies to all Provincially Sigrificant Wetlands and to
all other wetlands as defined by this policy, regardless of
ownership.

Alberta The policy is intended to act as a single cornprehensive policy for
the entire province including both the White and Green areas.

The policy covers: all natural wetlands described in the Canadian
Wetland Classi{ication System including bogs, fens, swamps,
marshes, and shallow open \ryater.

Types l through T ofthe
Stewart and Kantrud Wetland Classification systenr including
ephemeral watebodies; temporary ponds; seasonal ponds and lakes;
semi-pennanent ponds and lakes; pemratretrt ponds and lakes; alkali
ponds and lakes; and fen ponds; and all restored natural wetlands,
as well as wetlands constructed and enhanced for the putpose of
wetland nritisation

New South Wales Statewide policy that applies to all naturally occuruing wetlands. It
does not apply to wetlands that have been constructed to serve other
numôses.

Westem Australia Will include the full ranse of wetland values
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.A.PPENDIX 7: Primary Objectives in Other Jurisdictions

Jurisdictiou Primarv Obiective
Prince Edward
Island

To promote the conservation and protection of P.E.L's wetlarrds to
sustain their ecological and socio-economic functions, now and in
the future

New Brunswick Maintenauce of Wetland Function - to manage human activity on
or near wetlands in a manner which will achieve no loss of
Provincially Significant Wetland habitat and not net loss of wetland
function for all othel wetlands
Securement, Stewardship, Education and Awareness - to promote
and facilitate the development of wetland stewardship, awaleness,
and education through govenment initiatives aud cooperative
relationships with local citizens, private sector stakeholders, and
rnunicinal. orovincial and federal soverrunents

Alberta To provide di¡ection and a framework for protecting, conseruing
and restoring Alberta's wetlands. To maintain wetland area sucll
that the ecological, social and economic benefits that wetlands
provide are maintained, thereby helping to ensure Albertans lìave
healthy watersheds that provide safe and secure drinking water
supplies, healthy aquatic ecosystems and reliable, quality water
supplies for a sustainable economy. In recognition ofthe high rates

of wetland loss in some watersheds, this policy also encourages
Albertans to be Þroactive in increasing wetland area.

New South Wales The ecologically sustainable use, management and conservation of
wetlands in NSW for the benefit ofpresent and future senelations.

Westem Australia Committed to identifying, maintaining and managing the State's
wetland resource, including the full range of wetland values for the
lons tenr benefits of the oeonle of Westem Australia
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APPENDIX 8: Guiding Principles and in Other Jurisdictions

Jurisdiction Guidine Principles
Plince Edward
lsland

-Wetlands serve numerous valuable social , economic and
environmental functions
-In recogrition ofhistorical and on-going wetland loss, concerted
efforts are required to corlselve aud protect remaining wetlands
-Because wetlands and their functions ale inseparably linked to
their sunoundings, wetland conselation must be pulsued tluough
an integrated systems approach to environmental conservation and
sustainable development,
-Public support is essential and can be facilitated tluough education
and awareness regarding the functions and values of wetlands

New Brunswick -Wetlands serve nutrìerous valuable social, economic and

ecological functions which should be maintained
-In recognition of the historical and on-going wetland loss, the
remaining wetlands require conservation, and in some cases,

protection;
-Some wetlands are of provincial, national and intemational
significance and are desewing ofprotection;
-Securing of wetlands tluough acquisition, co-managetnent and
parlrrerships is a valuable conservation tool;
-Public support can be facilitated through public education and
awareness resardins the functions and values of wetlands

Alberta -Wetlands have value and plovide many benefits to Albertans
-Wetlands are an integral component of Alberta's watershed and
contribute to the achievement of healthy aquatic ecosystems as

identified in Alberta's Water for Life strategy
-Wetland values need to be considered in the context ofecological,
social and economic values, and integrated into other sustainable
resoulce and enviromnental management strategies and plans
-Sound science that suppolts policy implementation should be
sought and encouraged, but the lack of it should not hinder
management actions
-Wetlands and the natural and working landscapes in which they
are found are diverse. This diversity must be recogrized for
wetland protection conselation and restoration to be implemented
successfully
-Essential characteristics: keep it simple and implementable;
incorporate both regulatory and aspirational aspects into the policy
goal; Include recognition of future watershed and regional
objectives that will be developed; include workable mitigation
processes that are irnplementable; ensure that knowledge and
irurovation continue to provide the foundations for the policy;
continue to incorporate and recognize ongoing good works by
stewardship groups, municipalities, industry and other stakeholders
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in protecting, consewing and restoring wetlands.
New South Wales The Policy aims to minimize any further loss or degradation of

wetlands and where possible, restore degladed wetlands, To
achieve this goal the Policy adopts the following nine principles for
the sustainable rnanagement of wetlands which will guide decision
rnaking
-Water regimes needed to maintain or restore the physical, chenrical
and biological processes of wetlands will have formal recognition
in water allocation and managernent plans
-Land use and management practices that maintain or rehabilitate
wetland habitats and processes will be encouraged;
-New developments will require allowance for suitable water'
distribution to and from wetlands;
-Water entering natural wetlands will be of sufficient quality so as

not to degrade the wetlands
-The construction ofpurpose-built wetlands on the site ofviable
natural ones will be discouraged;
-Natulal wetlands should not be destroyed, but when social or
economic imperatives require it, the rehabilitation or construction
of a wetland should be required;
-Degraded wetlands and their habitats and processes will be
actively rehabilitated as far as is practical;
-Wetlands ofregional or national significance will be conserved;
-The adoption of a stewardship ethos and co-operative action
between land and water owners and managers, govemment
authorities, non-government agencies and the general cornmunity is
necessaly for effective wetland management

Westenl Australia -To prevent the further loss or degradation ofvaluable wetlands and
wetland types, and promote wetland colrservation, creation and
resloration.
-To include viable representatives of all major wetland types and
key wildlife habitats and associated flora and fauna within a

Statewide network of appropriately located and managed
conservation reselves which ensure the continued survival of
species, ecosystems and ecological functions
-To rnaintain, in viable wild populations, the species and genetic
diversity of wetland-dependent flora and fauna,
-To maintain the abr¡ndance of water bird populations, particularly
migratory species,
-To greatly increase co¡nmunity awareness and appreciation of the
many values of wetlands, and the imporlance ofsound rnanagenlent
of the wetlands and their catchments in the maintenance olthose
values.
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APPENDIX 9: Sub-Objectives in Other Jurisdictions

Jr.rrisdiction Sub-Obiectives
P.E.I. -To manage human activity on or uear wetlands in a manner which

will achieve no net loss of wetlands and wetland fuuction.
-Where developments are proposed on or adjacent to a wetland the
process of wetland mitigation will be observed
-To promote and facilitate the development of wetland stewardship
awareness and education through govemment initiatives and

cooperative relationships among local citizens, stakeholder groups,
the private sector, and municipal, plovincial, and federal
goveÌnments

New Brunsrvick
Alberla -Manage impacts to wetlands through the use of the Wetland --------

-Miti gation Decision Framework
-Be ploactive by setting wetland objectives and be integrating
policy and planning
-Encourage voluntary stewardship- develop tools that facilitate
stewardship to increase wetland area, as well as tools that facilitate
working with landowners on wetland restoration construction and

enhancement. These tools may include initiatives such as education
and awareness, and voluntary programs and/or incentives that
encourage wetland protection, conselation and restoration
activities
-Build knowledge and capacity tluough collaborative partnership,
coordination, plovision of infi'astructure and financial and human
capacity
-Protect wetlands of exceptional value by developing a process,
criteria ar.rd tools to identify and protect Alberta wetlands that are

locally, regionally, provincially, nationally or internationally
exceotional

New South Wales
Westem Australia
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APPENDIX 10: Summary of Interviervs

In person interviervs were conducted with representatives from the following
organizations:

Covenxnelìt agencies:
Manitoba Water Stewardship. Manitoba Conservation, Manitoba Agr:iculture
Food and Rulal Initiatives, Prairie Fanrr Rehabilitation Association,
Enviromnent Canada, and the Department ofFisheries and Oceans (pending)

Non-govermlental organizations :

Ducks Unlirlited Canada, Nature Conseryancy of Canada, Intemational
Institnte for Sustainable Development, Manitoba Conservation Distr-icts
Association, Manitoba Wildlife Federation, the University of Manitoba Delta
Marsli Field Station, the Lake Wirrnipeg Stewardsliip Board, Delta Waterfowl,
and Riparian Health Council

Produce¡: Organizatiot'ts:
Manitoba Forage Council, Keystone Agricultural Producers, Fann Stewaldship
Association of Manitoba and Manitoba Cattle Producers Association

The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatitn. The transcripts were
conderrsed and coded using an inductive grounded theory approach to identify trends,
contradictions and themes. The transcripts were categorized to identify key themes, ideas

and concepts. These were condensed and edited to provide an overall picture of the key
ther.nes, ideas and concepts discussed during the interuiew process, The interview
summary docur.nent consisting of the condensed and coded interview results was
provided to all interview participants for feedback to ensute tliat all viewpoints had been

included and errsure the validity ofthe analysis.

LEAD AGENCY AND STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

Manitoba ll/uler Stetvardship was suggesled nnstfreEtently as the governntent
depcurnÌent that shot d take the lead in the developntent of a wetland policy. It was noted
several tintes that the protection and consetvcttion ofwetlands woukl fall uncler the

deportment núndute. Manitoba Conset'vatiott was also suggested several ti rcs 4s 4 lelcl
or co-learl given that they have an inÍerest, parlicularly irt tlte cu'eos of u,ildlife and
habitat c¿nd have a lorryer history working with consenatiotl agerrcies ittvolved in
tvetlcutd consenation and a clearer foctts on issues ítt the stut'otutdittg upland areas and
the landscape as a whole.

The importance ofincluding stakeholders and producers in the developrnent stages of the
policy was clearly stated a nurnber of times. The creation of an advisory committee with
representatioÍr f¡:om a number of olganizations cunently involved in wetland consewatiot.t

was suggested by several participants. The difficulty in creating a policy with a

stakeholder committee was emphasized, however the benefits in terms of increased buy
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in, sense oforvnership, and more valuable feedback at the public consultation stage was
consideled to outweigh the difficulties.

We have to iuclude agricultulal producers because they manage between 83 - 93% of the
landscape in southem Manitoba.

WETLAND DEFINITION:

Most org lizations do not hc¿ve an oÍrtcial 'wetland' definitiott. Ducks Unlimited and
Mtnitoba Habitat Heritage Corporution use the Steward (lrrcl Kantrud system. Marq,
agencies curl orgrmizatiotß tlnt parttrcr'with them olso then adopt tltis systent

Developing ol adopting a common wetland definition and classiflrcatiorr system is
essential. Given the number ofplayers involved in wetland conservation and the variety
of wetland types in Manitoba, we need a common language to communicate effectively
and to minimize confusion.

The first thing we have to do is deten.nine what exactly we are talking about when we're
lalking about wetlands

ADDR.ESSING WETLAND DIVERSITY

Manitoba has one of the highest densities of wetlands itt any provitrce in Canacla. This

includes fens, and peatbogs found in soutlteostern, central and nortlrcnt Manitoba,
st¿ltr,ater colstel lotuland along Hudson Bay, freshwater coastul wetlancls ott tlte shores

of Lakes Manitoba and ll/irmipeg, and the prairie potholes founcl itt tlte sotúltent areos of
the province. Although this study focuses on lhe wetlands itt southern Manitoba that
currently face the greatest risk of loss and degradatiott, a provirtcinl wetland policy will
also need to address the issues facittg all of tlte wetlands in the provittce. Participanls
were askecl how they thought a wetland policy slnuld address this.
Most participants recognized that this was a significant issue but had not really given a
lot of thought to it prior to it being brought up in the interview. There were generally two
schools of thouglrt: develop mole than one policy, or develop one policy that had some
sort offunctional divisions. Advocates ofthe single policy approach were concemed that
rnultiple policies could get confusing and it would be better to have a single policy with
overarching goals and then address the diversity in some way withirr the policy. The
main concem of the proponents ofthe multiple policy approach was that developing a

single policy would be too time consuming and that the current focus should be on the
high risk areas, and we could deal with the low risk areas later.

If we're going to have a wetland policy for Manitoba it must take into accourlt the
diver:sity of wetlands that we have here. There are different wetlands that perform
different ecological functions, have different needs, face different threats, solne are

privately owned, some are on cÌown land. They are all really quite distinct and unique.
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The first thirig would be to detenrine what is included in the temr wetlands. We tend to
have a southem focus on Prairie Canada. But if we're talking about a provincial policy,
rve need to take into account very diflerent ecosystems. We have to talk about the fens

and bogs and the Hudson Bay lowlands and all the issues surrounding those aeas. If
we're looking at a province wide policy then we have find some way to address the
concelïs in all these other areas notjust what we think ofas wetlands in the Prairie
environment.

Wrether its more than one policy or a policy that recognizes that there are diffelent
regions where there is a Palt A and a Part B to the policy, we certainly have to deal with
very different types ofwetlands arrd very different cultures as well. The aboriginal
cultule and the development issues in the North with dams and hydro and mining, and the

southern culture and the impacts ofurbauization and populations and development and

agriculture. There are certainly very different policy needs within that larger southent
rnunicipal area and the norlhem area. However, there are cefain over riding high level
policy issues that should be sacrosanct in both. Particularly those relating to the
alteration, drainage, degradation and destruction of wetlands without any kind of
justification. There need to be checks on those activities wherever you are in the
province. But then when we get into the details ofthe types ofuse and types ofwetlands
there are some very r.najor differences.

In order to be effective it would be necessary to have a single province wide policy. We
need to state that this is our plovince and this is what's important to us and as such tliis is

the policy. Within that policywe could break it down into different ecosystems and

habitats and identify the concems in different areas and understand that in different areas

of the province the policy would be applied quite differently. I think if we had differerrt
policies for different parts of the province it would certainly leave a lot of gey areas and
it would be much more likely that the policy would be ignored. As soon as you stafi
putting lines on a map and say that this is what we're doing in this area and this is what
we're doing in that area, a lot ofpeople don't know exactly where they fit in.

You need something that can be irnplemented across the province. From there you look
at youl differerit ecotypes and decide how you're going to address those. Coming from a

Prairie bias our nunbel olle collcenl is the loss of wetlands. In other pafts of Manitoba
there may be significantly different issues like pollution but because those habitats are so

rernoved and we don't see them, very few people are aware ofthe issues. Generally
when we can't see what's happening every day we don't think that thele is a pr-obler.n.

Meanrvhile in the agricultural landscape, there's activity everyday and everybody car.r see

what's happening, and you carr see how things ale changing and people tend to focns on
those issues.

To have r.nore than one policy, I don't know, we could have different sections of it but if
we have different policies there will be gley areas that are missed. If we've got a wetland
area that's been drained and now its farmland, where does it fit in? And what if it's
restored back to a wetland again? You'll be shifting back and forth between policies.
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We have to figure out the best way to tighten it up. If there are separate policies they will
have to be linked sornehow.

I think we need an overall wetland strategy, establishing how they are valued, and what
our political position is with respect to wetland conservation. Fror¡ there we need to
coÍrle up with a policy that states that we value our wetlands and identify what we will do
to protect, preserve and conserve them, and that will differ from area to area based on
land tenure, threat, physiography, etc. but overall because wetlands are impoftant to us

our policy is that we will tly to protect them for the benefit of all Manitobans in general
and future generations

I think we need to cì'eate a series ofprovincial wetland policies, ifthere was one policy, it
would have to be an awful long policy to address all the different types of wetlands that
we have in Manitoba. If we try to do it all at once it will take forever. Tackle something
that we can do, focus on the regions facing the most immediate tkeat first, make a
policy, get it right and rnove on to the next one, if we try to make it all inclusive, it won't
happen for fifty years.

We should create differ:ent polices, deal with the agricultural area first, the boreal and the
peat areas ale of lesser urgency. I wouldrr't try to deal with theni all in one. Deal with
tl.re most urgent situation fir-st.

I would say well crafted policy might be able to addless the southem coastal wetlands
and the prairie potholes. The relative significance of nutrient managenent and flood
regulation and biodiversity may shift depending on the type of wetland but the same
kinds ofecological goods and sewices are provided by both butjust to different degrees.

But the Norlhem wetlands, the marine coastal wetlands and the peat bogs are a different
kettle of fish. There are essentially two divisions in Manitoba, one heavily inflr"renced by
antluopogenic activity, particularly drainage, agriculture, cottage developrnent, urban
development and the like. The other class is less directly irnpacted by antfu'opogenic
activities. The focus there should reflect that it is part of our pure nahrral capital. ln the
no hem areas its more ofa conservation issue, whereas in the southem areas wetlands
are a pafi of a working landscape and that's more a of a management issue. Conservation
is still important but the benefits of active management ale more of an issue in the
southem areas.

There is a vely strong distinction between wetlands that are on private lands and areas

that are on public lands. The crown land marshes and wetlands are really not at risk the
way the ones on privately owned lands are.

The more you encompass iri a policy the more knowledge you have to have. You need to
deal with a much largel body olknowledge ifyou were to develop a single policy and
that anount of infonlation can be very difficult to work with. If you comparlmentalize it
in some way you can deal with pafticular issues more effectively,
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I thiuk ther-e are functional divisions. It strikes me that it makes sense to have separate
policies for institutions like highways than institutions like agricultule or forestry
companies. Whether you have one policy or more than one I think it needs to recognize
there are significant institutional differences.

We have to look at where the impacts are coming fi'orn, are they anthropogenic? Is
human activity going to impact whichever wetland we're referring to in the near ftlture?
Ifnot then it wouldn't be a high priority area.

THREATS TO WETLANDS

Wlten asked to identify the greatest Íhreúts td concerns facittg tuetlcutds, the impctcts of
agt'icultural production, parlicttlarly druinittg wetlands to íncrease the cu,ea utder
prodtrctio,t ruos seen as tlte prinruy cause of wetland loss and degradatiott itt souÍhern
Matútoba. Tlte root ccutse of tltis is that wetlands are not cottsidet"ed to have atty value
but rather are often seen as a nuisance. Degradation is also a concern ancl tltis is the
result ofa ktck of tnderstandirtg of the ecological functioning of wetlands. It:ctsive
species, cli ate clnnge and altered hydrology wete also ntentioued, as wcts a clecline itt
the nunber of waterfowl htuúers who are chanrpions for the cause ofwetland
cottservafion.

Drainage by humans, whether it be by the province, by the municipalities, or by
individual landowners, drainage is the big one.

You can fly over southern Manitoba and see the dlainage system that's been put in place
over the years and its just massive, billions of dollars have been put into getting the water
off of the land.

The ultimate cause of wetland loss is the signals that the systen is sending to producers is
to increase production, This includes the public and private systems and the market place.
Producers' net income is still decreasing and the one way to beat that is to grow a bigger
clop.

A big issue is that producels are tlying to find ways to stay profitable. A lot of them ale
just bar:ely getting by and they need to famr every piece of land that they have. Although
this valies depending on the type ofploductíon, in areas where you have more penlanent
cover it's a liftle easier to maintain the wetlands.

Drainage of wetlands, which is driven by agricultural economics, intensification of
agriculture, and economies of scale, Apparently without goverrunent subsidies, fann
income would be negative arrd so farmers have to try and wring as much as they can out
of each acre.

Amrual crop producers keep getting bigger and their equipment keeps getting bigger. It
becomes rnore difficult to maneuver around wetlands and easier to drain them. It costs
farmers time and money to maintain wetlands.
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In the agricultural area, agriculture and associated drainage is the main threat. The
fan.nels are working around the wetlands, they're paying tax on those lands, and it costs
them time and fuel to drive around them so of course they would want to get rid of them.

Fanners are trying to increase famr size that plays the biggest role, they are econornically
driven to create more land l¡ase and in many cases the only way to do that is to drain a

wetland. For most producers drainage is the only way that they can increase the amount
of acreage they have in ploduction.

We have to look at the real and hue economic costs of retaining wetlands and I think we
could be scared by the results. It's pretty evident that fanning is such a low margin
enterprise that in rnost cases only the big enterprises make a profit. We're going to end
up with big farms and small farms but very few medium size farms, and the big farmers
are driven either by ploduction or profit. The best farm managers ale driven by profit,
and they are the ones that are most likely to retain wetlands if they can see a value in it.
The ones that are driven by maxirnizing production are going to be harder to change
because no uratter what you tell them they're going to think that if I drairr that slongh, I
can get a little something off of it, it may not be much but at least its something, and
that's what I'm here for, to grow food and as much of it as I can.

The primary one is economics, the second one I would say is cultural, there is still a
pioneer etliic amongst agricultural producers the idea that they're feeding the world and
we're going to maximize production and tame the land I'm doing the right thing, even if
it costs rne money to drain that last slough, I'm doing the right thing. Its pait of that
pioneer spirit to tame the land and feed the world.

It's the clean farming mentality. For a lot of famrers its an embarrassnlent to have a
wetland in the middle of a field, its like having dandelions on your law.

Many people are operating from the economic driver and from the short term of their
lifetirne and there are vely few people who really understand the ecology of a wetland
and how inrpoÍant it is 1o our prairie ecosystem.

The other issue is lack ofknowledge ofthe inpofiance of wetlands in the environment.
There ale sorne fanners that value wetlands very highly and I think those are the fanners
that understand the role that those wetlands play, for other fanners, itsjust the bottoni
line. It also depends on the type of fanning that is being done, wetlands do have some
value for cattle producers but if you'r'e producing arurual crops, they're just a pain.

Production agriculture and the economies ofscale have played a pad but the real issue is
that they haven't been recognized as having any value and there hasn't been an
environmental management strategy.

One ofthe big issues is drainage driven by plessure to maximize perceived income offof
every square inch of land, Famrers are actually rewarded in various grants and
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government funding for doing this. I know sorne people along the Red River that know
full well that their land is going to flood every year, but they put it into ploduction, watch
it flood alld then file for compensation

In dry years semi-pennanent wetlands can be wolked tltough, but then in a wetter or
'non¡al' year they think their land is flooded and they get crop insurance, when really
they're farniing a wetland.

Producers have to realize that ifyou fan.ued a piece ofland and there are issues with
water sitting in it every year, maybe they should consider doing something else with that
land. It comes down to land rnanagement and finding the best use for different types of
land, and having a broader defrnition ofwhat is useful.

One of the big problems in MB is that people don't know what a wetland is, the
tenporary seasonal wetlands ale in sorne ways more imporlant than the bigger wetlands
that are buried in the water table. They tend to be recharge ponds, they're incredibly
impofiant for biodiversity. We need to maintain the complexes, people don't understand
the value of maintaining the whole complex and the way that all the wetlands function
together'.

There is also a rnisconception that you can consolidate wetlands and the creation ofone
larger wetland will compensate for the loss of the smaller wetlands, while wetland area
may be maintained there has been a significant loss of wetland function in terms of
waterfowl habitat, groundwater recharge, water filtration an all those kinds ofthings.
Althougli we are still keeping something on the landscape, we are not mitigating fol the
loss of those smaller wetlands.

Consolidation of wetlands when you drain 10 smaller wetlands ir-rto a bigger wetland
because you can't get rid of the big one but then you destroy the complex and that is
extremely detrimental to the health of the wetland ecosystem because its those ephemeral
and seasonal wetlands that are tlie nlost iïnpoftant for the higher level ecology of
waterfowl, birds and a lot of small animals.

Class 3 and lower seasonal temporary and ephemeral wetlands are the tlpes that are rnost
at risk from human intewention, whether that be drainage, consolidation or plowing in
dry years. These are also the ones that are lì1ost at risk for the impacts of climate change
where it is predicted that we will have increased lengths ofdry periods which leaves them
vulnerable to being plowed or filled in with bush, a longer dry season will mean they are
more vulnerable to human damage,

Ifyou take a foot offofa wetland, some people think well you've still got the wetland
there, but you've impacted the ecological integrity of the wetland, from a biological and
cerlainly a hydrological point of view.
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A big issue is the engineered management of wetlands. Putting weirs and water contlol
stluctules on wetlands to control the amount of water in the wetland is often seen as a

fairly benign practice, it severely deg'ades wetland function

If we engineer the heck out of wetlands to deal only specifically with water quantity we
will jeopardize our biodiversity base and that's what keeps our natural ecosysten'ìs

healthy

Wetland loss is an issue, where once there was a wetland and it has been drained and is
now gone, whether that is due to urbanization or agriculture, the wetland is gone. The
other factor is degradation which is very in'ìpofiant to waterfowl and biodiversity and
watershed management and watershed health and very often wetland policies don't take
that hto consideration.

Water quality is a big issue, it doesn't matter if we have good water if it's filthy. In
Manitoba you've got to have good water, everlhing revolves around that. Whether
you're looking at biodiversity or agriculture, everything needs water to survive, and in
oul' climate water is often, though not always, the limiting factor

Climate change is a big unknown, the predictions of the climate models don't look good
for wetlands and there are an awful lot of unknowns. There are so many aspects that
can't be pledicted and haven't been thought of yet.

Irrvasive species has becorne a big issue in recent years. Hybrid cattails ale spreading ar.rd

outcompeting other wetland species and wetlands are becoming a monoculture of cattail.

Altered hydrology is a big issue on the lakes marshes, parliculally Lake Manitoba which
has been greatly affected by changes in natural water levels.

The loss of waterfowl hunters is a critical issue for wetlands and waterfowl because the
hunters are the only group within the conservation community that focus on abundance,
others look at biodiversity, endangeled species, that type of thing but waterfowl hunting
advocates we want abundance. In order to have abundant waterfowl we have to have
abundant habitat and that needs to be a nore important pafi of wetland conservation

PERVERSE INCENTIVES AND MIXED MESSAGES

A big concent that was raised repeatedly is that landowners are constently beirry sent
ntixed ntessages about the value of wetlands by governnrctú agetrcies, nott-govennterú
agettcies ancl the narket. Iletlands are not recogttized as havirtg any vahte attd nnrltet
signals encowage drainage. Wrile some govenlmetú agencies 'e ttying to pronþte
wetland conseruatìon, other governnrc t agencies are clireclly cutd irtclirectly prontotittg
the drainage of wetlands.

Farmers have to have a really clear signal to make the right choices. They are bombarded
with different r¡essages not only from the market, but from goverrunent and fiom NGOs
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all telling them something different and none of its integrated. The waters are so
muddied, he can't make any sense out of it.

Different depaÍment within the goven.mrent send very different messages, one will say
that wetlands are important and we need to conserve them, and at the same tine another
is showing you how to put in tile drains to get rid of them.

Govemment agencies that make regulation or development plans tend to describe
wetlands as wasteland areas and to discount them as unproductive. The census system to
tliis day describes them as unusable lands and wastelands and lurnp them with gravel pits
There is a lot of work that needs to be done in the policy area for us to even recognize
when these kinds ofnegative and dismissive statements are being made about an
ecosystem feature that is really the underpimrings ofhow the landscape is going to stay
healthy, parlicularly as climate change begins to impact us more.

Ifyou look at the assessment system wetlands are deemed wastelands, they are

calegorized as waste/slough/bush. And that is the way that a lot of administlators fi'oln
municipalities and fanners look at them. Its an embarrassment to have a wetland in the
middle of a field, its like having dandelions on your lawn. It's the clean farming
mentality.

We need to change the culture and attitude towards wetlands. Many people still consider
them to be wastelands and mosquito traps, not understanding how important they are to
the elrvirom'nent. They rreed to be regalded as assets.

You can get permission to drain virtually any wetland in Manitoba probably within tluee
months, but ifyou want to retain water on the land, it will generally take a year and a

half.

Some lands that are deemed to have marginal production value for agriculture can
actually be quite productive ifwe broaden our concept ofproduction. But the ploducer is
told tllat they should drain it to make it more productive. Yes we have to maintain
production but we need to be more open rninded when it comes to defining production.

Producers are actually rewarded by various grants and govemment funding for putting
marginal land into production. I know some people along the Red River that know full
well that their land is goirig to flood every year. But they plant it anyway, watch it flood,
and then file for compensation.

One ofthe biggest reasons that producers resofi to unsustainable crop rotations, which
result in the overuse of fertilizers, is because of the market. The market drives
production decisions.

Producers may realize that there are environmental impacts and loss ofhabitat and
irnpacts in temrs ofnutrient loads and sustainability ofwatersheds associated with
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draining wetlands, but they respond to the clearest economic imperative which is to dr-ain

and produce. It's the signal that the market sends.

Farmers say that ifthey didn't have to pay taxes on the land where there are rvetlands that
alone would be enough for some ofthem to leave the wetlands intact.

ROLE OFPOLICY

Illtctt the role ofa wetland policy is was not specirtcally asked during the intervietu but
fiØry participants vohtnteered itrfornrutiort ott it. The ntost connton thente wds that a
wetland policy needs to nake it abtmdantly clear tllat wetlarñs are valuable 10 society
cutd provide ecological goods and seruices.

A wetland policy needs to provide a strong voice for wetlands, raising the awareness ol
their importance on the landscape and recognizing the value of the ecological goods and

services that they provide to society.

A wetland policy has to make it clear that wetlands have value

We need a policy that will preserve the wetland base, it can still be in the working
landscape but put some value on maintaining the wetland.

A policy needs to address the responsibility of all sectors ofsociety both urban, ntral.
Society as a whole is palt of tlie problem and society as a whole needs to be part of the
solution.

Ulbanites need to understand their dependence on the ecological goods and services fi'on-t

the lural landscape. This is central to the argument of linking upstream and downstream
users of the watershed through the payment for ecological goods and seruices. There
needs to be more economic linkages between the rural and urban populations. Why
shouldn't the environmental obligations ofcities be used to improve the social, econonlic,
and envirorunental conditions in rural areas.

Should be written within the context ofexisting policies, parlicularly those related to land
use and agriculture. Efforts should be made to clarify priorities and avoid conflicting
Írlessages and to ensure that wherever possible the policies are complimentary and
strengthen each other.

Something needs to be done to try and develop some consistency in messaging arourld
the whole issue of wetlands and land use

We need to develop a common vision of what we want the landscape to look like.

The concept ofadaptive management needs to be applied in the policy.
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Policy needs to provide a sense ofwhat the landscape should look like and the role that
wetlands play in that landscape.

A wetland policy needs to identify where wetlands fit into the bigger picture, withiti a
larger ovelall strategy for the sustainable use of the land base. Wetland conselation
needs to be a paft of a larger land use plaming and land Inanagernent process.

I'm not really a fan of a wetland policy, it needs to be a landscape policy.

What I want to see is a working landscape model. Wetlands are pad of a largel landscape

and are affected by what happens in the sur¡ounding uplands, so you can't really separate

them out and deal with them in isolation

The policy shor.rld provide support for existing programs.

Should have clearly defined and articulated goals so that you know what it is that you are

trying to accomplish and allows you to determine if your methods have been successful.

A wetland policy sliould understand and lespect the needs ofdevelopment, parlicularly in
the agricultural realm but agriculture also needs to respect and value the ecological
functions wetlands provide to society.

There will always be conflicts related to the protection of natural systems economic
development. The policy needs to be a strong enough of a statement for the impofiance
ofthese ecosysterns that development objectives don't over ride them because there is not
a good understanding of their importance

Our landscape is an integrated nix of famrs and wetlands and comrnuuities and what
we're trying to deal with is competing users on the landscape.

The policy has to be mindful of the effect that it will have on the rural ecorlomy

Need to develop a sense ofwhat a sustainable landscape should look like and how it
should furrction and the roles and responsibilities of the various players.

A policy should try to develop cooperation and coordinatiorr between agencies so that
they don't compete or send conflicting messages. There are a lot of disjointed programs.

Should clarify the lole of the participants. Non-governmental organizations and
producers have a strange relationship. Historically they've cornpeted for the öontrol of
resources on the landscape, but have also worked together very successfully on projects
where we had shared interests. But it can be quite confrontational in areas where we
have different views of the landscape and how it should look and be managed.

Identify priorities and priolity aleas
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A policy should acknowledge that famrers are the nunber one conseruatiotrists. They
marrage the land and need to make a profit while doing it. The fact tltat there are natut'al

areas that haven't been put into production is because fanners have chosen to leave them
in their natural state. There needs to be some recognition that they are doing something
worthwhile and valuable.

There should be sone recognition of the role that the waterfowl hunting community has

played and continues to play in contributing to wetland conservation.

Needs to facilitate the development ofinstitutional linkages fol integrated watershed
management, like conservation districts and payments for ecosysteln services.

Recognize the importance of building partnelships. A wetland policy won't work if it's
only a govenurent policy, the public sector has to work together with the ptivate sector,

with conservatiorl groups and aglicultural groups

Identify and ler-nove institutional baniers and disincentives and provide a clear and

consistent message about the value of wetlands.

We've really got to focus or.r incentive programs.

Policy should plomote the developrnent of a nr¡mber of tools for wetland conselation.
We need to focus on the integrated developtnent and use of a variety oftools: education,
extension, resealch, iucentive programs, land retirernent, in order to achieve our goals.

Policy will approach rnultiple audiences and so a variety oftools must be available to

choose the tool that is most appropriate for a given audience, a parlicular objective or a
specific situation.

There need to be incentives but also big time public educatiou. Not just a little ad in the
paper with a buffalo in the comer, but something imrovative and massive, to reach

everybody. Everybody needs to understand the role that they play in creating
envilonmental problerns, the impacts on the environmeut and ou society, and their
lesponsibility for fixing it.

It's a huge education issue. Ultimately policy responds to societal pressure aud you cau't
expect to have a policy rammed down the th¡oat ofthe public that they don't endorse.

The only way anyorre is going to endorse a wetland policy is ifthey understand the

benefits of wetlands and the consequences ofdestroying thern. They need to be educated

or.r the benefits of wetlands. I think it should be integrated into the school cuniculum, the
whole idea ofnatural capital, ecological footprìnt, payment for ecological goods and

services. We have to get them when they're young and open minded.

The policy needs to deal with the mixed messages that ale being sent to fatmers. Fauners
have to have a really clear signal to make the right clioices. When they are bombarded
with different messages not only fi'om the market but from govetrxÌlent and from NGOs
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all telling them sornething different and none of its integrated, and the waters are so
muddied, he can't make any sense out ofit.

Sornething needs to be done to try and develop some consistency in messaging around
the whole issue of wetlands and land use.

Must be based on good solid science.

The concept ofadaptive management needs to be applied to the policy.

The mitigation process should definitely be looked into more closely. Tliere is probably
a role for some level of wetland mitigation because what it does is reinforces the
importance ofwhatever ecosystem that you are going to be impacting and stresses that
we can't affold to lost it. It's sornething that really has to be seriously considered in the
policy area for Manitoba.

REGULATION:

Regulations generallyfell irtto two categories, regulations regardirtg clraittage and tltose
protecÍing sensilive areas. There are regttlations tløt are cutrently itt place that deal
14,ith drainage, anrl the intpacts thal drainage on orrc property ltas on downstreant and
neighbouring pt'operties. The concents with tltese regttlations tended to revolve arotutcl
lack of adequate ettforcentent. Tlte concents witlt regulatiotts protecting sensitive areas
u'e printarily tltat tltey will interfere with agriculttu'dl productiotl.

Evetl,o¡1¿ inten ietued agreed thctt there wos a needfor sonte level of regulation but there
were also a lot ofconcents ovet'a egative backlash fronr producers and the ability to
enforce regulcttions adeqttately. Educatiott and incentive ptogrqnß were seen as a nntch
better upproctch. Regulatiotts were getterally seen to be necessary to deal with
ittdivichtals wlto cltoose not to contply tuith voluntary approaches and to protect high
priority areas.

Regulations will keep you from hell, but stewardship is what takes you to heaven

We shouldn't talk about regulations unless we talk about incentives.

Lead with inceutives and backstop with regulations.

Regulations will just get you the lowest comrnon denominator and should be looked at as

a backstop to an effective incentive program. Regulations are needed to deal with the
egregious situations that occur when people ignore guidelines and incentives, take a bull
headed approach and cause problems to their neighbours and society by their activities on
their land.

Regulations are needed to deal with that last 10 or 20%o that are not willing to change.
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Ifyou can work upfront with producers and have them change their attitudes and horv
they perceive wetlands and how they manage the land, then it's a win-win for both sides.

Whenever possible the use ofincentive programs or the use ofextension activities where
there is a benefrt for both sides would be prefened. We do recognize that there are

always those few people who are uot willing to change and that's where regulation does

have a role to play.

We need backstop baseline regulation, but you can't regulate everything. The reality is

that farmers do what they have to do to make a living and if regulation is too heavy
handed famrers will find a way around it.

Regulations have a role to play when there's going to be a distinct negative impact on
society or health of people downstream. We need a thee pronged approach involving
incentives, regulation and increased public awareness ofthe importance and value of
wetlands.

We should go with concrete policy development coupled with education and incentive
programs first. In high priority areas that are at pafticular risk and not getting the
protection they need from education and incentive progmlns, we lnay need to tesoÍ to
regulatiori.

Regulation has a role in terms of ensuring the health of the environment but we have to
be very careful how we use regulations. Regulation is something that needs to be used

only after voluntary approaches have not been effective.

Regulations have a role to play, we should rely on incentives first, but regulations will be

necessary because the bottom line is, we can't afford to pay the incentives needed to
conserve all the wetlands out there.

Regulation plays a role with regards to dlainage. Regulations are in place to prevent
people from draining certain classes of wetlands. But this has not been particularly
effective because of the lack of enforcenent officers. There is an attitude out there that I
can do what I v,/ant on my own land. Although a regulation may be in place, if it hasn't
been enforced in the past, the landowner doesn't see himself as really doing anything
wrong by ignoring it.

Ther-e are regulations regarding drailage, but theyjust haven't been enforced and a lot of
producers arrd landowners are not happy. There are a lot of unhappy people out there
because ofthe lack ofenforcement ofthe existing legislation when it comes to drainage.

There are concems with regulation alìd that it will affect the profitability of the fann
operation. A lot ofproducers don't think that anyone should tell them what to do on their
owu land. But the way it is now anyone who doesn't like some little bit of water on their
land drains it and then it ends up on somebody else's land. I'm sony if you want to live
together with other people you've got to be willing to work together on these things.
There are regulations all the time, building codes, speed limits, in our society there have
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to be some controls to ensure that everybody can live together. There need to be
guidelines that people follow, but ifyou don't follow tlie guidelines, there need to be

regulations and penalties to back it i.rp.

I think more legislation is needed, it would have to be very carefully drafted and the
various user gtoups would need to be involved. It has to be reasonable. There has to be

sorne give and take and we can't pt'otect every wetland. We need to identify high priority
areas.

We need better legislation to protect wetlands because curt'ent legislation almost
encolrrages draining, so there has to be sorne legislation to discourage dlainage ofkey
wetland areas.

There definitely needs to be some regulation but it has to be followed up with
enforcement and penalties that are enforced equally for everyone.

Producers don't react well to regulations, I think more resources would be used enforcing
regulations than would be used developing good extension and incentive programs.

People don't respond well to rules and regulation, especially on their own land. Its mucl't

better if you can get then to sign up for programs voluntarily rather than resort to
regulations.

I don't see being heavy hauded with regulation as a good way to go. I think we can make
a lot of iluoads with clearly stated policy, enforcement ofexisting drainage regulations
and education. To me that's a better route forward for the next 20 years than instituting
punitive regulatory legimes for wetlands.

The incentive approach is much more accepted than the regulatory approach, ifyou really
M/ant to have impact in the long tenn then that's the way to go

CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS:

Wetlancl conseruation progrants will operate within tlrc bounds of a wetland policy. A
well stnrclwecl policy should support existitg programs and also sefle to generate tlrc
developnrcnt of ner4) progranß tofill cu"rent gaps. Looking at existirtg prograns and
characteristics that ntake thent effective or ineffective can cotttribute valuable insightfor
the policy tvritirtg process.

Wlren cliscussittg Íhe charecteristics of effective pt"ograns, tlrcre were a ntnúer of thentes

that developed. TIte intportance of education wcts tlle lop íssue. This included general
erlucation progrants to raise pttblic awareness of the value of wetlands to generate tlle
political will to co set've wetlands, as well cts extension prograns tlnt provide technical
assistance directly to the landowner tltat will result in a change on the landscape. Il'e
have to look at tnaking a chøtge on the landscape on a large enough scale and this will
require ntote integrotion of ittdiviclual progt'ants. It was also considered a very good
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iclea to promote all of the ecological ftutctions wellattds pt'ovide in order to appeul to the
broarlest possible auclience. It was considered intportrutt to develop a variety of different
lypes ofprogrants, botltfinancial and non-Jìnancial, itt order to provide options to
landowtrcrs and increase buy iu. At tlte sante tinte cotrcerns were raised about pole tial
fiastratiorrs when too nnny disjoittted progranß coneete for landowners ' attention.

Understutrlittg dffirent production ntethods and adopting a holistic approaclt that takes
ittto ctccotutt tlte entit'e farnt operatiott v)as seen as u vety good approach. Clearly stated
attd measw"able goals were consideted necessary in order to monitor tlte effectiveness of
the progrunt und to iclentify adjustments th(ú may need to be ntacle. Long ternt
sustainability taki g into accotott socitù, ecorîonùc rutd environntental uspects tuas
considered essential

Education is huge. People need to realize the value ofthese ecosystems and the
importar.rce of maintaining them. We need to educate the general public to create the
political rvill to act. We need to provide technical assistance and extension programs to
landowners so that they have the information they need to make the best management
decisions.

We need big time public education. Not just a little ad in the paper with the buffalo in the
comer, but something imrovative and massive to reach everybody. Al1 sectors ofsociety
need to understand the role that they play in cleating the problem and the responsibility
they have for improving the situation

Generally most people want to be good enviroru:nental stewards if they know how.

Extension is education targeted at adults to influence their attitudes and to influence
behavior as it lelates to land use. It has a very specific purpose that focuses on a tal'get
audience with the goal of changing land use and behaviour.

Extension, technology transfer and education are very impodant, and there is a role to
play for both govenxrent and private industry

Teclnology tlansfer is essential but it needs to be the appropliate use of technology. GPS

programs for instance actually increase the likelihood of farmers draining wetlands
because they can see exactly how much it costs them to go around them. But at the same

time, in pririciple you could program infomration about the location of the wetlands and

the program could generate the optimal pattem to drive around them and avoid ovel'lap
aud r.ninir.nize distance traveled and fuel consumption and all those things

Producers will come to us and say I kriow you've got money for this but what I really
need is some tech¡ical help. So the individualized one on one help, specific to their
opelation is hugely important.

One on one extension is the best way ofchanging production methods, even more so than
incentive programs. Wliether its developing a grazing plan or a nutrient management
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plan, whatever issue needs to be dealt with, it's the one on one assistance in developing
clear goals, objectives and solutions, specifrc to that operation that is most effective.

Programs need to provide practical, rational, producer friendly techlical help that makes

sense to the landowner. Worksl'tops work well in creating interest but they can't replace

one on one individualized farm specifrc assistance.

We need to have a variety oftools available to achieve our goals: educatior.r, extension,

research, incentive programs, tax rebates, land retirement and others we haven't even

thought of yet.

Effective programs identify a particular need, and detetmine what is required to fill that
gap, identify an appropriate tool, implement the tool, and monitor the results.

Plograms need to have clearly defined and articulated goals so that you krrow what it is
that you are trying to accomplish and that allow you to detennine ifyour rnethods have

been successful in meeting your objectives.

Producers particularly feel that they are being singled out, they need to see that they're
not being singled out, and that everyone is doing their par1.

Agriculture needs to see that thele are a lot ofopporlunities in an incentive based wetland
policy that will help them deal with issues like water quality and nutrient nranagement

and also make their- operations not only t.uore envirorunentally friendly but financially
efficient as well.

Programs need to be broad based, wetlands are very complex systems and they perfomr
many functions. You have to promote the function that appeals to the specific
landowner. If wetlands are only promoted fi'om the point of view of a single function
that might not be the function that appeals to that parlicular landowner. We have to use a

holistic approach saying these are all the functions that wetlands provide. You aud I may
value a wetland for completely different reasons, we need to promote the whole package

in convincing people that wetlands are important.

In order to appeal to landowners \¡/e promote more how wetlands help preserve and

lecharge groundwater, sequestration ofcarbon, mitigating flood level, improving surface

water quality. It depends what is ofgreatest concem in that area. We do promote the

habitat aspect but for some landowners habitat is not a priority at all and they are

concemed about destructive wildlife. We focus on tlie issues that would pique the

interest ofthe landowner. To getpeople on board you have to word things appropriately.
We emphasize the beneffs that we think will appeal to the particular audience we are

dealing with. You have to know your audience.

You need to have technicians and replesentatives out in the field. You can't run a
program from Winnipeg.
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Sometimes it's very hald to get people to change their outlook and the way they do
tliings. It can take a long time for them to realize that although a practice was promoted
for environmelrtal reasons, there may be not only environmental but financial benefits.
Zero tillage for exarnple, people were skeptical at first but now its pretty much accepted
practice. Ofcourse you still get some die hards who alen't going to change.

Programs need to provide education and awareness as well as reassurance to the producer
that tlie steps they are taking are appropriate for the land undel their management and
provide some recognition that they are doing the right thing.

Recognition ofthe wolk and effort that landorvners put into consetving natural areas is
vital.

Some famrers value wetlands and natural areas very highly, for whatever reason. Other
famrers just look at the bottom line and think that they're a big nuisance.

Conservation programs need some sort of economic link. Financial incentives make it
easier for people who are struggling to get their economic livirrg oflthe land but also
want to preserve some of the natural ecosystem health.

You have to sell it to the producers from the production side ofthings, for a lot ofthem
it's about economics.

Depending on the type ofproduction tliey are engaged in, landholders will have
drarnatically different views ofwetlands. Cattle fanners use wetlands as late season
forage sources and as sources for watering, they see them as having some productive
value. Grain famrers tend to want to get rid of them, they see thern as nothing but a
nuisance that is costing thern time and money,

Yon have to change the way farmers think about and look at wetlands, that's how you're
going to get lasting change on the landscape. I've had fanners say to ne, this is the fir:st
time I've driven around one ofthose things and not thought abor.rt how to drain it. That's
real progress, that's the sign of a successful proglanr,

Need to integrate wetland conservation into a sustainable farm system. Farmers look at
their operation as a whole, not in bits and pieces. A lot of famrers look at a pothole and
don't know what to do with it other than drain it. They don't understand the ecological
values and how they can contribute to the long term ecological sustainability of the
operation.

Programs need to take into account the entire famr operation, notjust one small aspect of
ir,

Landholders lack confidence in the govemment and don't trust thern. They hust other
landowners who have done projects. They hust their neighbours. Theyseem to trust
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PFRA because they've been around for a long tine and their plograms have been
consistent arrd practical.
Respecting the landowner and farm family and realizing that the fann is their own
personal space.

Respecting landowrrer riglits is very impofiant. Landowrers recognize tliat they don't
have a right to complete control ovel the land, the water, the birds, the air, but they do

manage these things on behalfofthe public aud need recognition of the right to make

management decisions.

People want to retain ownership and control, that's a natural tendency and that's the
problem with retirement schemes. So we need to look at something that respects
landowner rights.

Progr ar.r.rs need to be sir-nple and straight forward. Fanners ar-e put off of a proglam if it
looks like its going to be cornplicated.

Programs need to evolve to meet the changing needs ofproducers.

Recognition of laudowner rights is important but at the same time there has to be some
sort ofassurance that all your work is not going to be undone because ofad hoc decision
making be farmers who are going to follow market signals.

When you're devising programs there are a lot ofunintended outcomes that youjust can'1

plan for. So you use the best infonnation available to you and do your best to get the
prograrns as close to what you think is right and then lecogrize that adjushnents will
most likely need to be made. You need to understand the lay of tl-re land and the
landowners and take that into account and then monitor the program and make any
adjustments that are needed.

The ALUS project provides incentives for producers to presewe wetlands, natural areas

and ripalian areas. The producer chooses the right mix ofprograms for their operation.
What makes the program effective is having conservation done within the culture of
agriculture. Programs need to be developed by the landowners and on their temrs.

Pilot programs like the ALUS prograïrl are significant not because it is necessarily the
perfectly designed program but because it is forcing people to think and react to this idea
ofpaying landowners for the ecological goods and services their land provides, and that's
a huge contribution. We really have to understand what we are paying for and ensure
that the system is sustairrable fi'om the funding side. Flexibility is being promoted in the
ALUS program but if farmers can opt out any time, it raises questions about the
sustainability of the ecological element.

Programs have to be acceptable to land owners. The wetland issues in southwestem
Manitoba are on the private land base. We have to develop tools to give fanners options
and provide a financial incentive, something othel thanjust buying land which has some
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leal social impediments to it. When leases were originally introduced they were only for
five years and there was some real concem as to whether they would be accepted by
Iandowners. As people got used to t \he idea, they were more comfortable with longer
agÌeements especially when they reahzed that they were still allowed to use the land for
cefiain uses. It was the same thing with the easement program and now farmers ale
lining up to sign on.

There is a sense of wanting to leave a legacy in the farming comrnunity, especially with
the older fanners who don't want the back 40 knocked down as soon as they are gone, so

they sign an easeÍnent in perpetuity and feel like they've saved something fol fi¡ture
generations.

We need integration. We need to look at creating links between the paynent for
ecological goods ar.rd services and environmental fann plans and integrated watershed
management schemes. Not that they have to be cor¡bined into a single big program, no,
but linked in some way so they are not wolking in isolation ofone another.

We need to conserve notjust the specific pothole but focus on landscape scale
conservatiorr. The biodiversity in a region includes more than just the waterfowl that
uses the pothole but all sorts of wildlife alound it. We want landscape scale
consewation, rather than bits here and there that are protected, we want to have a

contiguous acreage so that plants, animals, insects and birds can all survive and still allow
the landscape to be productive.

For a program to be effective it has to be on a large euough scale. How do you get scale
orr the agricultural landscape? You enlist the power of the public sector and find them a

compelling reason to provide the necessary resources, and the compelling reason is that
we the public are dernanding public goods and services from the private landscape, so

you strike a deal with producers, we will provide you with incentives and you will deliver
us with goods and services.

The environmental services generated by wetlands accrue beyond the fann gate but the
costs all accrre within the farm gate. Ald there are on-going costs. It is estirnated that
going around a wetland adds 15% to the cost ofputting in a field, in extra fuel, extra
time, harvest inefficiencies and that is a major incentive to get rid ofthat wetland. If
society thinks that therê is value in the natural capital, then society needs to share the cost
or at the very least do away with the incentives to drain the wetlands

Fanners need a really clear sigrral to make the right choices, so we need to take out
anything that muddies the waters. It doesn't necessarily need to be cash but there has to
be no doubt in their minds that they're getting a reward for doing this. But when they are

bornbarded with diffelent nessages not only Ílom the market but from govemrnent and
fi'orn NGOs and they're all telling him something diffelent and telling him what he
should be doing on his land and they're all dealing with one particulal issue and never
taking into account the whole fanning operation, then hejust throws up his hands in
flustlation. Its so muddied he can't make any sense out of it and none of it is integlated
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Fanners have to see a benefit of maintaining wetlands, preferably financial, because there

ar..e a lot of financial benefits to draining them. There are a lot of pererse incentives out
put incentives to conserve that are of similar value.

EVALUATING THE EFtr'ECTIVENESS OF PROGRAMS

ht order to detet'ntine ifa progrant is actually effective it has to be evaluated itt sonte

way. The criteria useclfor that evahtatiott needs to be carertt )t selected as the selectio
of uppropriate nrcosures will cletemine if the evaluation is ctccurate. Generally existirtg '

progrcuns u'e evaluated itt terms of ttptake. More evahtation is needecl ott the intpact of
vru'iotts progrants on the landscape.

We tend to evaluate the effectiveness of programs in tetms of program uptake, how much
nloney was spent, how many people participated, were they happy with the program, that
soÍ of thing. Its much more diffrcult to determine if a prograrn effectively conserved the

wetland ol improved the water quality. So we do qualitative measures very well, but the
quantitative research that will measllre the actual impact on the landscape is much more
dilficult, and very, very expensive.

You detemrine the effectiveness ofa program by looking at the net loss or gain of
wetland function. In the aglicultural landscape the main issue is net gain or loss of
wetland function. We think we can drain a bunch of small wetlands and then create one

large wetland in a more convenient location to mitigate for the loss of the smaller ones

but the result is a substantial net loss olwetland function. I think we have to go beyond
just acreage nleasufements, to the issue ofnet gain or loss of wetland function

The ploblem with wetland conselation, particularly with regards to waterfowl
production is that it is generally done on too small ofa scale. Scale is crucial. For real
Iandscape results, consewation has to be done on a landscape level and the private
consewation groups simply cannot raise or get enough money to do the conservation on
the scale required to make a difference. Easements are gleat on a srnall scale, but you
can't buy enough land, rulal communities won't let you. One ofthe criteria ofan
effective program is that it has to be on a large enough scale.

In the end I don't think youjudge how successful a proglarn is simply by the uptake, you
need to do an assessment of the area and detemrine if the objective of the plogram has

been realized. You have to monitor what is actually going on and the impacts that it's
having on the landscape. That would require that you have a benchmalk at the begirming
and then a final overall assessment of how well the area is doing in tetms of the specific
wetland conservation objective.

Olre measure of its effectiveness is that people continue to be involved in it

You can develop the greatest conservation progtam in the world but ifthere is no uptake,

it's completely useless.
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You have to change the way farmers think about and look at wetlands, that's how you're
going to get lasting change on the landscape. I've had farmers say to me, this is the first
tiure I've driven arcund or.re ofthose tliings and not thought about how to drain it. That's
the sign of a successful program.

GO,A,LS AND OBJECTIVES OF A WETLAND POLICY

One of the prinrctry tusks in developing a wetland policy is to devise appropriute goals
rutrl objectives. To assess the priorities ofstakeholders, as well as generate ideas for
rliscussion, interview participants were askecl whal lhey îhottght tlte primary objective of
a provincial policy sltottld ittclude. Attst+,ers includerl no net loss, nnintainifig ecos)tstenl

function and health, susÍainable use, recognitiotl of their talue to society, the importatlce
of nnintaining Íhe wellanrl contplex, the needfor restoration attd tlte needfor landscape
level nnnagentent.

We need to get a better handle on the state of our wetlands that needs to be a primary
goal. We need an inventory and a monitoring system. We need to see where we are and
develop some specifrc goals regarding where we want to be 10 and 20 years fi'om now.
Specific measurable goals with a specific tirne frame, and a strategy for meeting those
goals, just 'making progress' isn't enougl.t.

No net loss of wetland function, and moving towards a net gain. But before we can gain
we have to get to the point where we're not losing,

No loss of wetland function and ideally it should also create a springboard from which
we can try to recreate some ofthe lost wetland function.

First we have to reduce or limit dr-ainage. We have to take stock of what we have and
identify priority areas and focus on maintaining those and then we need to look at how to
restore priority areas and maximize their wetland productivity.

We've got to make sure that we save the whole complex, not just isolated wetlands.

Something needs to be done to try and develop some consistency in messaging around
the whole issue of wetlands and land use.

The first step would be protection and a rational for protecting what's existing so that
ther-e is not fui1her degradation but then high priority marshes like the Libau - Netley
marsh should look at being restored.

The big issue is wetland function. What are the values of wetlands and what have we losl
in temrs of value to society and what are we willing to pay to rnaintain the wetlands that
we have left. We need to look more closely at the functions that are more directly
meaningful to broader bases in society and unfortunately in the agricultural landscape
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those are the things that will challenge agriculture. But if we consider the Red River
Valley that used to be covered in wetlands and now there are very few wetlands but its
some of the best farmland in the world. We need to respect the role of agricultule. We
need to build a policy that understands the need to maintain viable agricultural systems.

On the flip side all ofthat development has had consequences and there are major
consequences as a result ofthe loss ofwetlands. I honestly believe thatwe've come to a
point that society has to stand up and say enough. We've reached that point when it

.conres 
to wetland function, in fact we're past enough, we're way past enough.

To restore wetlar.rd function on a large enough scale to deliver ecological goods and

selvices on a scale large enough to make a sigrificant envirorunental difference in
Manitoba

The big issue is loss but I think the other one is quality. The remaining good quality, rvell

functioning wetlands, wherevet' possible should be maintained. Then we should look at

restoring arrd rebuilding the ones that have been lost or degraded but that is expensive so

we should focus on keeping what we've got first. We should also look at mitigation.
Sornetimes itjust makes rnole sense to drain a wetland in a particular area bnt then they
should be lequired to make up for that somewhere else.

A provincial policy would have a broader objective than a policy that focuses only ou
prairie wetlands. On the prairies we would want something like a zero loss or in ñrany
instances you want to have a gain. Provincially I think the issue that I would be most
concemed is ecosystem health. It wouldn't consider only prairie wetlands but the health

ofall wetlands in the province. Wetlands play an essential role in ecosystem function,
we need to consider the role that wetlands play in the ecosystem and maintain the health
of the wetlands irr order to nraintain the health of the entire ecosystem. We really have to
respect the diversity of the types of wetlands in the province. We can't just maintain the

big pemar.rent wetlands but we need the smaller seasonal ones as well. So one of the

issues would be rnaintainirrg the wetland complex in the landscape. It has to address

more than just conseruing individual wetlands.
Wetland nlauagement is a fundamelrtal component of integtated watershed managemeut

and plamring. Their exceptional status and their particular dl.namic in the ecosystem

needs to be analyzed, understood and managed as a critical ecological element of
integ ated watershed management.

It would be broad based concerned with maintaining the sustainability of them and

recognize their importance. Wetlands have to be seen as a valuable parl of a sustainable

nlulti-use landscape.

Sustainable developrnent, to provide a healthy, sustainable and diverse landscape capable

ofproviding social, economic and environmental benefrts to cun'ent and future
generations. It n'ìust enconpass social, economic aud environmental aspects with
euvilonmental issues being the primary concem.
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A wetland policy should recognize the protection of wetland ecosystems as a significant
responsibility under the Water Protectiorl Act. It must recognize that there will always be

conflicts related to protection ofnatural systems and economic development, and so it
rvould l.rave to be enough of a statement of the imporlance and value of those ecosystems
that development objectives don't take priority over enviloumental concems.

A wetland policy needs to put more focus on the value ofwetlands and the need to
pleserve them. The govemment has speut a whole lot ofmoney draining lhem and very
little saving them. We need to put a moratorium on drainage right now, until we get

things figured out. Water quality is becoming more and more of a conceffr. We have a

huge issue with Lake Winnipeg, rnore and more boil water advisories aud all sotls of
water quality issues all over southern Manitoba. These will become worse as \¡/e go

down the road with climate change, population increase, intensification ofagriculture and

other developments. Water quality is going to be a huge issue.
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APPENDIX l1: Workshop Agenda

An Assessment of lYetkutd Conservation Policy and Prøctice: Towards A Strategyfor
the Developnent of a Iltetlønd Policy ìn Manitoba

\ orkshop - June I 12:00-4:00
Natural Resources Institute Winnipeg

Objectives:

The purpose ofthis workshop is to facilitate discttssion aurong stakeholders, with the goa)

ofidentifying areas of cor¡mon ground and potential cousensus related to wetland

conservation in Manitoba and to demonstrate how these could be reflected in a provincial

wetland policy. The obj ective is not to develop a wetland policy, or a draft wetland
policy, but to identify areas of common concetn and to demonstrate the value of
stakeholder involvenent in the early stages of policy development,

1. To present the results ofthe inteliew process and identify areas of common

concern
2. To identify the role of stakeholders in the policy development process

3, To identify potential objectives for a wetland policy
4. To identify potential guiding principles for a provincial wetland policy.
5. To develop a possible strategy for dealing with the diversity of wetland types

and issues facing wetlands in Manitoba.

Agenda:

TIME PERSON CONTENT
12:00-72:45 Rhonda Pankratz -Working Lunch

-Introductions and objectives of the
workshop
-Presentation of interview resr¡lts

l2:45-1:15 Facilitated Discussion Role of stakeholders in policy
rlevelonment

I :15-1 :30 RÏonda Panklatz Wetland diversity in MB
Overuiew of policies in other
iurisdictions - dealing with diversity

l:30 - 2:45 Facilitated Discussion Strategies for dealing with wetland
diversitv in MB

2:45 - 3:00 Break

3:00 - 3:15 Rhonda Panla'atz Overview ofpolicies in other
jurisdictions - objectives and guiding
orincioles

3:15 - 4:00 Facilitated Discussion Primary obj ectives and guiding
nrincioles in the Manitoba context
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